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ABSTRACT

This dissertation investigates several aspects of nominal modification in Ògè, an understudied language of Benue-congo spoken in Àkókó Northwest in Nigeria. The study focuses on two areas of nominal modification namely, Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMs) and the strategies of number marking.

The discussion and analysis of NAMs in the language reveal that Ògè belongs to the group of languages which lacks adjectives as a lexical category. NAMs are nominal and they are derived from an existing lexical category namely, verbs. Predicative modifiers and NAMs have forms that are similar to the long and short forms (LF & SF) of adjectives in languages in which adjectives form an open class, for example, Russian, SerBoCroatian (BCS) and German. Based on the Minimalist program, the dissertation reveals that unlike Russian, BCS, and German in which the discrepancies between the two forms of adjectives are related to definiteness (as in the case of BCS) and Agree, the discrepancies in the two forms of modifiers in Ògè are related to the fact that Ògè lacks adjectives and resorts into the nominalization of stative verbs in order to derive attributive forms. Using the analyses of adjuncts according to Truswell (2004) and Zeijlstra (2020), the dissertation proposes that NAMs are adjuncts in a modification structure while they are heads in possessive and genitive constructions. In addition, I propose that NAMs are attributive-only modifiers which modify the NP rather than the DP.

The dissertation also investigates the strategies of number marking in Ògè. Unlike languages in which number marking is obligatory in the nominal domain (Hebrew, German, English), nouns in Ògè are not always marked for number. This means that nouns in Ògè have general number. The general number nature of nouns in Ògè is like that of the nouns in modifying plural marking languages namely, Halkomelem, Korean,
Yucatec Maya and Yorùbá. However, I argue that unlike the modifying plural marking languages in which the Number Phrase (NumP) is not projected, NumP is projected in the nominal spine of Ògè, claiming that NumP bears an interpretable number feature which values the uninterpretable number feature in D. Argument in support of this comes from the interpretation of the noun in the presence of òtúro (an element which translates to the plural definite interpretation of the noun). I analyze òtúro as a plural determiner which occupies the D-head in the syntax of Ògè. The dissertation argues following Alexiadou (2019) that the locus of the occurrence of the marker of plurality in the nominal spine does not depend on its interpretation as a plural morpheme, rather, the locus of the occurrence of the element that is sensitive to the plural interpretation of the noun depends on other parameters which are definiteness, specificity and animacy.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Background

1.1. Introduction

This dissertation investigates various aspects of nominal modification in Ògè with specific interest in the structure of adjectival modification and number marking strategies. Relevant characteristics of adjectives in Ògè, a Benue-Congo language spoken in Nigeria are discussed. Many of the African languages are considered to have a closed class of Adjectives (Welmers 1973; Dixon 2004) unlike the European languages in which adjectives form an open class from which varied lexical items are derived. The main issue of discussion in the literature remains the existence of a closed class of adjectives in most of the African languages (adjectives are derived from other lexical items like nouns and/or verbs). Segerer (2008) argues in favor of the closed class of adjectives by providing empirical data from some of the African languages i.e., Igbo, Edo, Yorùbá, some Bantu languages and some data from Chadic languages. According to Segerer, some of the African languages with an open class of adjectives include Mbum, Tikar, Tigrigna. Among those languages where the class is closed, the number of items range from 2 (e.g., Kemantney or Keley) to more than 100, e.g., Dagbani.

Using existing theories of syntax, the aims of this dissertation among others include (i) the analysis of the structural architecture of adnominal adjectives (in this sense, attributive and predicative use of the adjectives) (ii) analyze the structural location of adnominal adjectives in Ògè. (iii) a comparative study of adnominal adjectives in Ògè and Standard Yorùbá (a closely related language to Ògè). Aiming at making clear the identity of adjectives in Ògè, there are two directions in which the dissertation approaches these issues. First, an in-depth analysis of the nominal domain of Ògè is given using the
Minimalist theory, this is given in chapter two in which the structure of the determiner phrase of Ògè is discussed.

The second part of the dissertation (chapters 3 and 4) aims at examining the different perspectives taken by some scholars on adjectives cross-linguistically. The importance of this part of the dissertation is not only to re-examine some of the claims about the Adjective category in the selected languages, but also to point out succinctly why these languages differ ‘structurally’ or otherwise from adnominal modifiers in Ògè. As a way of an insight into what is intended to be carried out in this part of the dissertation, the questions arise as to; (a) why adjectives inflect differently from predicative adjectives? (b) why does the structure of the adjective category differ from its structure when it performs the function of predication in some languages but not in other languages?’ A major finding of the discussion in this chapter is that ‘attributive adjectives’ are nominal in Ògè (therefore, adjectives are called Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMs), in this dissertation). If attributive adjectives are nominal in Ògè, the question arises as to how number are marked in the language. In some languages, number is marked on the adjective and not necessarily on the noun since adjectives are nominal and it is assumed to be able to take a plural marker. This is the focus of the discussions and analysis in chapter five (5) of the dissertation.

1.2. General theoretical assumptions in the dissertation

The theoretical framework that is adopted in the dissertation is the minimalist theory of syntactic feature specifications as laid out in (Chomsky 1995, 2001, 2002; Adger 2003, 2010; Zeijlstra 2014, 2020). Adger (2003) defines features as properties of syntactic atoms. This allows features to enter relationships with other syntactic atoms. For example, an interpretable feature is said to be able to enter a relationship with a counterpart feature
that is not interpretable. Two approaches are adopted regarding the use of features. The first as to do with the famous interpretable and uninterpretable features as elaborated in (Adger 2003, 2010; Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001; Zeijlstra 2014) while the second is referred to as dependent and independent [DEP] features in the sense of categorial grammar (Zeijlstra 2020).

The syntactic analyses adopted in chapters 2, 3 and 5 assume an interpretable and uninterpretable feature as extensively elaborated by (Adger 2003, 2010; Chomsky 1986, 1995b, 2000, 2001; Zeijlstra 2014). When a category bears an interpretable feature, the category is interpreted as carrier of the semantics of the feature while uninterpretable features are features that are only formal features and not semantic in nature and they cannot receive an LF-interpretation (Zeijlstra 2014).

The analysis of NAMs in chapter 4 shows that the combinatorial syntactic, possibilities of the mother node are determined by both daughters which are the attributive and the modified noun. However, the original assumptions in the literature is that when an adjunct is merged, the adjunct is redundant while its sister projects which is syntactically the head of the noun phrase. This is illustrated in Chomsky (1998) ‘... in a sequence of $K=(y, \{a, b\})$, $y$ is the label for the merger of $a$ & $b$ in which $y$ (the label of the derived syntactic object) needs to be identical to $a$ or $b$, for example, one of the sisters projects its label while the other sister is redundant (an adjunct)’. The dissertation reveals that an adjunct in a modification structure is active. In other words, attributive, despite its optional status is not redundant in syntax, rather it is involved in feature checking and feature percolation; the feature of an attributive is $[N, \text{DEP}N]$ as exemplified in (1).
The structure in (1) is supported with ample evidence from the analysis of adjuncts in Truswell (2004) and Zeijlstra (2020). Here, the claim is that the label of the concatenation of NAM with the noun is derived through the combinatorial function of both sisters (attributive and the modified noun). This means that both merged objects contribute to the label of the derived syntactic object. The interesting task in the merger of the attributive with the modified noun will be the label of the set consisting of two sisters with an identical lexical category: an attributive with the feature [\text{N}] modifies a noun with the feature [\text{N}]. The feature [\text{DEP}] on attributives as shown in (1) shows that attributives in Ògè are dependent on the modified noun and they must be adjacent to the modified noun, which are the heads of the NP. Basically, the argument in chapter 4 is twofold i) NAMs are introduced into a syntactic structure for the purpose of modification (ii) there is syntactic dependency relationship between the NAM and the modified noun.\(^1\)

In chapter 5, following Chomsky (1995, 2002) and Zeijlstra (2020), I take Agree as an operation which checks whether the attributes of an unvalued and a valued feature match, and then value the unvalued one to be the same as the one its agreeing with.\(^2\) Take for instance, if the Number feature on Num is PL and the number feature on D is unvalued for

---

\(^1\) The analysis proposed here is in the sense of categorial grammar in which an item depends on the existence of an adjacent item for its survival. This analysis could be extended to any relationship between an adjunct-sister sequence such as Adv-V sequence as well. As shown in section 4.5., in chapter 4, the intriguing part of this analysis is that it allows for the transparency of the merger of the modifier with the modified noun.

\(^2\) In this sense, Agree does not just check whether a dependent and an independent feature match by checking the dependent one rather, Agree is a feature driven mechanism between a probe and a goal which have a matching feature.
number, represented as ‘D[uNum:]’, what Agree does is that it gives a value to the unvalued uninterpretable number feature on D, which will then be written as D[uNum: PL]. This is further illustrated in (2).

(2) Agree

X[F:val]\ldots Y[F: _]

The value from [F:val] is copied to Y[F: _], resulting in X[F:val]\ldots Y[F:val]

The features X[F:val] and Y[F: _] in the configuration in (2) help to distinguish between the features that seek a value from those features that do not require a value. For instance, the [u Num:] on D indicates a dependency relation between the D-head and the Num-head while the empty space after the colon on the uninterpretable feature on Num, shows that the Num needs a value either PL or SG. This is an instance of structure enrichment where the features present on one node are spread onto other nodes, ‘Agree’ is assumed to establish a Probe-Goal relation, the goal bears an inherent feature which are specified on the features on the probe. In this analysis, the features on the probe are derived from the features on the goal through agreement.

1.3. Data

To the best of my knowledge, published works on Ògè are my own research on different aspects of Ògè. Examples of these are, Adénúgà (2015, 2017, 2019). My master’s dissertation on focus constructions in Ògè (unpublished) gives a comprehensive description of the phonological system of Ògè which includes the consonant, and vowel systems, as well as tone and prominent phonological processes. It is worthy of mention that the phonological systems in Ògè do not diverge in significant ways from the phonological systems of Yorùbá which is a well-studied language in the literature.
The Ògè data in this dissertation come from my own fieldwork. The fieldwork data were collected during several field trips to Ògè as well as surveys (on the phone) with the native speakers of Ògè. I started to work on different aspects of the noun phrase of Ògè in 2005 when I wrote a long essay on the Noun Phrase in Ògè. In 2014, I wrote my master’s thesis on the Focus constructions in Ògè. During this period, I recorded short stories in Ògè (see appendix for some of the stories). At the start of my doctoral dissertation, I went back to Ògè to record more stories with specific focus on nominal modifiers. Lastly, towards the end of 2019, I went back to Ògè for the purpose of data clarifications. This time, the emphasis was on the status of bare nouns in relation to articles (both the singular and plural articles), nominal attributive modifiers and number marking. The names of my numerous consultants and some of the pictures that were taken during the fieldtrips are included in the Appendix.

1.4. Overview of the dissertation

Chapter 2 discusses the nominal phrase in Ògè and provides an analysis of the lexical and functional elements that make up a noun phrase. The chapter provides answers to the following questions:

(i) Does the NP in Ògè project a DP?
(ii) Can Ògè be classified as an articleless language?
(iii) Does the article in Ògè compete with other elements in the postnominal position?
(iv) What is the role of the articles in Ògè?

The chapter presents the structure of the nominal constructions in Ògè and expatiates the necessity of a DP projection above the NP layer. With the help of the syntactic features (the weak and strong features on two distinct heads), evidence for phrasal movement is
provided for the analysis of the specificity marker and the possessive pronoun which show a phrasal movement from their canonical position to a derived position for the purpose of feature checking.

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 present the analyses of NAMs in Ògè. The focus of chapter 3 is the syntactic analysis of the internal structure of NAMs in Ògè. The chapter claims that attributives are nominal and that they are derived from stative verbs. Chapter 3 starts out with a brief discussion of the adjectives in some selected European languages and shows that the discrepancies in the two forms of the adjectives which are the attributive and predicative forms are because of two parameters; agreement and definiteness. A comparison of the attributive modifiers in Ògè and Yorùbá help to establish that adjective is not a universal category because all the attributives are derived from an existing lexical category (verbs) in the two languages. The reason for this comparison is because Yorùbá is one of the best studied Niger-Congo languages, as well as the lingua franca of the Ògè community.

Having analyzed the internal structure of NAMs in chapter 3, the focus of chapter 4 is on the structural location of NAMs in the noun phrase in relation to the modified noun. The attributive is analyzed as a nominal element which adjoins to the modified noun in a nominal modification expression. NAMs are direct only modifiers as such, no elements can intervene between the NAM and the modified noun.

Chapters 3 and 4 provide answers to the following questions:

(i) Are adjectives universal? Is ‘adjective’ as a lexical category present in Ògè?
(ii) What cross-linguistic generalizations can be drawn about adjectives as a category?
(iii) What is the structure of NAMs in Ògè?
(iv) Why are predicative and attributive modifiers structurally and categorically different in Ògè?
What is the structural location of NAMs in the nominal phrase of Ògè?

**Chapter 5** discusses the strategies of number marking in Ògè. The chapter shows that nouns in Ògè are optionally marked for plural with òtúro. It further argues for a NumP projection in the nominal spine of Ògè and shows that in addition to the marking of plural, òtúro marks a noun for definiteness. It is well known in the literature (Wiltschko 2008; Kramer 2015; Butler 2011; Kim & Melchin 2018) that the NumP does not project in languages with optional plural morpheme. The chapter argues that òtúro is not always optional, its presence is required in a plural definite context. The host of òtúro, which is the D, performs a dual function of (in)definiteness and number interpretations.

Chapter 5 provides answers to the following research questions:

(i) How are nouns marked for plural in Ògè?
(ii) Is there the need for the projection of a Num(ber) phrase in the nominal spine of Ògè since it is well-known that languages with a modifying plural marking system do not project a NumP?
(iii) Is the plural marker in Ògè associated with interpretations other than the marker of plurality?

This chapter reveals four important facts about the system of number marking in Ògè:

(i) Nouns in Ògè have general number.
(ii) Plural marked nouns are interpreted as plural only, singular nouns are interpreted as singular only while BNs could mean one or more than one.
(iii) NumP is compatible with languages in which nouns have general number (contra Wiltschko 2008).
(iv) Plurality may interact with definiteness and animacy.

**Chapter 6** concludes by highlighting the main contributions of the dissertation.
Chapter 2: The structure of nominal expressions in Ògè

2.1. Introduction

This chapter discusses the structure of the nominal expressions in Ògè. Some scholars like Boskovic (2009) assume that in some languages, the NP is not dominated by the projection of the DP (articleless languages e.g., Chinese) while in others, the NP is dominated by the projection of the DP (languages with obligatory articles, e.g., English and most of the Germanic languages). Nouns in Ògè can appear bare as shown in (1), and the noun can be interpreted as either (in)definite, singular or plural depending on the context in which it occurs.

(1)a. ópú
dog
‘a/the dog/ dogs’

b. áchọ
cloth
‘a/the cloth/ cloths’

c. ẹnè
person
‘a/the person/people’

However, just as it has been claimed for bare nouns (BNS) in some related languages, Aboh (1998), for Gungbe and Ajibóyè (2005), (2009) for Yorùbá, I propose that the first mention of a BN in discourse in Ògè is construed as indefinite while a BN that is mentioned in discourse for the second time is construed as definite (this phenomenon is discussed in full in section 2.2.).

In addition to the bare nature of nouns in Ògè, nouns take some elements which are interpreted as either definite in the case of ikári in (2a) or indefinite as the interpretation
of *ìkín shows in (2b). The ungrammaticality of the example in (2c) shows that both elements do not co-occur, and this suggests that both elements compete for the same position in the nominal phrase as argued in section 2.3.

(2)  

a. **ìkári ópú**  

    \begin{tabular}{ll}
     \textsc{def} & dog  \\
     \text{‘the dog’} & \\
     \end{tabular}

b. **ìkín ópú**  

    \begin{tabular}{ll}
     \textsc{indef} & dog  \\
     \text{‘a dog’} & \\
     \end{tabular}

c. *ìkári/ìkín ópú

The proposal that both elements *ìkári and *ìkín compete for the same position in the nominal projection of the \textsc{np} is supported by the grammaticality of the example in (3) in which both elements are compatible with the demonstratives *ígé ‘that’ and *íghẹ ‘this’.

The grammaticality of the examples in (4) suggests that the markers of (in)definiteness and the demonstratives occupy different layers in the projection of the \textsc{np} in Ògè.

(3)  

a. **ígé ópú**  

    \begin{tabular}{ll}
     \textsc{dem} & dog  \\
     \text{‘that/those dog(s)’} & \\
     \end{tabular}

b. **íghẹ ópú**  

    \begin{tabular}{ll}
     \textsc{dem} & dog  \\
     \text{‘this/these dog(s)’} & \\
     \end{tabular}

(4)  

a. **ìkári ígé/íghẹ ópú**

    \begin{tabular}{llll}
     \textsc{def} & \textsc{dem} & dog  \\
     \text{‘that/this dog’} & \\
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The chapter claims that the elements *ikári* and *ikin* are not grammatical in a plural context and this explains why they are not compatible with the marker of plurality *ọtúro* as shown in (5b and c) while the demonstratives are compatible with *ọtúro* as shown in (6). I assume that demonstratives are ambiguous between a singular and a plural interpretation in Ògè as the gloss in (3) shows and that the elements *ikári*, *ikin* and *ọtúro* occupy the same layer which is the D-head in the projection of the NP. This assumption is further supported by the interpretation of the plural noun in (5a) as a definite plural.

(5a. *ọtúro ópú*  
PL dog  
‘the dogs/*dog’

b. *ikári ọtúro ópú*

c. *ikin ọtúro ópú*

(6a. *ọtúro ígé ópú*  
PL DEM dog  
‘those dogs’

b. *ọtúro íghé ópú*  
PL DEM dog  
‘these dogs’

Additional elements in the nominal expressions of Ògè that are relevant for the analyses in this chapter are the specificity marker *rin* as shown in (7) and the possessive pronoun *ràn* ‘my’ as shown in (8). An interesting characteristic of both elements is that unlike the
elements in the examples in (2-6) that occur in a prenominal position, rin and ràn both occur to the right of the noun.

(7)a. ópú rìn
dog SP
‘a/the specific dog’

b. ópú ràn
dog my
‘my dog’

c. ópú ràn rìn
dog my SP
‘my specific dog’

For the analysis of the structure of the nominal expressions in Ògè, section 2.2. discusses in detail the interpretations of BNs and shows that BNs in Ògè are grammatical in both argument and predicative positions. The section concludes that the articles are obligatory in contexts with unambiguous (in)definite and number interpretations. In section 2.3., following the proposal of Abney’s (1987) DP-hypothesis, I propose that the projection of the NP is dominated by the projection of the DP. D is phonologically filled when the articles are overt while D is null in the case of BNs. In addition, I also assume that the Number Phrase (NumP) projects between the DP and the NP but that the Num is not phonologically filled (see chapter five for the full analysis of number in Ògè). Because of the characteristics of the elements in D as shown in the examples in (2a, b and 5a), I assume that D bears the feature [(IN)DEF, uNum] which takes a number specification from the Num. Here, the assumption is that Num bears an interpretable number feature [Num] that values the uninterpretable number feature on D.
Since the articles are compatible with the demonstrative, in section 2.4., I propose that the DP hosts an additional projection between the DP and the NP which is a demonstrative phrase (DEMP) and that the DEM, is occupied by the demonstrative, in this analysis, the DEMP is the complement of D while the NumP is the complement of DEM.

Further to the analysis in this chapter, section 2.5. develops an analysis in terms of a phrasal movement in the spirit of Aboh (1998) and Guillemin (2009, 2011, 2014). In this respect, the proposal suggests that the host of the specificity marker is the Specificity Phrase (SpP) above DP which is an optional functional projection that is only projected when rin is overt. The chapter proposes that Sp bears a strong specificity feature which attracts its complement, the DP to [Spec SpP] for the purpose of feature checking (therefore we see the order of the elements in (7a)). The support for a phrasal movement further comes from the example in (7b) in which the possessive pronoun occurs to the right of the noun followed by the specificity marker. Here, the assumption is that there is an additional projection between the DP and the NP, which is the Possessive Phrase [PossP]. The PossP bears a feature [poss] which causes the movement of the NP to the [Spec poss], see the example in (7b) and then the output of the movement of the DP to the [Spec Sp] yields the order in (7c). Section 2.6. gives the summary of the chapter.

2.2. Bare Nouns (BNs) in Ògê

The main concern of the present section is to describe the behavior of BNs in Ògê. Following Ajibóyè (2005), (2009), I take BNs to be NPs which have no determiner and no specification for number. In other words, nominals in Ògê are most times ‘bare’ appearing in isolation without any accompanying element(s) in discourse. I give an overview of the discussions in this section while section 2.2.1. discusses the distribution of the BN in Subject and object positions and section 2.2.2. gives the interpretation of a BN in
predicative position. To be more explicit about the status of BNs in Ògè, this section concludes that BNs in Ògè belong to the set of languages with an ambiguous bare singular and that its nouns are freer in all contexts.

As is well known, a nominal expression may contain both lexical and functional materials. If we compare the noun phrases in (8), we immediately note some similarities between English and Ògè. The English version of the nominal expression in (8a) contains a determiner, the definite article *the*, and the indefinite article *a*. The Ògè equivalent of the sentence in (8a) contains elements that correspond to the English (in)definite article: *ìkári* is the definite article while *ìkín* is the indefinite article. The grammaticality of (8c) shows that Ògè optionally marks (in)definiteness in its nominal expressions. The ungrammaticality of the sentence in (8d) indicates that bare singulars are not grammatical without the articles in English.

(8)a. The teacher saw a dog in the class.

\[b. ìkári tísà ri ìkín òpú ùrùn ikári kíláåsi.\]
\[
\text{DEF teacher see INDEF dog in DEF class}
\]

‘The teacher saw a dog in the class.’

c. Tísà ri òpú ùrùn kíláåsi.

Teacher see dog in class

‘The teacher saw a dog in the class.’

d. *Teacher saw dog in class.

As shown in (2), repeated here in (9), both elements occur to the left of the noun just as it is in English and the noun is not ambiguous between a definite or an indefinite interpretation in such contexts.
Both articles are interpreted as ‘the’ and ‘a’ respectively. This is quite different from the interpretation of the elements in the nominal phrase in other related languages. I will discuss briefly (see section 2.3. for the full discussion), the debate on the status of a related element called náà in Yorùbá. Bámgbósé (1974), analyzed náà as a determiner which he translates as ‘the’ in English.

However, náà does not receive a direct interpretation; it could be interpreted as an adverb (Manfredi 1992) or as a salience marker (Ajibóyè 2005) or as a specificity marker (Ajibóyè 2009). Based on the varied interpretations of náà in Yorùbá, Ajibóyè (2005) argues that nouns in Yorùbá are bare and he supports his claim with empirical data which shows that nouns in Yorùbá could be interpreted as definite without náà. The question now arises as to what the status of the nouns in Ògè is? Put in another way, are nouns in Ògè like nouns in Yorùbá (BNS) or English (with obligatory articles)? Regarding this question, I claim that nouns in Ògè are like nouns in English (when they occur with the
article) on the one hand while they are like nouns in Yorùbá when they occur without the article. The grammaticality of (11) explains this further.

(11) a. Ì rì ópú.
    1SG see dog
    ‘I saw the/a dog.’

b. Olùkọ si úrun éswé.
    teacher si PP house
    ‘The teacher is in the house.’

Ògè nouns with no morphological marking in the grammatical positions show properties of articleless language. The BNs in object position receive a definite interpretation in the equivalent interpretation into English. Ópú ‘dog’, olùkọ ‘teacher’ and éswé ‘house’ are grammatical in the various positions of occurrence (11a, b) without an overt realization of the article.

As we know, certain nouns in English also appear without articles, e.g., generic (12a), mass nouns (12b), or bare plurals (12c).

(12) a. John likes dogs.

b. Rice is common all over the world.

c. I saw dogs on my way to the house.

However, the ungrammatical example in (8d) shows that (in)definite articles are not always optional in English unlike in Ògè in which the (in)definite articles are not required.

---

3 Bošković (2005), suggests the term articleless for languages which lack German articles such as der, die, or das along with their different declensions in German or English type articles such as the or a. According to him, the former term determinerless for such languages is not appropriate since such languages possess determiners such as (demonstratives, possessive pronouns and nouns or cardinal numbers).
to appear with the noun in all contexts: bare singulars (8c), mass nouns (13a) and bare plurals (13b).

(13)  a. Sadé kò ìjì.  
       Sade take water  
       ‘Sade took water.’

    b. Í ri ópú ùwà  
       1SG see dog farm  
       ‘I saw dogs on the farm.’

Building on the discussions in the present section, the next sections (2.2.1.-2.2.2.) discuss in detail, the different positions in which a BN is grammatical. First, section 2.2.1., discusses BNS in argument positions and second, I consider nouns in predicate positions 2.2.2.

2.2.1. BNS in argument positions

When comparing examples from Ògè and English, BNS do not behave the same way. For languages like English, it is argued that only the category of articles turns a projection of a noun into a referential expression, which can then function as an argument of the verb. Longobardi (1994) defines articles as the natural bearer of referentiality. This description captures the article in Ògè as will become clear in section 2.3. Since nouns in Ògè can generally appear without the article, then there is a semantic difference observed in the presence versus absence of the article (the absence of the article translates to the

---

4 Plurality in Ògè is optionally marked on the nouns. This means that a BN is ambiguous between a singular and a plural reading, in this sense, an alternative interpretation of (13b) would be ‘I saw the/a dog on the farm.’ I will come back to this in a later chapter.
ambiguity of the NP between an indefinite and a definite reading while its presence does not translate to such ambiguity.

In DP languages, such as English and German, the category of (in)definiteness is primarily expressed by the articles as shown in the example in 14-15.

\[(14)\]
a. I want *(a) bottle. \quad \text{indefinite}

b. I want *(the) bottle. \quad \text{definite}

\[(15)\]  
\(\text{German}\)

a. Ich brauche *(eine) Flasche. \quad \text{indefinite}
   
   1SG need a bottle
   
   ‘I need a bottle.’

b. Ich brauche *(die) Flasche. \quad \text{definite}
   
   1SG need the bottle
   
   ‘I need the bottle.’

In English and German, articles are obligatory in the contexts of the noun \textit{Flasche} ‘bottle’ in object position which indicate either an indefinite or a definite interpretation of the noun. On the other hand, in Ògè, nouns are optionally accompanied by the articles, even in the contexts shown for English and German above. This is shown in (16).

\[(16)\]  
\(\text{Î dà ìgò}\)

1SG buy bottle

‘I bought a/the bottle’

In (17a), the BN \textit{akèke} ‘bicycle’ in object position indicates indefiniteness without an overt indefinite marker. Further to this, the utterance in (17b) is well formed in which \textit{akèke} ‘bicycle’ receives a definite interpretation. This is like the analysis of BNS in Yorùbà as
presented in Ajíbóyè (2005) in which a known or a familiar referent receives a definite reading without an overt marker of definiteness.

(17) Background: Tortoise was hiding in a bush, and from his hiding place, he threw a bicycle to the main road, a girl was about to walk across the road when she saw the bicycle, she uttered the sentence in (17a).

a. Ì ŋi akèkè̀
1SG see bicycle
‘I saw a bicycle.’

b. Akèkè̀ ni Sade ŋi go
Bicycle REL Sade see old
‘The bicycle that Sade saw is old.’

Bare subjects can also be interpreted as either indefinite or definite. In the example in (18), ‘Tunde’ receives a definite interpretation because it is a proper name which is classified as determinerless (Ajíbóyè 2009).

(18) a. Tunde jù isi
Tunde eat yam
‘Tunde ate yam’

b. Bolu shin
Bolu sleep
‘Bolu is sleeping’

On the other hand, the common nouns ọkọ-úwan ‘boy’ and ọpú ‘dog’ in subject positions (19) are ambiguous between an indefinite and a definite interpretation.
(19) a. Ọkọ-úwan jù isi
   male-child eat yam
   ‘The/A boy ate the yam.’

   b. Ópú si úrun éswe
   dog is inside house
   ‘The/A dog is in the house.’

The examples in (19) show that the BNS (common nouns) in subject positions can all be interpreted as either definite or indefinite. However, the expression in (20) show that *isi ‘yam’ in the second part of the sentence can only be interpreted as definite. This conclusion follows from the assumptions in Heusinger (2001) that the referents can be definite and specific if both speaker and hearer can identify them.

(20) Tunde jù isi, èmo isi àà yè
   Tunde eat yam, but yam NEG sweet
   ‘Tunde ate a/the yam, but the yam is not sweet.’

We see that the second mention of *isi ‘yam’ in (20) shows that it is a familiar referent which is already introduced in the first part of the sentence. Like BNS in subject positions, BNS in object position can be interpreted as (in)definite, plural/singular, (non) specific. However, it is important to note that a definite plural interpretation of the BN is not possible because this interpretation is only available with the overt maker for plurality òtúro as shown in (5) repeated here in (21).

(21) a. òtúro ópú
   PL dog
   ‘the dogs, *dogs’
b. Túndé dà ópú.
   Tunde buy dog
   ‘Tunde bought a dog.’

c. Túndé fěhèn ópú.
   1SG like dog
   ‘I like the/a dog.’

The interpretation of the sentences in (21c) could be said to be a general one since it contains the verb fěhèn ‘like’ and the object of the verb fěhèn can be interpreted as generic because BNs in such contexts are usually interpreted as indefinite nonspecific. The relationship between the examples (21b and c) could have the literal meaning of something like ‘Tunde bought a dog because Tunde love dogs’ This shows that the interpretation of ópú ‘dog’ as indefinite in (21b) represents new information in the discourse context. On the other hand, ópú in (20c) yields additional meaning of definite interpretation because the referent of the noun is already known in the context since the speaker already mentioned it.

2.2.2. BNs in Predicate positions

Stowell (1991) suggests that nouns, alongside verbs, adjectives and prepositions can function as predicative heads because they can assign theta-roles. President in (22) assigns a theme theta role to John. Likewise, úsin ‘king’ and olůkó ‘teacher’ in (23) and tenente ‘lieutenant’ in (24) assign the theme role to Tunde, Òòônù and Gianni respectively. President, Tunde, Òòônù and tenente are predicative heads and they are not as a rule accompanied by an article.
(22) The students elected John President (of the union).

(23) Ògè
   a. Túndé si úsin.
      Tunde is king
      ‘Tunde is a king.’

   b. Jọ̀nù si olùkó.
      John is teacher
      ‘John is a teacher.’

(24) Italian
    Gianni è tenente.
    John is [a] lieutenant
    ‘John is a lieutenant.’

External arguments denote arguments in subject positions, base position is inside VP; final position of subject outside VP, while internal arguments are objects within the verb phrase (VP). The nominals in object positions (22-24) without the determiners function as predicates.

2.2.3. Towards an analysis of the syntactic structure of nominal expressions in Ògè

In addition to the definiteness function observed in previous sections for ikári, ikári is inherently referential unlike náà in Yorùbá as shown in (26) and Italian as shown in (27). In other words, ikári is not compatible with a proper name in isolation (25a).

(25) a. *ikáriSadé
    DEF Sade
    *‘the Sade’
b. ikári Sadé ràn
   DEF Sade my
   ‘my Sade’

(26) Yorùbá
    Sadé (mi) náà
    Sade (1SG+ACC) the
a’ ‘My Sadé too’
 a'' ‘My very Sadé’

(27) Italian
    il (mio)Gianni
    the (my) Gianni
    ‘my Gianni’

I analyze articles in Ògè as an optional element in the nominal expression because the articles are not obligatory in the nominal expression in all contexts. Unlike in English and most of the Germanic languages, articles in Ògè do not necessarily accompany the singular BNs. In Yorùbá, as mentioned in section 2.2., some scholars have analyzed the seemingly similar element to the definite article in English náà in various ways as shown in (28).

(28) a. náà is a determiner      (Bámbósé 1974, 1971, 1982)
b. náà is a salience/specificity marker  (Ajibóyê 2005, 2009)
c. náà is an adverbial adjective     (Manfredi 1992)

In what follows, I examine the different views of the scholars on the status of náà in Yorùbá and conclude that ikári does not possess such ambiguity like náà. The first argument is that náà could be interpreted as ‘the’ in English (29b). The second argument follows from the fact that in some contexts, náà could be said to mark nouns in Yorùbá.
for saliency (29d). Another evidence in support of the ambiguity of náà is that in some constructions, it translates to an adverb (29c).

(29) a. Mo rí ọmọ náà
   1SG+NOM see child the
   b. = ‘I saw the child’
   c. = ‘I saw the very child’
   d. = ‘I saw the child in question’

However, in Ògè, Ìkári does not possess such ambiguity. Ìkári behaves exactly like ‘the’ in English in the sense that it is not grammatical in the context of a 3rd person singular pronoun (30a).

(30) Ògè
   a. *Í rí iikári
      1SG see+3SG DEF
      ‘*I saw him/her the’
      INTENDED: ‘I saw him/her.’

   b. Í rí iikári úwan.
      1SG+NOM see DEF child
   c. = ‘I saw the child.’
   d. = ‘I saw the child in question.’
   e. ≠ ‘I saw the very child.’

(31) Yorùbá
    Mo ríi náà.
    1SG+NOM see+3SG too/also
    ‘I saw him/her too.’

---

5 Just like Yorùbá, the form of the third person pronoun changes with the context. For example, the third person pronoun takes the form of the final vowel of the preceding verb. see chapter five (5) for more on the pronouns in Ògè.
Based on the characteristics of BNs in Ògè as laid down above, and the status of the articles ìkári and ìkín, this chapter argues, therefore, for a DP projection whose head is phonologically filled with ìkári and ìkín. I carry out a critical analysis of the positions of occurrence of the article plus the nouns in relation to the BNs in Ògè in the subsequent sections. Most importantly, I further compare nominal expressions in Ògè with nominal expressions in articleless languages on the one hand and nominal expressions with obligatory articles on the other hand and argue that nominal phrases in Ògè project a DP. This analysis is in line with Ajibóyè (2005) who argues that nominal expressions in Yorùbá project a DP. The line of reasoning here also follows the assumptions in Alexiadou et al (2007:159) that although the head of a DP projection primarily hosts the article, the structural position D is also said “to assign referentiality to its NP complement” and not the article per se.”

2.3. Analysis of the syntactic structure of nominal expressions in Ògè

This section provides detailed answers to the following questions:

(i) Does the NP in Ògè project a DP?
(ii) Can Ògè be classified as an articleless language?

First, this section reveals that the optionality of the articles within the noun phrase in Ògè is because the articles can be absent without having any impact on the grammaticality of the nominal expression with which they appear. I claim therefore, that the assumed optionality of the articles is context sensitive. In other words, articles are not always optional within a noun phrase. In addition, I argue that the articles occupy the D head and

---

6 Ajibóyè (2005) argues that nominal expressions in Yorùbá project a Null D. He added that a null D marks BNs as definite while an overt D marks BNs as specific.
I show that the D head is active and bears a feature [DEF] which assigns (in)definiteness to the NP.

2.3.1. The DP -Hypothesis

Abney (1987), provides a theoretical and an empirical argument for the idea that a functional category, the Determiner Phrase (DP), is the maximal category projected by the class of determiner elements in a nominal expression. Put in another way, the DP represents the extended, and maximal, projection of the lexical head, the noun. Subsequently, the analysis of the nominal phrase changed with Abney’s (1987) analysis in which he proposed that it is the determiner that heads the noun phrase as shown in (32).\(^7\)

(32)

```
DP
  Spec
  John
d
  's
  NP
  book
```

Earlier, Chomsky (1986), proposed that the X-bar notation for lexical categories which are specifier-head-complement can also be extended to functional categories. Following this spirit, the structure of clauses was analyzed as consisting of functional projections on top of the Verb Phrase (VP): Complementizer Phrase (CP) and Inflection Phrase (IP):

(33) \([\text{CP} \text{[C'IP I'[VP V']]}]]\]

Szabolcsi (1981, 1987, 1994) proposed a parallel of CP and DP. The structure of nominal phrases contains a functional projection which is a Determiner Phrase (DP) on top of the

---

\(^7\) The noun phrase can be headed by a functional category D just as the sentence is headed by a functional head I\(^O\), as shown in (i).

(i) \([\text{IP} \text{Peter [I-s]} [\text{VP love Mary}]]\)
Noun Phrase (NP) (Bernstein, 1993; Stowell, 1989, 1991; Szabolcsi, 1981, 1987, 1994). It is also assumed that the head of the DP hosts determiners, which is called the DP hypothesis.

The DP hypothesis states that a functional category governs a lexical category (i.e., NP is a complement of the D-head) and this implies the linear ordering between D and NP such as restrictions of co-occurrence among English determiners like articles, the possessive morpheme (-s) and DEMs including the pronominal possessive morphemes (e.g., John’s the book, see the example in (10). According to Longobardi (1994) “a nominal expression” is an argument only if it is introduced by a category D (p.620) or for nominals to function as arguments, they should have a lexically filled D category. Without those D, BNS are treated as predicate NPs, this means that D has a function of converting NPs into referential expressions, DPS.

Abney (1987:64f) contrasts lexical categories with functional ones and enumerates 5 properties which in his view characterize functional elements. Thus, according to Abney, functional elements exhibit the following properties:

- They constitute closed lexical classes.
- They are generally phonologically and morphologically dependent.
- They permit only one complement, which in general is not an argument.
- They are usually inseparable from their complement.
- Functional elements lack “descriptive content.” Their semantic contribution is second order, regulating or contributing to the interpretation of their complement. They mark grammatical or relational features, rather than picking out a class of objects. (pp. 43-4)

This work shows that unlike the articles in Romance and Germanic languages, the articles in Ògè are not obligatory in the domain of the noun. Ògè can be classified as a
language with ambiguous Bare singulars according to the classification of Longobardi (2001). The main claims in this work are: (i) a DP is projected above the NP in Ògè, ii) the NP hosts additional projections (DEMP, NUMP) between the NP and the DP, (motivation for this claim is based on the co-occurrence of the article and the demonstrative and on the interpretable number feature on NUM (see chapter 5 for more details on this). iii) the possessive pronoun occupies the head of a functional phrase POSSP (POSS) in the NP.

Having laid out the theoretical assumptions in this subsection, I now turn to the analysis of the nominal structure in the next subsection.

2.3.2. A preliminary analysis of Ògè nominal expressions

As already mentioned, I assume that the nominal phrase in Ògè, like its counterparts with BNS in their nominal expressions, projects a DP. For the status of the D head, I follow Ajibóyè’s (2009) analysis of the DP in Yorùbá. Ajibóyè argues that the DP in Yorùbá has a null D that has the interpretation of the (in)definite article. I assume that the D-head in the BNS in Ògè is null and that it bears a referential feature which does not trigger a N-D movement.

As is well known that one of the motivations for a N to D movement comes from the data in Italian according to Longobardi (1994). Longobardi points out that both the determiner and the possessive do co-occur in the nominal expressions of Italian. When this happens, the order of the elements is as shown in (34a).

---

8 Longobardi (2001) classifies languages into the follow groups: a. Languages with no bare nouns (French) b. Languages with stricter Bare nouns (apparently the rest of Romance: Spanish, Italian…) c. Languages with freer bare nouns (English and most of Germanic languages) d. Languages with indefinite bare singulars (and only a definite lexical article: Icelandic, Celtic, Hebrew) e. Languages with ambiguous bare singulars (i.e articleless languages: Russian, Czech, Latin
(34) Italian
   a. [DP Il mio Gianni] ha finalmente telefonato.
   b. *[DP Mio Gianni] ha finalmente telefonato
   c. [DP Gianni mio] ha finalmente telefonato.
   (the) my John has finally called
   ‘My John has finally called’

However, Longobardi argues for the movement of the noun, from its canonical position to the D in surface syntax when the determiner is not in the nominal phrase, this explains why the order in (34b) is not grammatical while the order in (34c) is grammatical because of the change in word order.

As shown for Ôgè in (35), this is not the case, nouns in Ôgè remain in the lexical position within the NP. The example in (35a), shows the well-formedness of the cooccurrence of īkāri ‘the’ and ràn ‘my’ In (35b), in the absence of īkāri, the form N-Poss is well-formed while in the absence of ràn in (35c), the form D- N is also well-formed.

(35) a. ikāri ēswē ràn
    DEF house my
    ‘my specific house’

    b. ēswē ràn
    house my
    ‘my house’

    c. ikāri ēswē
    DEF house
    ‘the house’
For Ògè, I assume that the D head is occupied by the article when it is overtly realized. On the other hand, the D head is null when the article is not overtly realized.\(^9\) I propose the structure in (36) for the syntactic structure of the nominal expressions in Ògè.

\[(36)\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\quad \text{D'} \\
\quad \text{D [([IN]DEF] NP)}}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{ikári} \\
\text{ikín} \\
\text{òtúro}
\end{array}
\]

\[\text{A preliminary structure of the nominal expressions in Ògè 1a.}\]

The structure in (36) shows that definiteness is realized in one of two ways; (i) phonologically filled D-head (37a) (ii) null D-head (37b).

\[(37)\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a. ikári/ikín/òtúro éswé} \\
\quad \text{(IN)DEF} \\
\quad \text{PL} \\
\quad \text{house} \\
\quad \text{‘a/the house(s)’}
\end{array}
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{b. Í ri Ø éswé.} \\
\quad \text{1SG+NOM} \\
\quad \text{see (IN)DEF} \\
\quad \text{house} \\
\quad \text{‘I saw the/a house.’}
\end{array}
\]

The elements in the prenominal position of the noun \textit{ikári/ikín/òtúro} occupy the D-head in (37a) while (37b) shows that the head is null. Further evidence in support of the position of occurrence of the articles as shown in the structure in (36) comes from the context.

\[^9\text{Context plays a role in determining the overt and/covert realization of the articles in the nominal constructions of Ògè; òtúro is required in an obligatory plural definite context while ikári/ikín is required in a singular (in)definite context. Contexts with no specification for number or (in) definite reading of the noun, translates to a null D.}\]
examples in (37). The elements *ikári/ikín/òtúro are in complimentary distribution which suggest that they all occupy the same position in the syntactic structure.

(38) a. *ìkári íkín ótúro ópú
   DEF INDEF PL dog

b. *òtúro íkári ikín ópú
   PL DEF INDEF dog

c. *íkín ótúro ikári ópú
   INDEF PL DEF dog

As evidenced from the interpretation of the definiteness of nouns in the presence of the article in languages, the article is generally analyzed as a head that projects its own (functional) category which is called the DP. However, the article is not obligatory in the nominal phrase of Ògè as earlier mentioned. The question arises as to what happens when the article is not realized phonologically on the D-head? To answer this question, I assume following Lyons (1999) and Longobardi (2001), that D is the locus of definiteness, this means that irrespective of the status of D (either phonologically filled or not) D is obligatorily realized to give its semantic impact in the projection of the NP. The D hosts the definite article (if it is present) which selects as its complement the lexical NP in Ògè or the NumP as shown in (39). I claim that in Ògè, the semantic-syntactic category D is the vehicle of definiteness either phonologically filled or not. In addition to this, the D performs a dual function of both (in)definiteness and number specifications (the full discussion and analysis is given in chapter five (5)) but it is enough to point it out in this chapter that the NP is dominated by the NumP and that the D selects as it compliment, the NP/NumP.
A preliminary structure of the nominal expressions in Ògè Ib.

I classify the elements ìkári/íkín/òtúro as determiners that show number agreement, for instance, òtúro takes a value for a plural feature from Num while it marks a noun for definiteness. On the other hand, ìkári/íkín, take a value from Num for a singular feature and mark a noun for definiteness as in ìkári and indefiniteness as in íkín. Additional evidence for an additional functional projection (DEMP) between the DP and the NP comes from the grammaticality of the examples in (4 and 6), repeated here in (40). The grammaticality of the expressions show that the articles and the demonstratives do not compete for the same position in the functional projection of the NP. This is the topic of the next section.

(40) a. ìkári ígé/ighé ópú
    DEF DEM dog
    ‘that/this dog’

b. íkín ígé/ighé ópú
    INDEF DEM dog
    ‘that/this dog’
c. òtúro ígé/íghé ópú
   PL DEM dog
   ‘those/these dog’

2.4. Demonstratives in Ògè

The category of the demonstrative is different from the (in)definite article which is language specific. Ògè has a two-form demonstrative system: ígé ‘that/those’ and íghé ‘this/these’ as illustrated in (41).

(41) a. ígé úwan
    DEM child
    ‘that/those child/ren’

    b. íghé úwan
    DEM child
    ‘this/these child/ren’

Ígé ‘that’ is used to refer to items close to the speaker, while íghé is used to refer to items further away from the speaker. The demonstratives in Ògè perform the same function with the demonstratives in English as will be made clear in subsequent sections. It is interesting to note that in Yorùbá, the form of the demonstratives differs when it is used deictically. The demonstratives in Yorùbá are yìí ‘this’ and yen ‘that.’

(42) a. iwé yen
    book DEM
    ‘that book’

    b. iwé yií
    book DEM
    ‘this book’
yen ‘that’ refers to an object which is far from the speaker while yii refers to an object which is relatively close to the speaker. The demonstratives in Yorùbá can occur without the object of reference, however, when this happens, yen must be prefixed with i while yii must be prefixed with e as shown in (43).

(43)  a. i- yen
      PfX- DEM
      ‘that one’

      b. e- yii
      pfX- DEM
      ‘this one’

(44)  a. yen
      DEM
      = ‘that’
      = ‘*that one’

      b. yii
      DEM
      = ‘this’
      = ‘*‘this one’

The ungrammaticality of the examples in (44) show that the demonstratives in Yorùbá is obligatorily prefixed with i or e when they occur in isolation. However, it is possible to use the prefixed form of the demonstrative when it is preceded by a noun as shown in (45).

(45)  a. iwe  iyen
      book DEM
      ‘book of that one’
b. iwé èyií
   book DEM
   ‘book of this one’

iyén and èyií in (45) are ambiguous between two readings i) I saw the book which belongs to a person that is within the context of the utterance of the sentence ii) the demonstrative is used to pick out the intended referent out of few possibilities. One could say iyén and èyií are used contrastively to convey referentiality. Invariably, it is possible to differentiate between the book that one saw from the book which one did not see with the use of iyén and èyií in Yorùbá.

However, in Ògè, the forms of the demonstratives are the same in all contexts just like in English as shown in (46) and (47).

(46) a. ígé iwé
    DEM book
    ‘that/those book’

    b. íghé iwé
    DEM book
    ‘this/those book’

(47) a. ígé
    DEM
    = ‘that/those’
    = ‘that/those one(s)’

    b. íghé
    DEM
    = ‘this/these’
    = ‘this/these one(s)’
The forms of the demonstratives remain the same in all contexts in both languages (English and Ògè) unlike in Yorùbá. An observed difference however is seen in number agreement i.e., demonstratives change with respect to singular and plural *this-these, that-those* in English. In Ògè, demonstratives have the same form when they are used in plural and singular contexts. In this section, I discuss the category of demonstratives in Ògè and in the following sections, I will provide answers to the following questions: i) are demonstratives in Ògè the same as articles? ii) do the demonstratives in Ògè perform the same function as the functions identified in other languages for demonstratives i.e., definiteness and referentiality? I will start my discussion with the second question.

### 2.4.1. Functions of the demonstratives in Ògè

The demonstratives can perform the function of definiteness and referentiality. I discuss these functions below.

(48) a. *ígé/íghé úwan*

   `DEM child`

   ‘that/this child’

b. `ìkári úwan`

   `DEF child`

   ‘the child’

In (48a), *ígé* performs the function of referentiality and definiteness. For instance, (48a) can be interpreted as ‘I saw this child and not that one’, in this case, the demonstrative is used referentially to distinguish between an object that is close or far from the speaker. This contributes to the use of *ígé* and *íghé* as referential expressions because of their ability to refer to entities of the linguistic world. As such, it is also possible to point at the object in question. On the other hand, *ígé* in (48a), can be interpreted as a marker of
definiteness because it refers to *this child* and not *your child* for example, *ígé* marks the child as definite because as it is used in (48a), it disambiguates the ambiguity of the child under discussion. In this sense, *ígé* is inherently like the definite marker and it serves to identify the referent. In addition, *ígé* does not describe the noun it refers to. This means, *ígé* and *íghẹ* are like *this* and *that* in English, *ofto* and *ecino* in Greek, *tama* and *tuo* in Finish (Alexiadou et al. 2007) which all lack descriptive content. On the other hand, the definite article in (48b) *íkári* refers to a child and not just a child that is not known. *Íkári* also performs the referentiality function, *Íkári* can refer to a previously mentioned noun. Unlike *Íkári*, *ígé* cannot refer to generic nouns. *ígé* does not have a generic reading. Hence, *ígé* is directly referential, its interpretation depends on the context of usage. According to Lyons (1999:637), deictic categories relate the linguistic entities that encode them to the spatio-temporal, that is the extra-linguistic context. Another function performed by the demonstrative in Ôgè is indexical. Both *ígé* and *íghẹ* can make contrast among referents (Hawkins 1978; Lyons 1999). In (48a), the demonstratives are used to locate the referent with the reference to some point in the non-linguist context. For instance, *íghẹ úwan* ‘this child’ denotes a child that is found close to the speaker than does *ígé úwan* ‘that child’.10

2.4.2. Syntactic Position of the Demonstratives in Ôgè

In section 2.3., I showed that the articles occupy the D-head (36) and that they occur in the prenominal position. The demonstratives also occur in the prenominal position. Based on the position of occurrence of the demonstrative in the nominal expression with respect

---

10 The deitic feature of demonstratives is in general interpreted in two ways; either it is encoded in the opposition [+/- proximal] or [+/- distal], with the speaker as the direct anchoring (Alexiadou et al. 2007).
to the (in)definite article, one could assume that the demonstrative also occupies the same position as the article in Ògè.

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\ast \text{DP} \\
\downarrow \\
D' \\
\downarrow \\
D \\
\downarrow \\
\text{ígé} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{íghè}
\end{array}
\]

However, the position postulated for the occurrence of the demonstrative in (49) needs to be investigated further in the sense that, one needs to ask the question if both the demonstrative and the article can co-occur in the noun phrase in Ògè just like what we have in other languages like Spanish, Greek and Hungarian. This is not possible in English for instance:

(50) a. *this the dog b. *the that dog

Meanwhile, the demonstrative and the articles do not compete for the same position in Ògè. They do in Greek and Hungarian as shown below.

(51) *Greek
   a. Afto to vivlio
      this the book
      ‘this book’

   Hungarian
   b. ez a haz
      this the house
      ‘this book’

Similarly, in Ògè (52) and Yorùbá (54), both elements are grammatical in the nominal expressions, but with a different order from Greek and Hungarian.
(52) Ògè
   a. ikári ígé ópú
       DEF DEM dog
       ‘that dog’
   b. ikári íghë ópú
       DEF DEM dog
       ‘this dog’

(53) a. *ígé ikári ópú
       DEM DEF dog
       ‘that dog’

       b.*íghë ikári ópú
       DEM DEF dog
       ‘this dog’

(54) Yorùbá
   a. ajá yií náà
doɡ  DEM  DEF
   = ‘this dog’
   = ‘this dog too/also’
   = ‘this particular dog’

   b. ajá yen náà
doɡ  DEM  DEF
   = ‘that dog’
   = ‘that dog too/also’
   = ‘that particular dog’

The paradigm in (54) for Yorùbá shows that both the demonstrative and the article (if we agree that náà is a determiner as argued in Awobùlúyì 1978) can co-occur. When this happens, the reading is ambiguous between a simple N + DEM/DEF and an emphatic
reading. The relevant point for my analysis though is the fact that the co-occurrence of both elements (articles+demonstratives) yield a grammatical string. In Ògè, the grammaticality of (52) also indicates that the linear order DEF+DEM is well-formed. However, the ungrammaticality of (53) shows a strict order of DEF+DEM and not DEM+DEF. Subsequently, apart from the empirical evidence of the grammaticality of the co-occurrence of the demonstratives and the articles in languages, I discuss further evidence in support of the different layers for the demonstratives and the articles in Ògè.

Since a single node in a tree can only accommodate one element at a time, it follows that a noun phrase could have only one determiner in D. The nominal expressions in Ògè hosts an additional functional projection between the DP and the NP. The motivation for this claim is based on the co-occurrence of the article and the demonstrative among other things. Based on the position of the demonstrative in Ògè which is located below the article, I propose that one further functional category, labelled DemP, should further be embedded into the DP structure.

```
Revised version 1.
```
The linear order of the elements in the nominal expressions show that there is no motivation for a N-D movement as shown and argued in section 2.3.2. However, as illustrated in (7), Ógè makes use of a specificity marker which occurs at the final position of the nominal expression, because of the linear order of the elements in the nominal expression in the overt realization of this marker, there arises the need to posit an additional projection in the nominal structure of Ógè. This is the focus of the next section.

2.5. **Additional elements in the DP of Ógè**

As hinted in section 2.1., Ógè makes use of a specificity marker in its nominal expressions. As I show later in this section, Ógè, just as in related languages Yorùbá and Gungbe, makes use of a phrasal movement rather than a N-D movement in its functional spine. First, I show that the specificity morpheme projects a specificity phrase (SpP) just as has been proposed for Mauritian Creole (Guillemin 2009, 2011, 2014). Second, I assume that the Sp bears a strong specificity feature which attracts the movement of the DP to [Spec Sp]. To support the phrasal movement proposed for the NP in Ógè, I show that a modified NP with an attributive modifier can move to [Spec Sp] or to [Spec PossP] in expressions as shown in (56).

(56) a. ihòhò ópú rin
   white dog sp
   ‘a/the specific white dog’

   b. ihòhò ópú ràn
   white dog my
   ‘my white dog’
To begin with, section 2.5.1. shows how a nominal expression is interpreted as specific with or without the marker for specificity while section 2.5.2. is on the analysis assumed for the phrasal movement in Ògè.

2.5.1. The specificity marker in Ògè

The specificity marker *rin* occurs in post-nominal position in order to mark a noun for specificity, the example in (57) shows the occurrence of *rin* with BNS.

(57) a. ópú rin
dog sp
‘the/a specific dog’

b. Ṇẹ rin
person/people sp
‘the/a specific person/people’

According to Ajibóyè (2005), languages like Yorùbá, English, Turkish and Gungbe can all overtly mark indefinite nouns for specificity. As Fodor and Sag (1982) observe, English indefinites are ambiguous between specific and non-specific readings. This is further corroborated in Ajibóyè (2005) when he notes that indefinite nouns in English may be specific without being morphological marked for specificity.

(58) a. I want a book specific/non-specific
b. I would like to buy a car specific/non-specific

(Ajibóyè 2005:1990)
Following Enç (1991) and Von Heusinger (2002), Ajíbóyè shows that specificity is overtly marked in English with markers like certain, and specific on indefinite nouns as shown in (59).

(59)  a. I want a certain book specific  
     b. I like to watch a particular movie specific
     (Ajíbóyè 2005:191)

Yorùbá on the other hand marks specificity with *kan* and *náà* (Ajíbóyè 2005, 2009). Using context to disambiguate the (in)definiteness of BNS in Yorùbá, Ajíbóyè shows that a BN in a context with an indefinite reading as shown in (60) can be interpreted as non-specific.

(60)  Jíbólá ́ n wá ̀ òga tí yóò jòkò lè indefinite non specific  
      Jíbólá  PROG.search chair COMP FUT sit on  
     ‘Jíbólá was looking for a chair to sit on’
     (Ajíbóyè 2005:189)

In (60), *òga* ‘chair’ is interpreted as indefinite and non-specific without the overt marking for specificity. However, Ajíbóyè notes that *kan* can overtly mark an indefinite noun for specificity as illustrated in (61a).

(61)  Background: When Jíbólá is tired, there is a particular chair in his house that he sits on.

    a. Jíbólá ́ n wá ̀ òga kan tí ó maá ́n jòkò lè indefinite specific  
       Jíbólá  PROG search chair SPF COMP 3SG ASP ASP sit on  
       ‘Jíbólá is looking for a certain chair that he sits on’
b. Jíbólá rí àga tí ó ń wá ni igun yàrá… 

Jíbólá see chair COMP 3SG ASP search LOC corner room

‘Jíbólá saw the chair he is looking for at the corner of the room…’

(Ajibóyè 2005:189)

In (61), àga ‘chair’ is interpreted as definite and thereby qualifies as specific without the overt realization of the specificity marker kan. The example in (61a), shows that kan marks an indefinite noun as specific. This is because, Jíbólá has a chair in mind that she was looking for. Àga ‘chair’ as used in (61a) is unambiguously interpreted as specific because of the presence of the specificity marker kan.

For Yorùbá, Ajibóyè argues that only indefinite BNs are marked for specificity while definite BNs are not overtly marked for specificity. Specificity marking in Yorùbá and in English is similar on the one hand because both languages require no overt specificity marking for definite nouns. They differ on the other hand because specificity marking on indefinite nouns is not optional in Yorùbá as it is in English (59a). The phenomenon in Ògè differs from what we see in Yorùbá and in English above because the marking of specificity with rin on a definite noun is optional while an indefinite noun could be marked for specificity with the specificity marker, rin. As mentioned in section 2.3., ikìn marks a noun for indefiniteness, invariably, ikìn is used to refer to an entity that may/or may not be known to the speaker. The context in (62a) explains the concept of specificity in Ògè.
(62) a. Background: A pregnant woman was fetching firewood in the bush, suddenly, she fell and heard a voice. The voice greeted her by saying ‘sorry my mother’. The pregnant woman stood up and started searching for the person who greeted her. After a fruitless search, she uttered the sentence in (62b).  

b. Òran n’è i gwa mi rin, n’aà rí rin

    indefinite specific

2SG+EMPH COMP+RP ASP greet 1SG+ACC SP,COMP+NEG see SP…

‘You who (particular person) greeted me, that I did not see…’

The person that greeted the speaker is unknown to the speaker, in a context such as (62), the referent is indefinite but specific because of the overt realization of rin. I explain further with the examples in (63) in which ikin behaves the same way as its counterpart in English, for instance, ikin in Ògè can mark nouns as specific without the specificity marker.

(63) a. akèkè ‘a/the bicycle’ indefinite, non-specific or definite, specific

b. ikin akèkè ‘a bicycle’ indefinite, non-specific or indefinite, specific

c. ikin akèkè rin ‘a specific bicycle’ indefinite, specific

As shown in the paradigm in (63), akèkè ‘bicycle’ is ambiguous between two readings: in isolation, akèkè could be interpreted as definite or indefinite, when the noun is interpreted as indefinite without an overt marking for indefiniteness, then the noun is automatically interpreted as non-specific. On the other hand, if indefiniteness is overtly marked on akèkè (63b), just like in English as shown earlier in (59), the noun is interpreted either as specific or non-specific. In (63c), with rin, the nominal phrase is interpreted as indefinite, specific. I illustrate this further with the examples in (64).

---

11 This context is taken from an unpublished folktale that were collected, collated and translated into English from Ògè.
(64) a. Ì rì Ọkẹrẹ indefinite nonspecific/indefinite specific
    1SG see bicycle
    ‘I saw a bicycle.’

b. Ì rì Òkín Ọkẹrẹ indefinite nonspecific/indefinite specific
    1SG see INDEF bicycle
    ‘I saw a bicycle.’

c. Ì rì Òkín Ọkẹrẹ rin indefinite specific
    1SG see INDEF bicycle SP
    ‘I saw a specific bicycle’

The BN in (64a), could be interpreted as definite or indefinite. In such context, Ọkẹrẹ ‘bicycle’ is ambiguous between a specific and non-specific reading. In (64b), Ọkẹrẹ is interpreted as indefinite and non-specific on the one hand and indefinite and specific on the other hand. In (64c), in addition to the indefinite marker, rin is overt. Here, with the overt realization of the specificity marker, the reading one gets is unambiguously indefinite plus a specific interpretation. In addition to the marking of indefinite nouns for specificity in Ògè, definite nouns are also marked for specificity with or without rin.

(65) a. Ì rì Ọkári Ọkẹrẹ definite specific
    1SG see DEF bicycle
    ‘I saw the bicycle’

b. Ì rì Ọkári Ọkẹrẹ rin definite specific
    1SG see DEF bicycle SP
    ‘I saw the specific bicycle’

The BN Ọkẹrẹ is interpreted as definite specific in (65a), without the overt marking for specificity, this shows that Ògè covertly marks a definite noun for specificity. It is also
important to note that *rin* is grammatical in the context of the definite article as shown in (65b). Thus in Ògè, it is possible to i) interpret a BN in two ways with regards to (in)definiteness and specificity; indefinite, non-specific or indefinite, specific and definite, specific ii) interpret an overtly marked indefinite noun as specific with *rin* iii) interpret an overtly marked definite noun as specific with *rin* iv) interpret an overtly marked definite noun as specific without *rin*.

In summary, the study of specificity marking on nouns in Ògè in comparison with two other languages (Yorùbá and English) reveals that Yorùbá marks indefinite nouns overtly for specificity with *kan*, Ògè uses *rin* while English does not have a designated marker for this purpose. In addition, specificity is not marked in Ògè just like English when the indefinite article is overt as shown in (66b).

(66) a. I want a book   specific/ nonspecific
    b. *íkín akèkè*   indefinite nonspecific/ indefinite specific

In Ògè, if the definite article is overt, the noun is unambiguously interpreted as specific just like in English.

(67) a. *íkári akèkè*   definite specific
    b. the book   definite specific

Ògè overtly marks a definite noun for specificity, as shown in (65a & 67b). This is quite different from the assumptions in Ihsane & Puskas (2001). Both authors argue that definiteness and specificity are two distinct properties and that a definite DP is not necessarily specific which makes the two properties to be independent of one another.

---

12 The meaning of the statement that English does not have a designated marker for this purpose (as in designated marker of specificity) is that, as shown in (59), we see that *particular* or *certain* are used for this purpose and as is well known that both elements are found in other contexts in which they perform other functions aside the marking of specificity. In Ògè, *rin* is restricted to the context in which it is used to mark specificity on the noun, it is not used in any other context to perform other functions.
This work agrees with the assumptions that the two notions are distinct properties (as will be made known in the next section, both elements project distinct heads; DP and SpP) but I disagree with the assumption that a definite DP is not necessarily specific.13

Table 2.1: Specificity marking variations in Ògè, Yorùbá and English.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Specific</th>
<th>Non-specific</th>
<th>Definite</th>
<th>Indefinite</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ògè</td>
<td>Bare Noun N + SP</td>
<td>Bare Noun INDEF + N</td>
<td>Bare Noun DEF + N</td>
<td>Bare Noun INDEF + N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yorùbá</td>
<td>Bare Noun N + SP</td>
<td>Bare Noun</td>
<td>Bare Noun</td>
<td>Bare Noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>INDEF + N DEF + N DEF + ADJ + N</td>
<td>INDEF + N</td>
<td>DEF + N</td>
<td>INDEF + N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As exemplified in table 2.1. above, the criteria for marking specificity overlap with the criteria for non-specificity in some way in the three languages. For the sake of clarity, I will only expatiate more on Ògè. First, we see that the indefinite article may mark a noun as either specific or nonspecific (this is context sensitive as shown in 61 and 62). Second, a BN could also be interpreted as specific without the overt marking for specificity, this is also context sensitive, for instance, if the BN refers to a noun in a context where it refers to a familiar element, then it is interpreted as indefinite specific in which the indefinite refers to a BN with an indefinite interpretation but with a specific construal.

13 I argue instead that the definite, specific interpretation of an overtly marked noun with the definite article depends heavily on pragmatics as shown in Ajibóyè (2005) and as shown in this work, in which a BN that has a definite interpretation is necessarily interpreted as specific.
2.5.2. Syntactic analysis of *rin* in the functional projection of the NP

The position of occurrence of *rin* in the nominal expression (post-nominal) is not peculiar to Ògè. The examples in (68-70) show that the specificity marker in some related languages also occur in the postnominal positions.

(68) *Yorùbá*
Mo rí eku *kan*
1SG see rat SPF
‘I saw certain a rat’ (Ajibóyè 2009:49)

(69) *Gungbe*
távò *lɔ̀*
table DET
‘the (specific) table’ (Aboh 1998:1)

(70) *Mauritian creole*
Mo/ to/ so/ nu loto *la*
1.SG.Poss 2.SG.Poss 3.SG.Poss 1.PL.Poss car SP
‘That car of mine/yours/his/hers/ours’ (Guillemin 2011:268)

As mentioned in section 2.1., since the analysis of the phrasal movement adopted in this work is like the one proposed for Gungbe and MC, I will briefly discuss these two analyses before I move to the analysis of the specificity marker in Ògè.¹⁴

Aboh (1998) analyzed the specificity marker *lɔ̀* in Gungbe (Gbe languages) as the manifestation of the category ‘Determiner’. Aboh assumes that *D* hosts the specificity marker and that it expresses the feature [+/- specificity]. Following Koopman (1993) and Kinyalolo (1995), Aboh argues that the order that we see in example (69) is derived by assuming that the NP-complement is attracted to [spec DP] where it is licensed for feature checking. Further motivation for such NP-movement comes from the general assumption that the functional category *D* is an ‘Infl-like’ or ‘comp-like’ element of the nominal

¹⁴ Ajibóyè (2009) argued for an adjunction analysis for the specificity marker in Yorùbá. However, *rin* in this work is taken to be the head of a functional projection SPF just like *la* in MC and *lɔ̀* in Gungbe.
system, in the sense that it is the anchorage of certain nominal features that are licensed through spec-head relationship or checking mechanism in Chomsky’s (1995) terminology. For Aboh, the feature [+specific] is a property of D, therefore, the [+specific] D must be in a spec-head relation with a [+specific] NP and a [+specific] NP must be in spec-head relation with a [+specific] D, p.7. Following this line of arguments, Aboh proposed cyclic movement of the NP-complements to the specifier position of Num and then D in order to be licensed for the features [+/-plural] and [+/-specific] as represented in (71).

(71) \[
\begin{array}{c}
[\text{DP NP}_i [D_0 l\delta [\text{Num}_0 t^i_\ldots [\text{Num}_0 l\epsilon_\ldots [\ldots [\text{NP}_0 t^j_\ldots ]]]]]]
\end{array}
\]

(Aboh 1998:8)

Like the analysis proposed in Aboh (1998) for the specificity marker \(l\delta\) in Gungbe, Guillemin (2011) proposed a phrasal movement to the [Spec SpP]. Guillemin argues that the specificity phrase (SpP) is the topmost projection in the noun phrase and that SpP bears a strong specificity feature which forces the phrasal movement of its complement to [Spec Sp]. Like the assumptions in Ihsane and Puskas (2001) as noted in section 2.5.1., Guillemin is of the view that both definiteness and specificity are distinct universal categories of meaning which lies in the notions of *denotation* versus *reference*. Guillemin takes the specificity feature to be associated with both definite in the sense of Pesetsky (1987); Ihsane & Pukas (2001); von Heusinger (2002) and indefinites (presupposition of existence).

Following the assumptions in Aboh (1998) and Guillemin (2009, 2011, 2014) on the notion of a ‘specificity feature’ in D for Aboh and in Sp for Guillemin, I propose that the DP in Ògè is dominated by the projection SpP whose head bears a strong specificity...
feature. I further propose that just like the linear order that we see in Gungbe and MC (postposition of the specificity marker), in Ògè, the strong specificity feature in Sp triggers the movement of its complement to the [Spec Sp] for feature checking, section 2.5.2.1. discusses this in detail.

2.5.2.1. *Rìn*, an instance of the specificity head (sp)

As shown in section 2.5.1., the specificity marker *rin* is not necessarily overt in the specificity interpretation of the noun in the following expressions: (i) BNS interpreted as definite (ii) overt realization of *ìkári/ìkin/òtúro*. On the other hand, the overt realization of *rin* translates to the obligatory interpretation of the noun as specific. The examples in (72) show that the noun is specific (without *rin*) as shown earlier in (63a, b) and (67a) while the example in (73) shows that *rin* occurs to the right of the noun phrase in order to mark the noun for specificity.

(72) a. akêkê
    bicycle
    ‘a/the specific bicycle’

b. ìkin akêkê
    INDEF bicycle
    ‘a specific bicycle’

c. ikári akêkê
    DEF bicycle
    ‘the specific bicycle’
d. òtúro akèkè
definite specific
PL bicycle
‘the specific bicycles’

(73) akèkè rin
definite specific
bicycle Sp
‘the specific bicycle’

For the syntactic analysis of rin, I propose that the projection of the DP is dominated by the specificity phrase (SpP) and that the Sp bears a strong specificity features which triggers the movement of the DP to [Spec Sp] as represented on the tree in (74).

(74)

Following this line of arguments, the question arises as to what happens to the noun in the case of a specific interpretations of BNS or the specific interpretations of the string (IN)DEF + N? For this analysis, I assume that the D bears a weak specificity feature which is not capable of moving its complement to the [Spec DP].

In the absence of rin as shown in the paradigm in (73), the SpP does not project. Based on the specificity interpretation of the noun in the examples in (73), this work assumes that D bears a weak specificity feature which does not trigger the movement of its complement to [Spec DP] as illustrated on the tree structure in (75).
This assumption follows the well-established facts on strong and weak features of specificity in the literature (Groenendijk & Stokhoff, 1981 and Ludlow & Neale, 1993 among others).

### 2.5.2.2. Evidence in support of phrasal movement

In section 2.5.2.1., we saw an instance of the movement of the DP to the [Spec Sp]. In this section, I give further evidence to show that the movement that we see in (72) is indeed a phrasal movement in all contexts (there are no cases of a N-D movement in the DP of Ógè). The first evidence is the occurrence of a nominal attributive modifier with the noun as shown in (76a) and the second example is given in (76b) in which the possessive pronoun occurs with the noun.

(76) a. íhòhò́pú
    white dog
    ‘a/the white dog’

b. ópú rán
    dog my
    ‘my dog’

(77) a. íhòhò́pú rán
    white dog my
    ‘my white dog’

b. íhòhò́pú rán rìn
    white dog my Sp
    my specific white dog’

(78) a. ikári/íkin íhòhò́pú rán rìn
    (IN)DEF white dog my Sp
    ‘my specific white dog’

b. òtúró íhòhò́pú́ rán rìn
    PL white dog my Sp
    ‘my specific white dogs’
The paradigm in (76-78) supports the assumption of phrasal movement in (72) in two ways (i), the attributive modifier occurs in a prenominal position as shown in (76-77) which supports the fact that N moves to Sp along with its modifier (ii), both elements (modifier and the noun) occur in a prenominal position to the possessive pronoun. These observations led us to postulate a Possessive phrase [PossP] and assume a feature [Poss] on Poss which attracts the movement of the NP to its specifier for the purpose of feature checking. This assumption further led to the order that we see in syntax in (79).

\[
(79) \quad \text{SpP} \\
\quad \text{DP} \\
\quad \text{Sp'} \\
\quad \text{Sp[P]} \\
\]

I take possessives to be a functional projection that projects its own category. The first step of the phrasal movement derives the form in (77a), while the second step derives the order in (77b).

### 2.6 Summary

In this chapter, I have provided an analysis of the structure of the nominal expressions in Ògè. First, the chapter argues that the noun phrase (NP) in Ògè is dominated by the projection of the determiner phrase (DP) because of two reasons (i), the articles in Ògè
are not always optional i.e., they are required in some contexts which are obligatory (in)definite singular interpretation of the noun in the case ìkári and ìkin and obligatory definite plural interpretation of the noun as shown by the overt realization of òtúro. (ii), obligatory interpretation of the noun as (in)definite. This chapter shows that the D performs a dual function of definiteness and number interpretation. The chapter further reveals that the Number phrase (NumP) is projected between the DP and the NP in which the Num bears an interpretable number feature [if: Num] which values the uninterpretable number feature on D (this analysis is given in full in chapter 5 of the dissertation). Based on the grammaticality of cooccurrence of the article and the demonstratives, an additional functional projection which is the demonstrative phrase (DEMP) is projected between the DP and the NP. As shown by the illustrations of the BNS and the order of the elements in the nominal expressions of Ògè, at first sight, there seems to be no need for the movement of the elements to DP unlike it has been proposed for other languages, i.e., N to D movement in Italian, Phrasal movement in Yorùbá, Gungbe and Mauritian Creole among others. However, a closer look into more elements, the possessive pronoun ràn, specificity marker rin and the attributive modifiers shows that Ògè makes use of phrasal movement rather than a N to D movement. In addition, I propose a specificity feature on two distinct heads in the nominal expressions which are the strong specificity feature on the specificity phrase (SpP) and the weak specificity feature on the determiner phrase (DP).
Chapter 3: Internal syntax of Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMs) in Ògè

3.1. Introduction

The aim of this chapter is to discuss adnominal modifiers in Ògè. Cinque (2010) claims that adnominal modifiers are of two-sources: a direct modification and an indirect modification source. In the process of describing the two forms of adnominal modifiers in Ògè, I observed that both forms are in complementary distribution: attributive forms are restricted to attributive positions while predicative forms are restricted to predicative expressions as shown in (1a, b). The example in (1c) shows that the attributive form ígogo ‘old’ is not grammatical in a predicative position, it is only grammatical in an attributive position (1a). The form in (1b), go ‘old’ is the predicative form which has a restricted distribution in the predicative position.

(1)a. ígé ígogoópú
    DEM old dog
    ‘that old dog’

b. Ígé ópú go.
    DEM dog be. old
    ‘That dog is old.’

c. *ígé ópú ígogo
    Int: the dog is old

For Ògè in this chapter, I show three important facts about the lexical category ‘adjective’ (i) there are no adjectives in Ògè (ii) attributive forms are nominal, derived from the predicative form, hence attributive forms are called Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMs) in this dissertation (iii) the predicative form is a stative verb. The next section (3.2.) discusses the crosslinguistic view of predicative and attributive adjectives in some
selected languages (Russian, SerBoCroatian and German) in Europe. Adjectives in the three languages have two forms which are like the forms that we see in (1), these are referred to as Long and Short forms (LFS and SFS) of adjectives. The aim of the section is to show that, the languages possess both predicative and attributive adjectives but that the discrepancies that we see in the appearance of the two forms (LFS and SFS) are owing to independent parameters (agreement and definiteness) as will be discussed in detail in the next section. The chapter provides answers to the following research questions:

(i) Are adjectives universal? Is ‘adjective’ as a lexical category present in Ògè?
(ii) What cross-linguistic generalizations can be drawn about adjectives as a category?
(iii) Why are predicative and attributive modifiers structurally and categorically different in Ògè?

3.2. **Attributive versus Predicative adjectives: A cross-linguistic perspective**

This section discusses the case of three languages which overtly distinguish between the predicative and attributive forms of adnominal modifiers. The modifiers in the selected languages are called Long and Short forms (LFS and SFS) of adjectives. Section 3.2.1. discusses the case of Russian and the characteristics of the two forms of adjectives. The two forms of adjectives in some languages are associated with (in)definiteness, subsection 3.2.2. gives an overview of such adjectives in SerBoCroatian while Subsection 3.2.3. discusses the different positions of occurrence of the two forms of adjectives in German.

3.2.1. **The case of Russian**

Adjectives in Russian have a regular paradigm which are the Long Form (LF) and the Short Form (SF). Both forms of adjectives are grammatical in a predicative position (2a) while only the LF is grammatical in the adnominal position as shown in (2b).
(2)a. Dom nov/novyi
    House:nom new:nom (SF/LF)
    ‘The house is new.’

b. novyi/*nov dom…
    new:nom (LF/*SF) house:nom
    ‘The new house…’

The major difference between the LF and the SF has to do with agreement in Case; LFs in
attributive position must agree with the head noun in Case as shown in (2b). SFs are not
grammatical in attributive positions because they do not possess the morphosyntactic
form for case agreement Corbett (2004). Long forms behave in a similar way as nouns in
Russian because nouns also inflect for case. On the other hand, SFs do not distinguish
case just like verbs in Russian. According to (Corbett 2004), adjectives form a large
class of lexical category in Russian because of the characteristics that adjectives in
Russian exhibit among which are: First, Russian has a synthetic comparative, formed
productively with a suffix, thus, novyi ‘new’, novee ‘newer’. Two, derivations of nouns
which makes use of suffix -ost to derive abstract nouns from adjectives staryj ‘old’ – star-
ost ‘old age’. Three, derivations of verbs – it is possible to derive stared ‘grow old’ from
staryj ‘old’. The class of adjectives is typologically one of the most diverse classes due
to the ability of adjectives to exhibit both nominal and verbal features to a different extent
in different languages (see Dixon 2004). LFs are analyzed as proper adjectives in Russian.

---

A comprehensive analysis of the syntax of LFs and SFs is carried out by Halle and Matushanky (2006); Babby (2010); Borik (2014). Borik, differentiates between three types of adjectival structures in Russian: short forms, simple long forms and complex long forms. One important way in which the analysis of the adjectives in Russian is relevant for this work is that adjectives in Russian are of different morphological forms which correspond to different syntactic positions with different semantics.
because they can appear in canonical adjectival positions. i.e., both as nominal modifiers and in predicative positions, as shown in (2a).

3.2.2. Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian (BCS)

This section discusses the above-mentioned languages that are sometimes refer to as SerBoCroatian languages in the sense of Aljovic (2010). BCS has SFS that are inflectionally different from the LFS. Adjectives in BCS are distinct from their counterparts in Russian in the sense that the LF cannot be used predicatively, it has a restricted distribution to the attributive position. Take the SF and LF of poznat ‘famous’ in (3 and 4) for example, the example in (4) with the SF of the adjective is grammatical (attributive and predicative positions) while the LF in (3b) is not grammatical in a predicative position.

Long Form

(3)a. Poznati pjesnik
   Famous.LF poet
   ‘a/the famous poet’

   b. *ovaj pjesnik je poznati
      This poet is famous.LF
      Int: ‘This poet is famous.’

Short Form

(4)a. ovaj pjesnik je poznat.
   This poet is famous.SF
   ‘This poet is famous.’

   b. Poznat pjesnik
      Famous.SF poet
      ‘a famous poet’ (Talic 2017:197)
Adjectives in BCS occur with an inflection that is associated with the structure of the noun phrase of which they are part; *Poznati* ‘famous’ is associated with the (in)definite interpretation of the noun phrase as the gloss in (3a) shows while *Poznat* ‘famous’ as shown in (4b) occurs in a noun phrase with an indefinite interpretation.

Aljović (2010) argues that the attributive use of LFs and SFs differs with respect to referential interpretation of the noun phrase hosting the relevant adjectival form. Depending on the form of the adjective involved, the noun phrase in BCS could be interpreted as specific when it has the LF form (5b) while the non-specific interpretation of the noun phrase is associated with the occurrence of the SF (5a).

(5)a. (jedan) plav kisobran
   (one) blue-SF umbrella
   ‘a blue umbrella’

   b. plav-i: kisobran
   blue-LF umbrella
   ‘the blue umbrella’

The example in (5a) with the SF of adjective is interpreted as indefinite hence non-specific while the noun phrase in (5b) with the LF form of adjective is interpreted as definite specific. In addition, LFs in BCS can stack and there is a restriction on the order of stacked adjectives, take for instance the example in (6) as illustrated in Aljovic (2010:41).

(6) a. visoki-i debel-i zid
   high-LONG (NOM-SG. M) thick - LONG (NOM-SG. M) wall
   ‘The thick high wall’

   b. ??debeli visoki zid
      (Aljović, 2010:41)
The example in (6b) is not grammatical because the order in (6a) is altered. However, Aljović notes that SFS do not follow such ordering restrictions rather, SFS are coordinated with a conjunction and therefore SFS can occur in any order in the noun phrase as shown in (7).

(7) a. visok, (i) debeo zid
   high-short(NOM.SG.M) and thick-short(NOM.SG.M) wall
   ‘a high, (and) thick wall’

   b. debeo, (i) visok zid
   ‘a thick, (and) high wall’
   (Aljović, 2010:42)

3.2.3. German

Unlike adjectives in BCS in which the inflection on the adjective determines the interpretation of the noun phrase, in German, the agreement morphology on the adjectives differentiates between the so-called weak and strong inflections.¹⁶ Adjectives in the context of either a definite or a demonstrative determiners inflect according to the weak paradigm (8a) while a bare adjective is marked with a strong ending (8b).

(8) a. d-er gut-e wein
   the-MASC. NOM-STRONG good-MASC. NOM-WEAK wine
   ‘the good wine’

   b. gut-er wein
   good-MASC-NOM-STRONG wine. MASC
   ‘good wine’
   (Murphy 2018:4)

¹⁶ A detailed analysis of weak and strong inflection of adjectives in German can be found in the following works among others: (Corbett 2006; Murphy 2018; Müller 2002a; Roehrs & Julien 2014).
According to Aljović (2010), German adjectives do not have phi-features, rather adjectives in attributive positions bear agreement morphology. German has a complex system of inflectional morphology (Lobeck 1995). Adjectives take different forms in German depending on the agreement morphology that it occurs with, for example, adjectives with strong endings have the inflections as shown in table 3.1. while adjectives with weak endings have the inflections in table 3.2.

German tables of strong and weak inflections according to Roehrs (2006:168).

**Table 3.1: Strong adjectival inflections in German**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>case\gender</th>
<th>masculine</th>
<th>neuter</th>
<th>feminine</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>gut-e-r</td>
<td>gut-e-s</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-s</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dative</td>
<td>gut-e-m</td>
<td>gut-e-m</td>
<td>gut-e-r</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-r</td>
<td>gut-e-r</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.2: Weak adjectival inflections in German**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>case\gender</th>
<th>masculine</th>
<th>neuter</th>
<th>feminine</th>
<th>plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominative</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accusative</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
<td>gut-e</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dative</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genitive</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
<td>gut-e-n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Using the analysis of the structure of LFs and SFS in Slavic languages, Aljović (2010) shows that predicative adjectives are structurally different from attributive adjectives in German.
The suffixes, -e and -er are suffixed to adjectives in attributive positions. In predicative positions, adjectives in German do not show agreement morphology.

3.2.4. **Interim Summary**

In the selected languages, we observed the following about the lexical category ‘adjective’:

(i) attributive forms are more complex than the predicative forms.

(ii) attributive forms are structurally different from the predicative forms.

(iii) in some cases, predicative and attributive forms are in complementary distributions (German).

- **Russian** - SFs are restricted to a predicate construction
  - both LFs and SFS are grammatical in predicative expressions
- **BCS** - both forms are grammatical in attributive positions
  - LFS are restricted to attributive positions
- **German** - inflected adjectives (weak/strong) are restricted to attributive positions
  - uninflected adjectives are found only in predicative positions\(^{17}\)

---

\(^{17}\) The summary given here is not exhaustive. There are some inconsistencies in the syntactic positions of LFs and SFS in the languages discussed. For the purpose of this work, it is enough to point out these characteristics since they are directly related to the aim intended for this work.
An interesting similarity in the languages discussed above, is twofold: (i) the occurrence of a suffix in one of the two forms of adjectives. (ii) apart from German, there is an asymmetry between the adjectives. In both Russian and Serbo-Croatian, either the LF or the SF is restricted to appear in only one position (predicative and attributive), whereas the other is free to appear in either position. It is also interesting to note that both forms of adjectives in the three languages are grammatical in a canonical adjective position either a predicative position or an attributive position. In the remainder of this chapter, I show that attributive forms in Ôgè are restricted to an attributive position. Most importantly, the roots of NAMs that are discussed in this chapter occur in predicative constructions, this is necessary because of two important reasons: (i), Ôgè does not have adjective as a lexical category, hence the attributive forms must be derived from an existing lexical category (verbs, predicative forms) (ii) predicative forms are analyzed as stative verbs (see section ((3.5), for more details on this) and as a result of this, they are like unaccusative verbs in English which only allow one argument which starts out as its object and ends up as its subject. This means that predicative forms in Ôgè do not take two arguments, hence, the restriction to a predicative position (iii), NAMs are nominal and only nominals are modifiers in Ôgè. This chapter proceeds as follows: section 3.3. discusses the structure of attributive modifiers in Ôgè. Section 3.4. discusses attributive modifiers in Yorùbá a closely related language to Ôgè, the aim of this section is to further support the general claim in this chapter that adjectives as a lexical category is not a universal category. Evidence is provided in section 3.5. to show that the form from which attributive modifiers are derived is itself not an adjective but a stative verb in both languages (Ôgè and Yorùbá).
3.3. Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMs) in Ògè

This section discusses attributive modifiers in Ògè. Attributive modifiers in Ògè are restricted to an attributive position as shown in (1a) repeated here in (10a). This shows that they are never found in a predicative position (10c) while the example in (10b) is grammatical in which go ‘old’ is used instead of the attributive form ígogo ‘old or oldness’.

(10) a. ígé i-go-go ópú
    DEM NMLZ-old-old dog
    ‘that old dog’

    b. Ígé ópú go.
    DEM dog be. old
    ‘That dog is old.’

    c. *ígé ópú ígogo
    Int: the dog is old

As clearly shown in the example in (10a), the attributive form is prefixed with i followed by the reduplication of the root form. This chapter shows that predicative and attributive modifiers have different forms as seen in the languages in section 3.2. but what appears to be adjectives in attributive position are nominal elements in Ògè. Dixon (1982) and Dechaine (1993) argue that in most of the Niger-Congo languages, the lexical category ‘Adjective’ represents a closed class of words. Ògè lacks free forms for predicative forms, the form from which the attributives are derived is itself not an adjective but a stative verb. This chapter proposes that unlike Russian, BCS, German and many other European languages where the predicative adjective occurs with an inflectional suffix in attributive
constructions, Ògè resorts to the nominalization of roots for this purpose. I support this proposal with a morphological and syntactic analysis of NAMs and show that attributive modifiers are free nominals. Further, I show that apart from the $i$ prefix that is found with the attributive modifiers, an $à$-prefix also occurs with the predicative forms and derives a similar lexical item with the interpretation that is like the interpretation of the attributive modifiers, $à$-$go$ ‘oldness’. However, the derived forms with the $à$-prefix are only grammatical in a derived position (see section 3.3.2.).

### 3.3.1. $i$-NAMs in Ògè

As the examples in (1 and 10) show, NAMs in Ògè are prefixed with $i$ in attributive positions. $i$-NAMs are further sub-divided into two sub-groups; $i$-NAMs-I and $i$-NAMs-II. The forms of $i$-NAMs-I that are not reduplicated can appear in the predicative positions (11a) while the full form of $i$-NAMs-II occurs in predicative position (12a).

(11) a. Ígé ópù go.
   
   DEM dog be. old
   
   ‘That dog is old.’

   b. ígé i-go-go ópú
   
   DEM NMLZ-old-old dog
   
   ‘that old dog’

(12) a. Ígé ópù kè-gbègbè.
   
   DEM dog ASP-small
   
   ‘That dog is small.’
b. ígé i-gbègbè ópú
   DEM NMLZ-small dog
   ‘that small dog’

c. * Ígé ópú gbè
   DEM dog ??

The example in (11a) shows that go translates to ‘be. old’, when it occurs in attributive position (11b), go fully reduplicates and it is prefixed with i. In (12a), the full copy of gbè is only grammatical in predicative position when it is suffixed to kè. I further show in (12c) that the un-reduplicated form of gbègbè which is gbè is not grammatical in the predicative position. Both NAMs: i-NAMS-I and i-NAMS-II belong to the same group ‘i-NAMs’ because they both occur in the attributive position with the i-prefix. The item which occurs with the full form of NAMS in predicative position kè is an aspectual marker as the examples in (13) show.

(13) a. Sadé kè jò únò
   Sade Perf do work
   ‘Sade has worked.’

b. Dúpẹ kè pù ópú
   Dupe Perf kill dog
   ‘Dupe has killed the dog.’

The examples in (13) show that kè is merged with the transitive verbs jò ‘do’ and pù ‘kill’. Following Adger (2003), I propose the syntactic tree in (14a) for the sentence in (13a).
The derivation in (14a), shows that the perfective auxiliary is merged outside of the vp. I assume that the perfective auxiliary kè in Ògè has the interpretable feature [Perf]. When a category bears an interpretable feature, the category is interpreted as carriers of the semantics of the feature, in this case, kè is interpreted as the carrier of the semantics of perfective. I assume that the little v in the derivation in (14a) bears an uninterpretable noun feature. Uninterpretable features are features that are only formal features and not semantic in nature and they cannot receive an LF-interpretation (Zeijlstra, 2014). I propose that unlike English where the perfective phrase bears an uninterpretable inflectional feature, the perfective phrase does not bear this feature in Ògè. The structure in (14b) is the full representation including the lexical categories.
As shown in (14b), the verb jò ‘do’ bears an uninterpretable noun feature, it is merged with únò ‘work’ to satisfy the uninterpretable feature [uN]. After satisfying this feature, the c-selectional feature of the little \( v \) projects along with its other features [v, uN] to the \( v \) bar mother node where the subject is merged at the specifier of the little \( v \) to satisfy this feature. The perfective phrase is merged headed by the perfective marker kè along with its feature [Perf]. At this point in the derivation, as mentioned earlier, the perfective phrase does not bear an uninterpretable inflectional feature because in past tense constructions, kè does not undergo a morphological process i.e., have~had. In a language like English, the perfective phrase needs to bear an uninterpretable inflectional feature that must be valued by the null head T. As shown in (14b), TP is merged while the head of the TP bears a past tense feature to show that the sentence is in its past form. I claim that in Ògè, the head of the perfective phrase is only occupied with kè when the merged verb is a transitive verb (13). I present the steps involved in the derivation of an intransitive verb with kè in (14c):

c. Step I: gbègbè is merged as the daughter of the VP while ìgé ópú ‘that dog’ is merged as its object

\[
\text{VP} \\
gbègbè[V, uN] \quad \text{ígé ópú}[N]
\]

Step II: gbègbè is suffixed to kè which allows its object to check its [uN] feature\(^{18}\)

\[
\text{VP} \\
kè-gbègbè[V, uN] \quad \text{ígé ópú }[N]
\]

\(^{18}\) This step is important because without kè, the full form of the root is not grammatical in this position. So, it is the presence of kè that allows the occurrence of gbègbè in this position.
Step III: \( kè\text{-}gbègbè \) moves to the little \( v \) to check the strong \([u\text{perf}^*]\) feature on little \( v \) which forces it \((kè\text{-}gbègbè)\) to remain in little \( v \).

Step IV: the EPP on the \( T \) head forces the object of the \( VP \) to move to the specifier of the \( TP \).

It is important to note that in the derivation of the predicate forms as laid out above, the little \( v \) lacks a subject in its specifier just like un-accusative verbs in English. In section 3.5., I show that the predicative form of \( î\text{-NAMS}\text{-II} \) are like stative verbs in Ògè which further supports the proposal that verbs in Ògè have the same syntactic structure with the forms from which \textsc{NAMs} are derived.
3.3.1.1. Nominalizations in Ògè

For the purpose of this chapter, I discuss verbs and agentive nominalizations in Ògè. I start by starting that Ògè makes use of the prefixes í and à to derive nouns from verbs. However, derivations with à are only grammatical in a derived sentence as shown in (15b) while this is not the case for derivations with í.

(15) a. Tayò dà bàtà
   Tayo buy shoe
   ‘Tayo bought a shoe’

   b. À-dà úwôn Tayò dà bàtà
      NMLZ-buy FOC Tayo buy shoe
      ‘It was buying that Tayo did to the shoe’

(16) a. Àran í-pù àà sôn
      goat NMLZ-kill NEG good
      ‘The act of killing a goat is bad’

   b. Èsue í-jù sôn
      fish NMLZ-eat good
      ‘The act of eating a fish is good’

Unlike the à-prefix that is restricted to the derivation of a noun from the verb in a derived position as shown in (15b), the prefix í is found in three different constructions, agentive as shown in (17), gerunds as shown in (16) and repeated here in (18) and NAMs as shown in (19).

---

19 See section (3.3.2.1.) for more on this.
Agentive
(17) a. èn-è-í-pù-ènè
Person-NMLZ-kill-person
‘murderer’

b. èn-è-í-è-shèn
person-NMLZ-sweep-floor
‘sweeper’

Gerund
(18) a. Ìpù áà sòn
goat NMLZ-kill NEG good
‘The act of killing a goat is bad.’

b. Èsù i-jù sòn
fish NMLZ-eat good
‘The act of eating a fish is good’

NAMs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pred. form</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
<th>NAMs</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(19)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. hò</td>
<td>‘be.white’</td>
<td>i-hò-hò</td>
<td>‘white or whiteness’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ṡo</td>
<td>‘be.old’</td>
<td>i-ṡ-ṡ</td>
<td>‘old or oldness’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples in (17) show that í is prefixed to eventives with the forms CV while the examples in (19) show that it prefixes to statives (see section 3.5. for further justification for this). This means that the í-prefix in Ògè is used in two contexts (i) it prefixes to a CV syllable to derive a gerund from the verb form (ii) it prefixes to a reduplicated segment (CV-CV) to derive a NAM. Further justification for the second type is the example in (12), repeated here in (20).

(20) a. Ìpù kè-gbègbè.
DEM dog ASP-small
‘That dog is small.’

b. Ìpù i-gbègbè òpù
DEM NMLZ-small dog
‘that small dog’
c. *igé gbègbè ópú

DEM small dog

The example (reduplicated item) in (20a) is prefixed with the perfective marker kè (see example 14) in predicative construction while the reduplicated form in (20b) is prefixed with the i-prefix to derive the attributive form, the ungrammaticality of the example in (20c) shows that the i-prefix is necessary for the correct interpretation of the attributive form.

3.3.1.2. **Internal structure of i-NAMS**

According to (Embick & Marantz, 2008), roots are categorized by combining with category-defining functional heads. According to them, these category-defining heads are called categorizers and a root can either be nominalized, verbalized or adjectivized merging with specific nominalizers with ‘n heads’, verbalizers with ‘v heads’ or adjectivizers with ‘a heads’ respectively. In Ògè, the categorizers are phonologically overt in the derivation in (21).

Following Marantz (2001), I adopt the representation in (21) for the internal structure of i-NAMS.

\[(21)\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{n} \\
\text{v} \\
\text{\textit{\textbf{\textbackslash n}}\textbf{\textbackslash \text{\textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbackslash \textbacklash
derived form has an additional interpretation which is nominal (this interpretation is absent for the root form).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ógè</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(22) a. hò - be.white</td>
<td>Èswé hò. ‘A/The House is white.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. i-hò-hò - white or whiteness</td>
<td>i-hò-hò èswé ‘white house’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (22a-b), the semantics of the root remains the same, while nominalization affects the form and the syntactic distribution of the derived form. In addition, the motivation for the structure in (21) comes from the fact that the basic semantic information of the roots remains the same while the $n$ head is a functional layer which affects the distribution of the derived form in this case: from a predicative form to an attributive form. I assume following Fábregas (2008:2) that $n$ is merged independently of the verbal structure.

N-feature embedding
Take a verbal functional structure and subordinate it to a nominal verbal structure. (Fábregas 2008:2)

Following Fábregas (2008:2) and Alexiadou (2010:504-505) who both argued that the affixes in Spanish behave differently depending on the verbal root they nominalize; I propose that the two nominalizers identified in Ógè $i$ and $à$ behave differently. For $i$, it can prefix with a CV syllable and with a CV-CV syllable while $à$ does not prefix with a CV-CV syllable.

I further claim that the form of the modifier with the prefix $i$ indicates that $i$ has a RED(uplication) morpheme as part of its lexical specification.

(23) $n<-i+\text{RED} / \{i\text{-NAM roots}\}$
The reduplicated form *hò-hò* is not grammatical in isolation like *gbègbè* in (20c). The example in (24) shows that in predicative position, the basic meaning attributed to the predicative form can only be interpreted as ‘white’, while the meaning associated with the nominalized form (25a, b) is ambiguous between the two readings; *white* or *whiteness*.

(24)  ígè éswé hò  
DEM house be.white  
‘The house is white.’

(25) a. ígè i-hò-hò éswé  
DEM NMLZ-white-white house  
‘the white house’

b. i-hò-hò ígè éswé  
NMLZ-white-white DEM house  
‘the whiteness of the house’

The sentence in (24) can only be interpreted as ‘the house is white’ in which *hò* has the literal meaning of ‘be.white’. The next section discusses the *à*-prefix in Ògè. The essence of the section is to show that in derived sentences, (focus and relative clauses) the verb is prefixed with *à* and the interpretation of the verb in the derived position is like the attributive form because the derived forms with the *à*-prefix are restricted to a derived position as shown earlier in (15).

3.3.2. *à*-prefix

This section discusses the structure of a derived noun with the *à*-prefix in relation to focus constructions and relativization. I show that *à* is a nominalizer in Ògè by providing evidence from focus and relativisation constructions. To start with, I present the earlier version of the strategies of focus constructions as presented in Adénúgà (2014) in 3.3.2.1.
In 3.3.2.2., I give a revised version of the analysis presented in 3.3.2.1. and I give some examples of relative clauses in Ògè. The example of relative clauses is necessary to show the parallelism between the occurrence of à on a focused verb and on a relativized verb.

3.3.2.1. Focus constructions in Ògè

According to Adénúgà (2014), two strategies are used in verb focus in Ògè; movement of the verb from its canonical position to a position outside the clause that contains it.\(^\text{20}\)

At the sentence initial position, the verb is nominalized with a à-prefix (26b). A copy of the verb is retained at the extraction site and the nominalized verb is followed by the focus marker ùwón (Adénúgà, 2014).

(26)  

\begin{itemize}
  \item a. Táyò dà bàtà
  \begin{itemize}
    \item Tayo buy shoe
  \end{itemize}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item NMLZ-buy FOC Tayo buy shoe
  \end{itemize}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item ‘Tayo bought a shoe’
  \end{itemize}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item ‘It was buying that Tayo did to the shoe’
  \end{itemize}
  \item b. À-dá úwón Táyò dà bàtà
  \begin{itemize}
    \item ‘It was buying that Tayo did to the shoe’
  \end{itemize}
  \item c. ùwón Táyò dà bàtà
\end{itemize}

(Adénúgà 2014:72)

The strategy of verb focus that is being discussed here is quite common in African languages in which the verb is moved to the left periphery and a copy is left in-situ (Awóbùlúyì (1992) for Yorùbá, Biloa (1995) for Tuki and Hyman and Watters (1984)).

\(^{20}\) The strategy of verb focus that is being discussed here is quite common in African languages in which the verb is moved to the left periphery and a copy is left in-situ (Awóbùlúyì (1992) for Yorùbá, Biloa (1995) for Tuki and Hyman and Watters (1984)).
The main proposal in Adénúgà (2014) on the nature of focus constructions in Ògè is that in verb focus, a vowel is prefixed to the verb at the A-bar position: at the landing site of the moved verb. The second proposal is that there is an item ùwòn whose function is to mark focus on the moved constituent as shown in the examples in (27). The subject (27a) and the object (27b) constituents are followed by ùwòn at the left periphery of the clause while the ungrammaticality of (27c) and (27d) show that in addition to ùwòn, à must be prefixed to a focused verb at the landing site.

Subject focus

(27) a. Tayo ùwòn dà bàtà.
   Tayo be shoe eat
   ‘It was Tayo who bought the shoe’

b. Bàtà ùwòn Tayo dà.
   shoe be Tayo buy
   ‘It was shoe that Tayo bought’

c. *dà ùwòn Tayo dà bàtà
   eat be Tayo buy shoe

d. *dà ni Tayo dà bàtà
   eat REL Tayo buy shoe

In the next section, I show that à is seen only in verb focus, on the contrary, ùwòn is always present in all instances of focus in Ògè and not only in verb focus. I also argue against a focus phrase analysis for focus constructions in Ògè.
3.3.2.2. Alternative analysis of focus constructions in Ògè

Recall from the previous section that the head of the focus phrase as proposed in Adénúgà (2014) is ūwön. A closer look at the item ūwön suggests that it is a non-canonical head if we assume that heads are typically of the form (C)V. The form ūwön is presumably V-CV. I went a step further to establish the status of ūwön in Ògè and I observed that the use of ūwön is not restricted to a focus environment. Ūwön is found in constructions as shown in (28).

(28) a. idi ūwön sú  b. àvá ūwön sú  c. éwò ūwön sú

2SG be own 3PL be own 1SG be own

‘It is yours’ ‘It is theirs’ ‘It is ours’

As shown in (28), ūwön is the equivalent of ‘be’ in English. Considering this I argue following Adesola (2005) that:

(29) (i) ūwön in Ògè is a defective verb. The claim that ūwön is a defective verb is in line with Yusuf’s (1990) analysis of ni in Yorùbá.

(ii) ūwön does not have tense or aspectual interpretation and it states a truth that always holds.

(iii) the nominalized verb in the Spec of ūwön is not derived by movement rather it is base generated.

(iv) just like in Yorùbá, only the null operator moves in the focus construction in Ògè

(v) an example with focus constructions in Ògè is not a single clause but two clauses (30).

(30) [XP ú-wön […] ]

I propose the structure in (31) which is a modified version of the structure for focus phrase in Adenuga (2014:72), repeated in this chapter in (26d).
I argue that in verb focus, the focused verb is externally merged at the specifier position of the predicative head. I assume following the feature specifications in Adger (2003) that the predicative head in the structure in (31), bears an uninterpretable noun feature indicated with [uN]. This means that the specifier of ụwọn must be filled with a noun. The merged focused verb at the specifier position of the Pred. head bears an interpretable noun feature which checks the uninterpretable noun feature on Pred. I also propose that the head of C is null since the specifier of the NP hosts the null operator. The null operator moves to the specifier position of the CP of the embedded clause. The null operator is then obligatorily co-indexed with the (base generated) subject of ụwọn. Invariably, in focus phrase in Ògè, only the null operator moves. The subject of ụwọn is in an argument position and not an A-bar position as analyzed in Adénúgà (2014). We can conclude that the focus construction is bi-clausal and that ụwọn is the verbal element in the matrix clause. The verb ɗà ‘buy’ cannot appear in an argument position without the vowel creativecommons as in ạ-ɗà.
In relative clauses on the other hand, relativized verbs are prefixed with à followed by the relative pronoun ni.

(32) À-dá ni Tàyà dà bátà…
    NMLZ-buy REL Tayo buy shoe…
    ‘The buying that Tayo did to the shoe…’

Following Adésolá (2005:53), I also argue that the null operator moves when the verb is relativized and that a relative clause construction is bi-clausal; the CP is subordinated to the merged relativized verb. The merged relativized verb selects a CP as its complement which is headed by the relative pronoun.

The form of the verb in the two constructions discussed above (focus and relative constructions) shows that verbs in Ògè are only grammatical in an argument position when they are prefixed with à. I give further support to this claim with the example in (27) repeated here in (33) in which the subject and object are focused and à is not prefixed to the focused constituents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject focus</th>
<th>Object focus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(33) a. Tàyà úwón dà bátà.</td>
<td>b. Bátà úwón Tàyà dà.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tayo be buy shoe</td>
<td>shoe be Tayo buy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘It was Tayo who bought the shoe’</td>
<td>‘It was shoe that Tayo bought’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. *dà úwón Tàyà dà bátà</td>
<td>d. *dà ni Tàyà dà bátà</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eat be Tayo buy shoe</td>
<td>eat REL Tayo buy shoe</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In (33), where the subject and the object are focused, no further morpho-syntactic measure is needed on both the subject and the object before they could occupy the specifier of Pred. The only reason being that they are nominal; in Ògè, verbs are
nominalized with à for them to be grammatical when they are either focused or relativized. We see this because of the ungrammaticality of the sentences in (33c-d).

In this section, I showed two important things about the à-prefix (i) the output of the à-prefix to the verbs is nominal (ii) the à that is found in a focus or a relativized position with the verbs is a nominalizer. The next section presents data from Yorùbá, a closely related language to Ògè and shows that attributive modifiers are also derived from the predicative form in the language. In addition, attributive modifiers in Yorùbá form a closed class of words and they are nominal just like in Ògè.

3.4. Nominal Attributive Modifiers in Yorùbá

There is a long-standing debate on the status of what seems to be adjectives in Yorùbá. Most of the authors that have looked into the structure of the predicative and the attributive forms have argued that attributive modifiers are derived from a verb (Awobúlúyi 1978; Bámbósé 1990 and Ìlóri 2016) and that the form are lexical verbs.21 This chapter gives a detailed syntactic analysis of the structure of attributive modifiers in Yorùbá and proposes that just like in Ògè, attributive modifiers are nominal in Yorùbá, in other words, attributives in Yorùbá are called Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMS). For this work, NAMS in Yorùbá are grouped into two; the first group, which I call GRP I NAMS consist of NAMS with the prefix i as shown in (34a), the second group of NAMS are fully reduplicated and they occur without the prefix i as shown in (34b), NAMS in this group are named GRP II NAMS.

---

21 Ìlorí argues for the reduplication (both partial and full) of the predicative form in order to derive the attributive forms. For details, see Ìlorí (2016) for a different analysis of the process involved in the derivation of the attributive forms in Yorùbá. In this chapter, I follow Eléshìn’s (2017) analysis of the derivations of gerunds in Yorùbá and show that ‘i’ is a unique vowel which derives gerunds in Yorùbá. Following this line of arguments, I argue that attributive forms are derived through the nominaliser i (see section 3.4.1.1.) for the detailed analysis.
This section is organized as follows; section 3.4.1. presents the analysis of the structure of NAMs in GRP I while section 3.4.2. establishes the generalization of my proposal on the high tone that is found in GRP I NAMs. In 3.4.3., I discuss GRP II NAMs and establish that even though the GRP II NAMs do not have the prefix ˮ as shown in (34b) above, NAMs in this group share the same syntactic distributions with NAMs in GRP I.

3.4.1. NAMs in Group (GRP) I

NAMs in GRP I are prefixed with ˮ after which the consonant of the root is copied to the left of the prefix Ẹléshin (2017). It is interesting to note that the form of NAMs in GRP I are the same as the form of gerunds in Yorùbá as shown in (35).

(35) Mo féran an ɗ-i-dé  e &wọn
     1SG like MTS C-NMLZ-arrive MTS 3PL
‘I like their arrival’ literal meaning in Yorùbá, ɗidé means arrival.

In (35), ɗidé with the literal meaning of ‘arrival’ is derived from the form ɗé ‘arrive’, the derived form didé has the same structure with gíga ‘tall’ as shown in (34a). This section is organized as follows; section 3.4.1.1. discusses some of the previous analyses of the internal structure of gerunds, since the structure of gerunds are the same as the structure of NAMs in GRP I. Some of the earlier analyses that are discussed are that of: (i) Pullyblank (2008) who argued for a [ci] prefix to the verb root and (ii) Ẹléshin (2017) who proposes that the high tone ˮ is a nominalizer in Yorùbá. Section 3.4.1.2. discusses the syntactic
status of the high tone independent of the vowel that bears it, this is based on the syntactic account of NAMs in GRP I that was proposed in section 3.4.1.1.

3.4.1.1 Previous analyses of the internal structure of NAMs in Yorùbá

The two lexical items (gerunds as shown in (35) and NAMs as shown in (34a)) have the structure of a partially reduplicated form. Previous structural analyses of the lexical items of this nature claim that the predicative form is partially reduplicated (Awoyalé 1989; Olá 1995; Pullyblank 2008; Ìlòrí 2016). From a phonological point of view, Pullyblank argues that gerunds in Yorùbá are derived through the prefixation of [ći] to the verb, where “C” is a copy of the first consonant of the verbal base as shown in (36).

(36) a. ṛí → ṛí-ří  
    see ći-see

    ‘seeing’

b. jό → ji-jό  
    burn ći-burn

    ‘burning’

Following Newman (2000), Òlòshin (2017) argues that the high tone vowel ī is responsible for the derivation of gerunds in Yorùbá. Òlòshin proposes that the process of word formation that derives gerunds in Yorùbá is strictly the prefixation of the high tone vowel ī to the verbal form. The initial consonant of the verbal form is then copied to the left of the high tone vowel. According to Òlòshin, the copy of the initial consonant of the verbal form is necessary because of the need to augment the ill-formed structure in (37).

(37) a. ī +je  *ījē  
    Pre + eat

b. ī+mu  *īmu  
    Pre + drink

The ungrammaticality of the examples in (37) according to Òlòshin is because Yorùbá words do not begin with vowels bearing a high tone. In order to save the derivation from
crashing in Ẹléshin’s terms, the author employs the augmentation theory where the initial consonant of the base is copied to the left of the ɪ-prefix as schematized in (38).

(38) a. ɪ + je - ɪje - c - ɪje - j-ɪ+jĕ
pre + eat ‘eating’

b. ɪ + mu - ɪmu - c - ɪmu - m-ɪ-mu
pre + drink ‘drinking’ Ẹléshin (2017:106)

Ẹléshin argues that the high tone prefix ɪ is a unique class that derives only gerunds in Yorùbá. In other words, this approach sees the high tone vowel as a prefix and the head of the derived nominal, and not just as a mere vowel introduced by insertion rule. Most of the scholars who have looked at the phenomenon surrounding the high tone vowel in gerunds agree that the high tone vowel is consistent in this position and that it is a default vowel in gerunds. Put in another way, the high tone vowel cannot be inserted by rule because if it can be inserted by rule then all other vowels should also be grammatical in this context, the other vowels should also be able to be inserted by rule, but empirical data show that this is not the case. It is only the high tone vowel ɪ that is found in all gerunds and NAMs in GRP I, its presence is consistent across all the NAMs in GRP I as shown in (39).

(39) | Yorùbá    | Gloss |
---|---------|-------|
  a. | gb-i-gbó | ‘old’ |
  b. | d-ɪ-duŋ  | ‘sweet’ |
  c. | k-ɪ-kérẹ | ‘small’ |
  d. | b-ɪ-burú | ‘bad’ |
  e. | d-ɪ-dára | ‘good’ |
  f. | t-ɪ-tóbi | ‘big’ |
  g. | g-ɪ-gùn  | ‘long’ |
  h. | f-ɪ-fẹ   | ‘wide’ |
i. k-i-korò - ‘bitter’

I support Ėléshin’s argument that the concept of partial reduplication which involves the insertion of the high tone vowel i does not exist in the formation of GRP I NAMS in Yorùbá. However, I depart from Ėléshin’s analysis of the high tone vowel as a prefix in the formation of GRP I NAMS.  

22 I propose the following steps for the derivation of NAMS in GRP I in Yorùbá;

(40) a. Input: ga = predicate form

STEP 1: H-ga = NP headed by a null n with default H

STEP 2: gi-ga = NP fully specified with a copy of the ‘C’ and the insertion of the epenthetic vowel to head the syllable.

The proposal in (40a) is represented on the structure in (40b) below.

b. 

The proposal put forward here for the internal structure of GRP I NAMS is different from the assumptions in Ėléshin (2017) in two significant ways;

(i) the high tone is a syntactic head as shown in (40b) this analysis is in line with empirical evidence, see section 3.4.1.2;

---

22 As mentioned in section 3.4.1.1., Ėléshin (2017) adopts the augmentation theory for the analysis of the internal structure of gerunds in Yorùbá. Augmentation theory of morphology points out that the realization of the moraic unit used in the augmentation process largely depends on the nature of the base and this is why a segment of the main verb is copied to the initial position of the ill-formed word to save it from crashing, Ėléshin (2017:107).

23 The assumption here is that gerund in Yorùbá is built in syntax by adding some structure to a predicate; which takes a structure of a phrasal node ‘DP’ whose head D-takes the predicate ‘v or VP’ as its complement. This assumption is in line with Fabb’s (1984) syntactic affixation.
(ii) the vowel i occurs in the structure in (40b), independent of the high tone. I present evidence in 3.4.1.2. to support the syntactic analysis that I proposed for the internal structure of NAMS in GRP I for Yorùbá.

3.4.1.2. Yorùbá high tone is a syntactic category

In this section, I present the analysis of the high tone independent of the vowel that bears it. Earlier analyses of the high tone in Yorùbá argue that it is syntactic rather than morphological or phonological. Some of the previous analyses that I looked at are those of Manfredi (1992), Ajíbóyè (2005) and Ajíbóyè, Dechaine and Stewart (2003).

According to Manfredi (1992), Syntactic nominalizations in Yorùbá involve the use of the H-tone element. Following Awobulúyi (1978), Manfredi argues that the reduplication is not always found on the surface. See the sentences in (41).

\[(41)\]
\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. } \text{Ó sòro ó se} & \quad \text{3SG be.difficult H do} \\
& \quad \text{‘It is hard to do.’}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{b. } \text{Ó sòro í se} & \quad \text{3SG be.difficult H do} \\
& \quad \text{‘It is hard to do.’}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{c. } \text{Ó sòro sí-se} & \quad \text{3sg be.difficult ci. H-do} \\
& \quad \text{‘It is hard to do.’} \quad \text{(Manfredi 1992:211)}
\end{align*}
\]

Note that the form of the verb se ‘do’ changes in (c) to síse which has the same form with NAMS in GRP I as shown in (39). It is also important to note that the sentences in (41a-b) are grammatical sentences in Yorùbá in which the reduplication of síse is not overt.
Manfredi argues that the reduplicated segmental material exists solely in order to bear the H-tone.

Ajibóyè (2005) also argues that the H-tone is syntactic in Yorùbá. In (42), the final vowels (the nasal vowel un (42a) and the oral vowel a (42b) of the subject DP are lengthened to bear the high tone. The structure in (42c) is the representation of the sentence in (42a) as presented in Ajibóyè (2005); The head INFL in (42c), hosts the high tone, while the lengthened nasal vowel un occurs at the head position of INFL to bear the high tone. As shown in (42d), the sentence is not grammatical without the high tone.

\[(42) a. \text{E bun} \overset{HTS}{\text{un}} \overset{\text{je}}{\text{tête}}. \quad b. \text{Ajá }\overset{HTS}{\text{á kú}} \overset{\text{dog}}{\text{die}}
\]

‘Ebun won a lottery.’

‘The dog is dead.’

\[c. \]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{IP} \\
\text{DP} \\
\overset{\text{HTS}}{\text{E bun}} \\
\overset{\text{je}}{\text{tête}} \\
\overset{\text{V}}{\text{un}} \\
\overset{\text{v}}{\text{tê}} \\
\overset{\text{DP}}{\text{je}} \\
\end{array}
\]

(Ajibóyè, 2005:104)

\[d. * \text{E bun} \overset{\text{je}}{\text{tête}}
\]

\text{Ebun eat lottery}

The examples in (42a-b) show that the high tone is consistent in Yorùbá and that the vowels \((un \text{ and } a)\) which bear it, occur for the sole purpose to bear the floating high tone. Many authors have analyzed such segments as a ‘high tone syllable’ (HTS). The H-tone morpheme in Yorùbá bridges between the nominal (DP) and the sentential (IP) systems of the functional projection. According to Dechaine (1993:457) the HTS is obligatory
between a full DP subject and a bare verb in Yorùbá. This argument is further supported in Ajibóyè (2005) who argues that the high tone syllable instantiates a Spec, Head agreement in IP. Take the representation in (43b) for the sentence in (43a) as illustrated in Ajibóyè (2005:106) as an example;

(43) a. Àgbè́ ó ni owó
    Farmer HTS have money
    ‘Farmers have money.’

b. 

\[
\text{IP} \\
\text{Àgbè́} \\
\text{AGR} \\
\text{HTS} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{ó ni owó}
\]

In the same vein, Ajibóyè, Dechaine and Stewart (2003) posit that the target of gerundive reduplication is the VP and the aspectual auxiliaries which project between the VP and T (for instance, lower auxiliaries).

(44) \[ \text{TP} [\text{T higher auxs}] [\text{AspP [Asp lower auxs]} [\text{vp}…]]] \]
    (Ajibóyè, Dechaine and Stewart 2003:33)

Lower auxiliaries in Yorùbá are lè ‘potential’, gbọdọ ‘obligative’, máa-n ‘habitual-durative’ and ti ‘perfective’. The authors argue that the lower auxiliaries are grammatical in the context of the syntactic high tone as shown in (45)

(45) a. Òkọ́ ó lè fọ́.
    vehicle AGR POT jump
    ‘The craft can/may fly.’
b. **Li-lè-fò ni ọkọ ọ lè fò.**

**GER-POT-fly FOC vehicle AGR POT fly**

‘The craft [*focus can/may*] fly.’

In (45), the H-tone is seen as an instance of **AGR** which is licensed in the context of the lower auxiliaries in Yorùbá (Ajíbóyè, 2005). Following Oyéléran (1989) & Dechaine (1992), the authors argue further that the H-tone which occurs in gerunds is syntactic and not phonological in Yorùbá.

In this section, I provided evidence in support of the proposal that I made in 3.4.1.1. that the H-tone found in GRP I occurs independent of the vowel i that bears it. I looked at the various arguments in support of the syntactic nature of the H-tone in gerunds which is also the same structure as **GRP I NAMs**.24

**3.4.1.3. Generalization about the high tone in GRP I in Yorùbá**

The proposal on the high tone found between the subject DP and the tense head in Yorùbá are the following;

(i) the H-tone is syntactic, and it is present between the T-head and the VP level in all Yorùbá sentences (42c and 43b).

(ii) when the VP is nominalized, the high-tone cliticizes unto the VP; i is inserted to bear the H-tone in this position (46).

(46) a. **j-i-jè ẹ tétè...**

**C- NMLZ-eat MTS lottery**

‘the act of winning the lottery…’

---

24 The syntactic analysis of the nature put forward here is not exhaustive because a similar analysis is given in Gungbe for the derivation of verbal reduplication and reduplicated attributive adjectives (Aboh 2007). According to Aboh, if the head **INFL** is empty, then the verb must reduplicate i.e., in a sequence in which ná (a prospective marker in Gungbe) is absent in the **INFL** then the verbal element in such a syntactic structure reduplicates. Similarly, to what entails in Yorùbá, there is the interaction between the subject position and the verbal position (Spec Head relation identified in Yorùbá). Aboh further notes that verbal reduplication in Gungbe is syntactically determined.
This means that the H-tone in GRP I NAMS is already present at the DP layer in the derivation, when the Pred. form is nominalized, the H-tone at the DP layer cliticizes on the v. The vowel i is consistent in the structure of GRP I NAMS. The example in (39) repeated here in (47) are GRP I NAMS.

(47)  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Yorùbá</th>
<th>Gloss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. gb-i-gbó</td>
<td>‘old’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. d-i-dùn</td>
<td>‘sweet’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. k-i-kéré</td>
<td>‘small’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. b-i-burú</td>
<td>‘bad’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e. d-i-dára</td>
<td>‘good’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f. t-i-tóbi</td>
<td>‘big’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g. g-i-gùn</td>
<td>‘long’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h. f-i-fè</td>
<td>‘wide’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
i. k-i-korô  - ‘bitter’

As seen in (48), NAMs in GRP I have their roots in predicative constructions just like i-NAMs in Ògè.

(48)  a. Ilé yèn ga.
    house DEM be.tall
    ‘That house is tall.’

b. ilé g-i-ga yèn
    house C- NMLZ-tall DEM
    ‘that tall house.’

c. *ajá ga yèn
    house tall DEM

The base form of the GRP I NAMs are not grammatical in attributive position as the example in (48c) indicates. The next section discusses the analysis of the structure of GRP II NAMs.

3.4.2. NAMs in GRP II

There are two schools of thought on the internal structure of GRP II NAMs; The first school believes that such words are derived from a base form (Awóbùlúyí 1978:37) while the second school believes that such words have no base form (Bamgbose 1990). For this research, I agree with the first school that the words have a base form from which the full forms are derived. I also assume that for NAMs in GRP II unlike GRP I NAMs, in some contexts, it is possible for the base form to replace the full form in an expression such as the examples in (49a).
a. Asọ náà án fún.  
   cloth DET HTS white  
   ‘The cloth is white.’

b. Asọ náà á funfun.  
   cloth DET HTS white  
   ‘The cloth is white.’

In (49a), *fun* is used in predicative position while in (49b), the full form is also grammatical in predicative position. My proposal for the internal structure of GRP II NAMS are (i) the high tone vowel is present in NAMS in GRP II, (ii) GRP II are nominal just like GRP I NAMS.

Following Ìlòrí (2016:131), I propose that NAMS in GRP II are derived from a morphological process which derives a noun from a distinct verb root $V \rightarrow N$.

(50) a. dù → didu → dúdú
   be.black ‘black’

   b. pó → pipò → púpò
   be.plenty/many plenty/many (Ìlòrí 2016:130)

I further propose that the high-tone in the middle column as in didu and púpò (50) is the same as the high-tone in GRP I and that the words in the middle column are possible alternatives used in place of dúdú and púpò in some Yorùbá dialects (Ìlòrí 2016:134). The major difference between the two groups of NAMS: GRP I and GRP II NAMS is that the vowel $i$ is overt in the final output of GRP I while it is not in the final output of GRP II. In this section, I have shown that the nominal status of NAMS is not peculiar to Ògè. I achieved this by giving the analysis of NAMS in a closely related language to Ògè which is Yorùbá.
3.4.3. Problem for a unified analysis

It is worthy of note that a unified analysis of the internal structure of NAMs in the two languages discussed (Ògè and Yorùbá) is not plausible. The reason is that the processes involved in the derivation of the attributive forms in the two languages differ, because they concatenate the two morphemes in different orders. The difference is that Ôgè high tone plus i occurs outside the root copy, whereas in Yorùbá, the high tone plus i vowel is enclosed by the copy of the consonant as in the example gi-ga. The difference between the two languages is tempting to be described as a mere difference of linearization, but with the same ingredients, only in different orders. A quick observation would be to see if a CV in Ôgè can occur in two distinct forms after the concatenation with i.

\[(51)\]
\[a. \text{ FORM 1: i-CV as a gerund} \]
\[b. \text{ FORM 2: i-CV-CV as an adnominal modifier} \]

This prediction is born out and this makes Ôgè differ from Yorùbá where the output of predicative form concatenation with i are both gerund and NAMs. In Ôgè, the category changing item that turns a predicate into an attributive is governed by the nominalizing prefix i and not by reduplication. There is no CV root in Ôgè which leads to a minimal contrast between the FORM in 1 and the FORM in 2. This suggests that the prefixation of i is a category changing constituent for lexical structure i.e., i derives gerund, and i derives adnominal modifier. This implicitly means that it is not the case that i adjoins to the same kind of lexical item to derive different lexical item, what it means is that i adjoins to different items to derive the same lexical items (nominal). The function of lexical change is vested on the high tone vowel and not on reduplication. The next section discusses the
verbal status of predicative forms and establishes that predicative forms are stative verbs in Ògè and Yorùbá.

3.5. Verbal status of predicative forms in Ògè and Yorùbá

This section shows that the base forms of NAMs in both languages have the same syntax as verbs. To begin with, I provide evidence from both languages that the predicative forms from which NAMs are derived are grammatical in the same contexts as verbs. First, I show that predicative forms in Ògè are grammatical in the context of the negative marker àà as shown in (52a). According to Adénúgà (2017), àà occurs in a preverbal position to negate the verb (52b). However, it is only the noun that can occur as a complement of si ‘to be’ in expressions with the form àà si as shown in (53). The example in (53b) shows that the predicative forms are restricted to a position after àà but not after the string àà si.

(52)  a. Ígé  áchó  àà  hò.   b. Sadé  àà  sin.
    DEM cloth NEG be.white  Sade NEG sleep
    ‘The cloth is not white.’  ‘Sade did not sleep.’

(53)  a. àà  si  ìhòhòáchó  b. *àà  si  hò.
    NEG be white cloth  NEG be be.white
    ‘It is not a white cloth.’

In the same vein, the predicative forms in Yorùbá are only grammatical after the negative marker kò. The derived form is grammatical after the string kíi se ‘not to be’ but not after kò as shown in (55a). The particle se subcategorizes for only PPs and NPs in Yorùbá (Awóbúlúyí 1992) and therefore the predicative forms (verbs) are not grammatical after se ‘to be’ but only NAMs (nouns) can be the complement of se ‘to be’.
(54) Yorùbá
a. Sadé kò ga.  
   Sade NEG be.tall  
   ‘Sade is not tall.’

b. Sadé kò sùn.  
   Sade NEG sleep  
   ‘Sade did not sleep.’

(55) a. *Sadé kò gíga.  
   Sade NEG tallness/tall  
   ‘It is not the tall one’

b. kíí se gíga.  
   NEG be tallness/tall  
   ‘It is not the tall one’

Second, just like un-accusative verbs in English, predicative forms in Yorùbá (56) and in Ògè (57) assign a thematic role to their single argument noun phrase. The claim that un-accusative verbs assign a thematic role to their object in Yorùbá is not a new finding as this has been argued in Awóyalé (1997) and recently supported in Akinlabí and Adésolá (2018:118). I extend this analysis to Ògè.

(56) Yorùbá
a. Isu ú dún.  
   yam HTS sweet  
   ‘The yam is sweet.’

(57) Ògè
a. Ìkári isi yèn.  
   DET yam sweet  
   ‘The yam is sweet.’

In sentences such as (56) and (57a), Adger (2003:184) assumes that the DP íkári isi/isu ‘the yam’ is internally merged as the daughter of the VP where it is assigned a theme theta role. The representation in (57b-c) is a syntactic tree for the sentence in (57a).
The representation in (57b) shows the features while (57c) shows the movement of the DP to the specifier of the TP. The T head bears a strong uninterpretable noun, the DP ikári isi ‘the yam’ with an interpretable noun [N] feature is merged as the daughter of the predicative form yen which bears a verb feature and an uninterpretable noun feature [\text{V}, \text{uN}]. The syntactic structure in (57c) indicates the checking of the features and the movement of the predicative form to the head of the little v and the movement of the DP ikári isi ‘the yam’ to the specifier of the TP. I assume that a predicative form lacks a selectional [\text{uN}], hence the absence of a subject at the specifier position of the little v.

This is like the analysis proposed for í-NAMs-II in section 3.3.2.1 as extensively shown in (14c). The representation in (58a) is not attested while (58b) is grammatical.

(58)  
\begin{enumerate}
\item Pred. form *[[\text{V}, \text{uN}, \text{uN}}]
\item Pred. form [\text{V}, \text{uN}]
\end{enumerate}

The representation in (58a), is not grammatical because the predicative form has only one argument which checks its single uninterpretable noun feature as shown in (58b). The object argument of the predicative root can undergo movement to satisfy the EPP feature on T because there is no intervening subject between the EPP feature of T and N feature of theme, here ikári isi ‘the yam’. Third, predicative forms are optionally preceded by the
aspectual markers *sè* (for Ògè) (59) and *ti* (for Yorùbá) (60) just like stative verbs. The examples in (59-60), show that predicative forms are optionally preceded by a perfective marker in Ògè and Yorùbá.

(59) Ògè

a. Sadé (*sè*) dà áchó.
Sade PERF buy cloth
‘Sade has bought the cloth.’

b. Êgè áchó (*sè*) hò.
DEM cloth PERF be. white
‘The cloth was white.’

(60) Yorùbá

a. Sadé (*ti*) ra asó.
Sade PERF buy cloth
‘Sade has bought the cloth.’

b. ilé (*ti*) tè.
house PERF be. bent
‘The house was bent.’

In both languages, the perfective marker is not obligatory in sentences denoting a perfective action; in essence an expression like *Mo rí ajá* with the literal translation of ‘I see dog’ is correctly interpreted as ‘I saw a dog’ or ‘I have seen a dog’ the same applies to the sentences in (59a) and (60a). In (59b-60b), *té* ‘bend’ and *hò* ‘white’ are the predicative form from which *títé* and *ihòhò* (the attributive form) are derived.

Fourth, the predicative forms are grammatical in the context of a future tense morpheme *rà* (for Ògè) and *yóò* (for Yorùbá). In (61b-62b), I show that the verbs *vè* and *wá* ‘come’ are grammatical in this context just as the predicative forms *go* and *tòbi* ‘big’.

(61) Ògè

a. Sade rá vè
Sade FUT come
‘Sade will come’

b. Êgè úngwò rá go
DEM tree FUT be. old
‘That tree will be old.’
(62) **Yorùbá**

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a. Sade yóò wá} & \quad \text{b. Igi yóò tóbi} \\
\text{Sade FUT come} & \quad \text{tree FUT be. big} \\
\text{‘Sade will come.’} & \quad \text{‘The tree will be big.’}
\end{align*}
\]

It is important to note that NAMs are not grammatical in all the positions of occurrence of the predicative forms in (61-62). We also see that verbs are acceptable in these contexts which show clearly that predicative forms are stative verbs in the two languages. In this section, I argue that the predicative forms from which NAMs are derived are verbal category in Ògè and Yorùbá. Put in another way, unlike Russian, BCS and German in which the attributive form of adjective is said to be derived from a predicative adjective, in Ògè and by extension in Yorùbá, there is no predicative adjective from which the attributive form could be derived. The source possessed by both languages (Ògè and Yorùbá) for attributive modifier are stative verbs.

### 3.6. Implications of the analysis

This section discusses the implications of the analysis of adjectives in Ògè as a nominal category. The chapter has been on the different structures of adjectives in some European and non-European languages. Importantly, it discusses the strategies of nominal modification with attributive adjectives in Ògè and argue that unlike adjectives in the European languages that are discussed in section 3.2., in Ògè, attributive modifiers are nominal. In effect, this section provides the answer to the question in (63)

(63) _why do the two languages (Ògè and Yorùbá) require a copy (in one way or the other) of the root in order to form an attributive modifier?_
The question in (63) is also related to why predicative verbs are not used in attributive positions in the two languages or why nominalization is resorted to in order to modify a noun. As shown and argued in this chapter, the two languages systematically lack predicative adjectives and therefore, are required to reduplicate their predicative forms. This, in essence, means that the different structures of the predicative forms seen in the attributive positions in Ògè and Yorùbá are related to the independent fact that the languages lack predicative adjectives. What they have are undifferentiated predicative forms that are restricted to the predicative expressions. These sets of predicative forms are called ‘verbs’ by scholars in Africa because they sometimes translate to verbs as used in the European languages, but other times they translate adjectives or prepositions. So, the syntactic theory of adjectives in Ògè and Yorùbá says that the obligatory change in the structure found in the attributive modifiers of Ògè and Yorùbá as opposed to the European attributive adjectives, is explained by the fact that Ògè and Yorùbá have no predicative adjective from which to derive the attributive adjective. Ògè and Yorùbá languages resort to the nominalization of the predicative forms for this purpose, this is evident because all the so-called attributive adjectives in the two languages are nominals. The difference is that European languages are not forced to nominalize the predicative forms every time they want an attributive adjective, but Ògè and Yorùbá have no choice in the matter. As shown in section 3.5., stative verbs in the two languages have a single argument which starts out as the object but ends up as the subject as shown in (58) repeated here in (64).

(64)  
\begin{align*}
  a. & \text{ Pred. root } *[V, uN, uN] \\
  b. & \text{ Pred. root } [V, uN]
\end{align*}
This is quite different from eventive verbs like *dà* ‘buy’ or *pù* ‘kill’ which all have two arguments; subject and an object. Before a stative verb could modify a noun, such a verb must be made nominal in order to perform an attributive function. This is different from the system of attributive modification that we see in the European languages in section 3.2. Additional evidence is given in Dutch in (65). For Dutch, the predicative adjective *mooi* ‘beautiful’ must occur with the suffix *e* in attributive position because, the suffix needs to agree with the modified noun. In predicative position, the suffix is not necessary because the predicative form lacks an NP object that needs agreement.

(65) Dutch

a. Het mooi-*e* huis
   ‘A / the beautiful house.’

b. Het/een huis is mooi*(-e)
   ‘The / a house is beautiful’

(Zeijlstra 2020)

According to Zeijlstra (2020), when the suffix occurs with the adjective in predicative position (65b), then the sentence is not grammatical. In Dutch, the inflectional marker on adjectives of this kind (attributive position) agrees with the determiner *Het/een* ‘the/a’ and the modified noun *huis* ‘house’ in phi-features. In addition, as mentioned in section 3.2.2. in BCS the attributive form (LF) *plav-i*: ‘blue’ is interpreted as definite, specific (the modified noun with the LF is interpreted as definite) while the short form (SF) *plav* ‘blue’ is associated with an indefinite interpretation.
In addition to the definite interpretation of the noun phrase in which the LF occurs, Aljovic (2010) points out that the LF also agrees with the modified noun – so in BCS, the LF (attributive form) performs two functions; definiteness and agreement. The paradigm of adjectives in the selected European languages show that they all possess free predicative adjective which systematically fail to reduplicate their attributive adjectives. The predicative forms are not made into a nominal to enable modification, the change in the forms of the predicative forms in the attributive positions is as a result of other parameters, namely, agreement and definiteness.

3.7. Summary

There is an interplay between the internal syntax of NAMS (their internal architecture) and their (NAMS) external syntax (how they (NAMS) attach to the modified noun) to which I turn in the next chapter. The present chapter has expatiated the internal structure of NAMS in Ògè and extends the analysis of NAMS to Yorùbá. It reveals that the predicative forms are prefixed with the nominalizer í to form the attributive modifier; in the case of Ògè, the roots are reduplicated when prefixed with the nominalizer (í-NAMS), while in Yorùbá, the initial consonant of the predicative roots is copied to the initial position of the attributive modifier. It was shown that this process is necessary because in Standard Yorùbá unlike some of its dialects, a high tone does not occur at the initial position of a word. In both languages, syntactic and morphological approaches are advanced for the analysis of the internal structure of the attributive noun over a phonological one for two
reasons (i) in Yorùbá, it has been established in the literature that the high tone and not necessarily the vowel \(i\) is the sole reason for the change in category observed in the attributive noun (and also in gerunds, focused and relativized items). Every scholar who has looked at the phenomenon of the internal structure of gerunds, agrees that the \(i\) is a default vowel in this environment (ii) for Ògè, I proposed that the \(i\)-prefix is with an exponent of RED which stands for ‘reduplication’ in the context of the Nominal Attributive Modifier and this is why it is able to nominalize the reduplicated segment in attributive position.
Chapter 4: The external syntax of Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMs) in Ògè

4.1. Introduction

The focus of this chapter is to examine the external syntax of NAMs to answer the question of what the structural location of NAMs in the nominal phrase of Ògè is? Because of the nominal nature of attributives as established in chapter 3, it is important to analyze the structural location of attributives in the noun phrase of Ògè in relation to the modified noun. Several languages have shown that the combination of a nominal attributive modifier with the modified noun forms a noun-noun compound, however, the data in Ògè show that despite the nominal status of NAMs, the string NAMs > noun is a modification expression (see section 4.3. for evidence in support of this). The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2. examines NAMs in argument positions. Section 4.3. discusses evidence against a noun-noun compound for the string ‘NAMs > noun’ while section 4.4. and 4.5. present the syntactic analysis of NAMs. Section 4.6. gives the summary of the chapter.

4.2. NAMs in argument positions

In the preceding chapter, I established the nominal status of NAMs. In this section, I give evidence that the directionality of the attachment of NAMs determines the function performed by the NAMs in a noun phrase in Ògè. Section 4.2.1. provides evidence which shows that NAM can replace a noun in a possessive expression while section 4.2.2. shows that unlike its base form, NAM is grammatical in a genitive expression. I propose that NAMs are head of the nominal phrase when it is a genitive or possessive expression, but that they are modifiers otherwise.
4.2.1. **NAMs in possessive expressions**

In many known languages, adjectives are grammatical in nominal positions, in this sense, both predicative and attributive adjectives. The aim of this section is to show that just like adjectives in languages with an open class of words, NAMs are grammatical in a canonical nominal position. However, it is important to note that the root from which NAM is derived is not grammatical in such contexts. In addition, the main claim in this section is that NAMs are the head when they occur in either a genitive or a possessive expression but not in attributive positions. To begin with, consider the example in (1-2).

(1a) éswé isinsín b. *éswé sín
    house black house black
    ‘Black’s house’ or the house which belongs to Black

(2a) ivèvé ígbègbè b. *ivèvé gbègbè
    food small food small
    ‘small’s food.’

The NAMs *isinsín* ‘black’ and *ígbègbè* ‘small’ are used as a proper name in examples (1a-2a), something like an appellation. The ungrammaticality of the ‘b’ versions of the examples show that the predicative forms are not allowed in such contexts which further supports the categorial difference established between the two forms ‘attributive and the predicative form.’ To be more explicit, NAM can be used to refer to an individual who performs the role of a possessor in the noun phrase.

---

25 A typical example of the position of the noun is the subject and the object positions as shown in (1).

(1) a. Tade dá isi b. Tade dá ihohó c. *Tade dá ho
    Tade buy yam Tade buy white Int: Tade buy white
    ‘Tade bought a/the yam.’ ‘Tade bought a/the white one.’

As shown in (1b), *ihohó* ‘white/whiteness’ replaces *isi* ‘yam’ in the object position. It is important to note that the predicative form is derived is not grammatical in this position.
4.2.2. NAMs in genitive expressions

The morpheme '-s' or the preposition 'of' is used to mark genitive in English: ‘the girl’s shirt’ versus ‘the shirt of the girl’. It is standardly assumed that the relationship between two nouns is termed ‘genitive.’ Some languages allow overt realization of case known has genitive case to mark genitive on arguments as in German (Hartmann & Zimmermann, 2002). In Ògè, case realization on arguments is covert which mean that the structural position or the function of an argument determines the case of the argument.26

(3)a. ígbègbè ikári éswé  b. ìyènyèn ikári àyè
    small DET house  sweet DET soup
    ‘smallness of the house’  ‘sweetness of the soup’

(4)a. ihôhô ígé èswe  b. ígogoígé áchô
    white DEM house  old DEM cloth
    ‘whiteness of the house’  ‘oldness of the cloth’

In (3-4), NAMs mark genitive in the noun phrase. In such sentences, I propose that NAM is the head as shown in the illustration in (5).

(5)

---

26 In Ògè, just like in English, nouns do not bear a morphological case but the position of the noun in the noun phrase determines the case of the noun (either nominative (subject position), accusative (direct object position)) and so on.
The NAM ígbègbè ‘small’ occupies the head position of the little $n$ in (5). The base form from which NAMs are derived cannot occur in this position as the ungrammaticality of (6) and (7) show.

(6)a. *ígbègbèìkári éswé b. *yèn ikári áyê  
small DET house sweet DET soup

(7)a. *ho ígé éswé b. *go ígé áchó  
white DEM house old DEM cloth

More explicitly, if ígbègbè ‘small’ for example is a noun, and not an adjective, it will explain why an Ògè speaker can say ígbègbè ìkári éswé yè mi, ‘I like the smallness of that house’ but an English speaker cannot say ‘*I like the small of that house’ The hypothesis that ígbègbè is an adjective crashes on the fact that in Ògè, the so-called ‘adjective’ can be used as an argument expression (specifically in this case as the subject of a sentence, but English cannot).

The external syntax of NAMs given in this section supports the fact that the structural architecture of NAMs allows NAM to be able to perform more than a function in the nominal domain: a head or a modifier. Descriptively, in Ògè, NAM functions as the head of the phrase if an intervening element is overt between NAM and the noun (8b) or if NAM occurs in a post-nominal position (8a).

(8) a. N-NAM Possessive  
b. NAM - D - N Genitive  
c. [NP [a NAM [DP D N]]] Head status of NAM

The relevant argument for my analysis here is the occurrence of NAM on the little $n$ in genitive expressions as shown in (5) and the ungrammaticality of the root in both
possessives and genitives expressions. For the syntactic analysis of NAM in attributive position (modification function), see sections 4.4. and 4.5.

4.2.3. NAM in isolation in Yorùbá

This section provides two different contexts in which NAMs are grammatical in isolation without the modified noun. This means that NAMs are grammatical in a typical argument position.

(9) Tádë múń ì-ì-dùn, ó fì t-i-tóbi sì’lè.
  Tade take C-NMLZ-sweet, he put C-NMLZ-big LOC down
  ‘Tade took the sweet one, he left the big one.’

In the example in (9), two readings are possible (i) noun ellipsis and, (ii) pure argument reference in context. Imagine the context in (10).

(10) a. Background: A pen was missing from a bag (apparently, a thief has stolen the pen from a bag containing two different colors (white and black) of pens. The question in (10b) was asked from the owner of the bag. The response in (10c) is grammatical in context. The response was taken from Awobùlúyì (2013:39). The background was created by me for exemplary purposes.

b. Question: Kí-ní olè nàà jì?
  WH-thing thief SAL steal
  ‘What did the thief steal?27

c. Answer: Olè nàà jì dúdú, ó fì funfun sì’lè.
  Thief SAL steal black HTS put white LOC. down
  ‘The thief stole the black one and left the white one.’

27 nàà is analysed in Ajibóyè (2005) as a salient marker (SAL).
(11) a. Background: At a party, the celebrant was very excited to see her guests, the comment in (b) is grammatical about the celebrant.

b. Bí ó se ŋ ki g-i-ga ni ó ŋ ki k-ú-kurú
   As HTS do PROG greet C-NMLZ-tall be HTS PROG greet C-NMLZ-short
   ‘As she greets the tall, so she greets the short’

The same analysis applies to NAMS in Ògè. NAMS in Ògè are grammatical in argument positions as shown in sections 4.2.1. and 4.2.2. It is worthy of note that the predicative form from which the attributives are derived do not occur in such contexts. In this section, I show that NAMS are grammatical without the modified noun, in other words, NAMS can occur in argument positions just like underived nouns. In the next section, ample evidence is given to show that NAMS plus Noun is a case of a nominal modification and not a noun-noun compound.

4.3. NAMS, a Noun-Noun compound?

A close observation of the combination of NAMS and the modified noun raises the question of a structure closely related to a noun + noun compound, hence N-N compound. The main claim in this section is that the structure, NAM + Noun is a nominal phrase and not a N-N compounding structure. For the purpose of this work, I take compounding as a way of combining two old words to form one new one as in chalk + board = a type of board as opposed to a marker-board. To start with, I provide a case study of a language in Africa which exhibits a clear case of Modifier + Noun compounding as clearly shown in Soninke a West Mande language, this is the focus of the next section.

28This example is like the one used in Awobuluyi (2013), I deliberately changed the words in the sentence because of personal reasons, here is the example;
(i) Bí ó se n pa k-i-kurú l’ó n pa g-i-gún
   As HTS do PROG kill C - NMLZ-short FOC- HTS PROG kill C - NMLZ-tall
   ‘As he kills the short, so he kills the tall.’
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4.3.1. **Evidence for a Modifier + Noun compounding**

In this section, I review Creissels’s (2016) work on Adjective noun incorporation in the Mande language family. Creissels (2016) argues that the way to modify a noun with an attributive adjective in Mande and Gur language families is through the integration of attributive adjective and noun into a word construction. Creissels looked at the phenomena of compounding in noun + attributive in three language families; Sub-saharan languages, Mande languages and Gur languages. For the purpose of this section, I examined the phenomena of noun + adjective compound in the Mande language families. According to Creissels (2016), Soninke, a West Mande language, exhibits a clear case of morphological compounding.

Nominal modifiers have the same syntactic distributions as noun in Soninke and they are morphologically like nouns. They can combine with -\( n \) (a definite marker) (12a-13a), they can be pluralized (12b-13b), and they can occur without an overt marker (in a singular form).

(12) a. Ṃ dà sélɪnį̀-n qóbó.  
1SG TR chicken-D buy  
‘I bought the chicken.’

b. Ṃ dà sélɪnį̀-n qóbó.  
1SG TR chicken-PL-D buy  
‘I bought the chickens.’

(13) a. Ṃ dà sélé-qúłłè-n qóbó.  
1SG TR chicken-white-D buy  
‘I bought the white chicken.’

b. Ṃ dà sélé-qúłłù-n qóbó.  
1SG TR chicken-white-PL-D buy  
‘I bought the white chickens.’

In (12), the citation form of the noun sélɪnį̀ ‘chicken’ is marked for definiteness with the suffix -\( n \) while in (12b), it is further marked for plural. The examples in (13) show that the adjective qúłłè ‘white’ can equally be marked for definiteness (13a) and plural (13b). Creissels (2016:5) argues that in Soninke, all attributive adjectives form compounds with
the noun they modify. This is clear from the examples in (13); adjectives in Soninke are capable of inflecting for ‘definiteness’ and ‘plural’ even in the presence of an overt head noun.

Creissels further supports his arguments for a compounding analysis for the linearization of an adjective plus a noun with the N-N compound in Soninke as shown in (14). The examples in (14), is a N-N compound in Soninke. The ungrammaticality of (14b & 15b) show that the citation form of ‘village’ which is débé is not grammatical in a N-N compound when it combines with gûmè ‘chief’ Similarly, the citation form of the noun sámàqqè ‘snake’ (15b) is not grammatical when it is used in a N-N compound.

(14) a. débi-gûmè  
   ‘village-chief’

   b. *dèbê-gûmè  
   ‘village-chief’

(15) a. sámàn-pâtè  
   ‘snake-skin’

   b. *sámàqqè-pâtè  
   ‘snake-skin’

The characteristics of the noun in N-N compound in Soninke is the same as when it is modified by an adjective. The examples in (16) shows that the citation form of the noun sélìnŋè ‘chicken’ cannot occur when it is modified by the attributive adjective qûllè ‘white’.

(16) *Ñ dà sélìnŋè-qûllè-n qóbó.  
   1SG TR chicken-white-D buy

The phenomena of noun modification in Soninke shows that the modified noun needs to appear in a certain form before it could be modified by an attributive adjective. This is clearly not the case in Ògè as I show in section 4.3.2.
Following the discussions in this section, in the next section, I show that N-N compounding in Ògè is difficult to tease apart from NAM + noun compounding on the surface and that the difference between a N-N compound and a NAM plus noun structure could be expatiated in syntax.

4.3.2. **NAM + noun, not a case of compounding in Ògè**

A close observation of the data presented so far shows that it is difficult to differentiate between a NAM + noun compound and a NAM + noun modification on the surface in Ògè unlike Soninke. The only solution to this puzzle is to take solace in syntax. I discuss two characteristics of NAM + noun in Ògè which clearly distinguishes them from a N + N compound.

First, I show that the order of modifiers in N-N compounds in Ògè is strict, while this is not the case in NAM- noun constructions. Some examples of N-N compounding in Ògè are given in (17).

(17)  

(a) Éswe-úsin - Palace  
House-king

(b) Úwan- ókọ-úsin - Prince  
child-male-king

(c) Úwan-eléchúi-usin - Princess  
Child-female-king

The ungrammaticality of the examples in (18) shows that the ordering of items in a N-N compound in Ògè is strict. In addition, the examples in (18) don’t become grammatical even if a prosodic break is introduced (unlike the combination of NAMs plus Noun as I show in the example in (19)).
In a NAM plus noun expression on the other hand, it is grammatical to reorder NAMs as shown in the examples in (19b). The basic order is given in (19a) while the reordered version is the example in (19b). It is interesting to note that when NAMs are not in their canonical form, a pause is required after the pronunciation of the first NAM before the second and the third NAMs. This pause indicates an emphasis on the first NAM which further indicate that the focus is specifically on it rather than the following NAMs.

(19) a. ígbààji ígbègbè ísinsin ópú b. ígbègbè ígbààji ísinsin ópú
good small black dog small good black dog
‘a/the good small black dog’ ‘a/the SMALL, good black dog’

Second, syntactic rules cannot apply to the internal structure of NAM + noun combination. NAMs can occur in a nominal position without the modified noun as shown in (20).

(20) a. Tunde dà íhòhò b. Tunde dà íhòhò áchó
Tunde bought white Tunde bought white cloth
‘Tunde bought the white one’ ‘Tunde bought the white cloth’

As shown in (20), íhòhò ‘white’ occurs as the object of the verb dà ‘buy’. As is well known, this position is a typical object position often occupied by a noun. Intuitively, the speaker is aware that there is an object which the modifier refers to. However, in a N- N compound, ellipsis cannot apply to the noun (21). If this happens, the result is outright ungrammaticality or a change in the intended meaning.
(21) a. Éswe-úsin - house
   House-

   b. Úwan- ókọ -úsìn - male child
   Child-male-

   c. Úwan-eléchúi-úsin - female child
   Child-female-

In other words, ellipsis can apply to the modified noun in a NAM + N expression while it is not possible for ellipsis to apply to the modified noun in a N- N compound. The hypothesis that the combination of a NAM + noun is a nominal compound crashes on the fact that the modified noun is not liable to elision.

4.4. A syntactic analysis of NAMs in attributive positions

This section presents the syntactic analysis of NAMs in attributive positions. The proposal for the status of NAMs in a modification expression is that of an adjunct. Previous analyses of the sort explained in this section have argued that modifiers occupy a designated specifier position of a functional phrase (Cinque 2010, 1995, 1994) while Abney (1987) amongst others argues that nominal modifiers are heads of a nominal phrase. In a different vein with ample evidence, Bernstein (1991) argues that nominal modifiers are best analyzed as adjuncts in a nominal expression in languages. To begin with, section 4.4.1. discusses the specifier analysis of adjectives while 4.4.2. discusses the head analysis of nominal modifier. Section 4.4.3. carries out the previous analyses of adjectives as adjuncts. Section 4.4.4. presents the syntactic analysis of NAMs. Specifically, I introduce the theory of the label for the concatenation of NAMs + Nouns as laid out in Zeijlstra (2020) which is further supported by the semantic and syntactic analysis of attributive adjectives in Truswell (2004).
4.4.1. A specifier-based analysis (Cinque 2010)

According to Cinque’s (2010) analysis, adjectives and relative clauses are underlyingly prenominal in both Germanic and Romance languages while adjectives in Romance canonically appear post-nominally unlike in German. Cinque argues that adjectives are merged in the specifier position of the functional projections dominating the NP. The specifier-based analysis offers a way of handling the permissible number of adjectives in nominal phrases by stating that a limited number of adjectives stems from a finite number of FPs between the DP and an NP as shown in (22).

(22) a. 

As indicated in the structure in (22), a finite number of FPs implies a finite number of specifiers available as generation sites for adjectives which is related to the two different syntactic types of adjectives: direct modification (DM) and indirect modification (IM) adjective. According to Cinque, DM adjectives are specifiers of functional heads while IM are reduced relative clauses that are generated in the specifier of a higher functional projection. According to this analysis, DM adjectives are closer to the noun while IM adjectives are farther away from the head noun. Cinque shows that the post nominal placement of adjectives on the surface may be derived by means of NP-raising as (22b) illustrates.
It is important to note that in the specifier-based analysis, adjectives are analyzed as lexical items that are generated as left-hand specifiers of FPs between the DP and an NP. In the next sub-section, I discuss the head-analysis of adjectives and I show that NAMs are best analyzed as adjuncts rather than heads of a syntactic expression.

4.4.2. Head Analysis

Starting with the analysis of adjectives as heads according to Abney (1987), I examine the analysis of Truswell (2004) who posits that adjectives are best analysed as a lexical category which blurs the line between a head and an adjunct (a hybrid analysis). Since the focus of this chapter is on the syntactic analysis of NAMs, I will abstract away as much as possible from the semantic analysis proffered in Truswell. The hybrid analysis of Truswell is important for the syntactic account of NAMs in one significant way; as I show in section 4.5., it makes explicit, the intricacies involved in the linear order of NAMs and the modified noun.

In the head-based analysis according to Abney (1987), attributive adjectives are heads taking the NP as complements, in other words, the adjective is a head that c-commands the NP. In expressions such as (23), it is argued that the prenominal adjective does not take a complement.

(23) a. a proud father
    b. *a proud of his son father
However, arguments abound in the literature of the assumption that prenominal adjectives are restricted to taking the NP as its complement is falsified on the premise that a lot of languages allow its prenominal adjectives to take a PP complement, (Delsing (1993); Svenonius (1992) for Swedish, Cinque (2010) for Bulgarian and Greek). The authors argue that the complementation possibilities of prenominal adjectives are not uniform cross-linguistically. Invariably, the languages in which adjectives take complements block the argument in favour of an analysis of adjectives as heads in the extended projection of the noun.

In a similar but different vein, Truswell (2004) argues that all attributive adjectives are functors, taking an <e,t> nominal argument. Here, heads are analysed in terms of their compositional semantic function. In his terms, a functor is taken to be a head which takes its complement as an argument and outputs the complement’s semantics with an extra free variable position or index. The notion of projection is spelt out in (24) according to Truswell (2004:102).

(24) Merger of a head and a complement
Under standard consideration, the head projects.
This is because the head may introduce a free variable position, which determines what can be merged next in the specifier position.
Also, the notion that the head projects is seen in the notion of the functional sequence. This can equally be well captured by saying that the next head to be merged in the functional sequence is dependent on the index or variable introduced by the current head.
Based on the predictability of syntactic heads as presented in (24), Truswell argues following Chomsky (1998) that attributive adjectives are functors. This argument is justified because the output of a functional application is of the same type as the sister. If syntactic headedness is predictable, it can be omitted from the representation of the derived syntactic object (Chomsky 1998). Following this line of reasoning, Truswell argues that the relationship between an attributive adjective and its sister is head-complement rather than ‘DPs’ or any close-off item such as may be found in specifier position. Attributive adjectives are of an identity type \( <\alpha, \alpha> \), and so the output of functional application is of the same type as the sister, which makes it appear as if the nominal projects. However, Truswell noted two objections to this analysis thus:

(25) a. adjectives as heads taking NP complements complicates the complement-selection process, or functional sequence;
   b. pre-nominal adjective could be internally complex, with productive syntactic formation options involving degree markers such as ‘very’

Truswell tackles the objection of functional sequence based on the transparency of adjectives; adjectives are semantically of type \( <<e,t> <e,t>> \) which makes the linear order of Adj-N identical to those of the noun.\(^{29}\)

(26) a. a red car
   b. a car
   c. car
      \( \text{red} \) \( \text{car} \)

As exemplify in (26), ‘red’ merges with the noun ‘car’, but the structure retains the same

\(^{29}\) Here, the argument is that adjectives are underlyingly of type \( <e,t> \). In this case, adjectives are of two types; predicative adjective are \( <e,t> \) while in attributive position, attributive adjectives are type-shifted to \( <<e,t> <e,t>> \).
label as the noun. The omission of the adjective ‘red’ in (26b), does not result in ungrammaticality but only implies a change in meaning. Second, concentrating on the use of degree modifiers such as ‘very’ with adjectives, Truswell argues that the notion of the head is defined in terms of its function. Take for instance the representation in (27).

(27) That is [very big]]

Abstracting from the technical details of the string in (27), ‘very big’, as presented in Truswell, Truswell shows that a head is syntactically complex. (cf. Truswell 2004:104) for the full analysis of the complex form of the adjective as a head).

For the analysis of NAMs in this work, I follow the arguments proposed for the objection in (25). The answer to the objection is closely related to my analysis of NAMs as adjuncts. I claim that syntactically, NAMs are adjuncts in the extended projection of the noun and that in all contexts, NAMs are merged in a direct relationship to the NP. NAMs do not modify the DP neither do they allow a degree modifier such as ‘very’.

4.4.3. Adjunction analysis of attributive adjectives

The proponents of adjectives as adjuncts include Bernstein (1991); Bosque-Picallo (1996), Svenonius (1993) among others. Here, adjectives are treated as elements with phrasal status which adjoin to either the maximal projection or to an intermediate projection.

(28) a. NP2
   AP
   NP1
   N'
   N0
   PP
   Adjectives as adjuncts to NP

b. NP2
   AP
   N'
   N0
   PP
   Adjectives as adjuncts to bar-level
Some of the crucial shortcomings of the analysis of adjectives as adjunction include the fact that it does not proffer provision for the mechanism to regulate the directionality of the attachment of adjectives in case of multiple adjectives. In addition, it also fails to account for the linear order of adjectives in cases where two or more adjectives are stacked. In Ògè, the linear order of NAMs is not of utmost importance because in some cases, the semantic of the sentence remains unchanged when NAMs are re-ordered.

4.4.4. Optionality of NAMs in attributive positions

As shown in the preceding sections, NAMs are categorially different from the predicative forms. The base form from which the attributive form is derived is itself not an adjective but a stative verb while the result of nominalization is not an adjective but an attributive noun. I present the examples in (29) and (30) to show the modification function of NAMs in Ògè.

(29) a. ikári igogo ópú  
   DET old dog
   ‘the old dog’

b. ikári ihöhö éswé
   DET white house
   ‘the white house’

30 This analysis is the most unpopular account of adjectives out of the three types of adjunction analysis mentioned above. Sigurdsson (1993) defended this analysis for Modern Icelandic. It is generally assumed that adjectives that adjoin to a nominal head also have the status of heads themselves. For the purpose of the analysis of NAMs in this work, it is enough to show that adjectives are capable of adjoining to different layers in the extended projection of the noun.
As shown in the paradigm in (29-30), NAMs in Ògè are restricted to the pre-nominal position and are obligatorily followed by the modified noun as the ungrammaticality of the reverse orders in (31-32) show.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence</th>
<th>Translation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(29a)</td>
<td>*ìkári ópú ígogo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>*ikári éswe íhòhò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(30a)</td>
<td>a. ígé ígbègbè úghwọ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b. ígé ísinsín ópú</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DEM small stick DET black dog</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on the characteristics of NAMs; namely that they are grammatical in a canonical nominal position, I propose that the categorial feature of NAMs is an [NP]. NAMs have the semantics of adjectives but NAMs are nominal. Having this as a background knowledge, I present a preliminary structure in (33) (under the traditional assumptions of syntactic derivation of adjectives (adjuncts)) for the concatenation of the merger of NAMs plus Noun in Ògè for the expression in (29a).

(33) A preliminary structure for NAMs I
In a modification expression, the grammatical string is ‘NAMs plus noun’ with no intervening element(s). The previous section showed that the change in the order of NAMs plus noun to noun plus NAMs could only result in a change in meaning: from a modification expression to a possessive expression. In cases, where a determiner occurs between NAMs plus noun string, then a genitive interpretation is forced. An interesting point however is that in both possessives and genitives, the presence of NAMs is required for the expression to be grammatical (34).

(34) a. ́swé *(ísínsín)
    house black
    ‘Black’s house’ or the house which belongs to Black

    b. ivève *(ígbègbè)
    food small
    ‘Small’s food.’ or the food of small, the food that belongs to small’

If the NAMs isínsín ‘black’ and ígbègbè ‘small’ are omitted from the examples in (30), one of the following happens; ungrammaticality or change in the intended meaning. In the same vein, in genitives, the overt realization of NAMs is obligatory as shown in (3-4) repeated here in (35-36).

(35) a. ígbègbè ikári ́swé
    small DET house
    ‘smallness of the house’

    b. iyènyèn ikári ́yè
    sweet DET soup
    ‘sweetness of the soup’

(36) a. ihòhòikári éswè
    white DET house
    ‘whiteness of the house’

    b. igogoikári áchó
    old DET cloth
    ‘oldness of the cloth’
The examples in (37-38) show that without the NAMs, the expressions are not in any way related to a genitive expression. In such expressions like (35-36), NAMs are obligatory because they are the heads of the expressions.

(37) a. *ìkári éswe  
   DET house
   ‘the house’

   b. *ìkári àyè  
   DET soup
   ‘sweetness of the soup’

(38) a. ígé èswe  
   DEM house
   ‘the house’

   b. ígé áchó  
   DEM cloth
   ‘the cloth’

On the other hand, NAM in a pre-nominal position in Ògè is a modifier and its presence is optional as shown in (39-40). This assumption is further expatiated in section 4.5.

(39) a. ikári igogo ópú  
   DET dog
   ‘the dog’

   b. ikári ihohó éswe  
   DET house
   ‘the house’

(40) a. ikári igbègbè éswe  
   DET house
   ‘the house’

   b. ikári iyenyèn àyè  
   DET soup
   ‘the soup’

The expressions in (39-40) show that the absence of NAMs does not translate to ungrammaticality, rather, it translates to a change in meaning. Based on the interpretation of the expressions in (39-40) without the overt realization of NAMs, I propose that NAMs are not obligatory in a nominal expression in Ògè. I assume that NAMs are only needed in such contexts to convey more information about the modified noun. The claim that I pursue in this section among others are: NAMs are not obligatory; NAMs are involved in
feature checking according to the minimalist program; NAMs are not selected by the modified noun; NAMs iterate (41).

(41)  Sádé pu  ígbegbe ́waji isinsin ̀dì   size>quality>color  
      Sade kill small bad black rat  
      ‘Sade killed a small bad black rat’

In the remainder of this section, I present the syntactic analysis of the merger of NAMs plus the noun in Ògè. The application of the analysis of Zeijlstra (2020) to NAMs allows for a syntactic equivalent of the semantic account proposed for attributive adjectives in Truswell (2004). As it will become clear in the subsequent sections, the main claim will be that in a syntactic string, all features on lexical categories must project except the selecting and the selected feature. Based on current syntactic theories as proposed in Zeijlstra (2020) which extensively discusses the concatenation of adjuncts plus nouns, a revision to the structure in (33) is given in (44) that shows the intricacies involved in the merger of NAMs plus nouns in Ògè.

4.4.5. Problems with the label of adjuncts in the Minimalist Program

In this section I present the debate surrounding the output of the derivation of adjuncts in the literature. Svenonius (1994), posits that adjectives in attributive positions do not change the syntactic category of the elements to which they are merged, in as much as this is true, the reason for this conclusion is not settled in the literature. Importantly though, the syntactic label of adjuncts is still a problem in the Minimalist Program as the debates in some work show Carmack and Breheny (1994); Seely (2006:183); Sportiche (1994), (1995); Hornstein (2009) and more recently, Zeijlstra (2020). The debates have to do with the fact that adjuncts are not subcategorized for, so the question remains if
adjuncts are not involved in selection, what is the label for the concatenation of the head plus an adjunct? In a bid to solve this problem, Uriagereka (2003) posits that adjuncts undergo a different type of merge which he calls pair merge. In pair merge, if A is an adjunct, and B is its host, then B projects its label.\textsuperscript{31} Labels were integral to the theories from which the Minimalist Program arose.\textsuperscript{32} In Hornstein’s (2009) view, adjuncts are different from complements and specifiers; the building of the latter two requires that the output be labelled whereas the concatenation of adjuncts is only necessary to receive a proper interpretation. On a different view, Collins (2002) and Seely (2006) analyzed the output of adjuncts as label less, specifically, Seely advocates for the elimination of labels while Bruening (2010, 2013) claims that adjuncts select the category of the phrase that they adjoin to. To be more explicit about the status of labelling, Chomsky (1994) posits that if label is part of Merge, then, the label of Merge (X, Y) is either X or Y, there is no other alternative of derivation according to Minimalist assumptions. Cecchetto & Donati (2010) assume that a label is a set of features that percolate from a head and trigger further computations. This implies taking \{X, Z\} as a unit for the purpose of further computations, which in turn determines its syntactic behavior and interpretation at the sound-meaning interfaces. See (42) for illustration.

(42) a. \[
\begin{array}{c}
  \text{XP} \\
  \text{XP} \\
  \text{Specifier} \\
  \text{X'} \\
  \text{X complement}
\end{array}
\]

\textsuperscript{31} Cf; Chomsky (1995a et seq) for the two separate operations for pure merge ‘set merge and pair merge where pair merge is a process of adjunction in which the head does not project; rather, the most recent projection of the head is replaced by a two segment category.

\textsuperscript{32} Phrase Structure Rules (Chomsky 1975) of transformational generative grammar & x-bar theory (Chomsky 1970, Jackendoff 1977) in the Government & Binding era (Chomsky 1981) were formulated in terms of LABELS.
b. \[ [ X^{\text{MAX}} \text{YP} [ X^{\text{MAX}} \text{XP} ] ] \]

The concatenation of the head ‘X’ and its complement yield the label ‘X’ (an intermediate bar-level) while the concatenation of the specifier and the bar-level is labeled ‘XP’. The question remains why the merger of XP and Adjunct yield another XP. Adger also notes this problem in his book when he said, ‘the mechanism by which adjuncts are incorporated into the phrase structure is still a major research topic’. The major problem is the fact that the maximal projection ‘XP’ is not supposed to project any further after merging with the adjunct (XP plus adjunct an instance of two maximal projections). This shortcoming of the projection by selection approach was also noted in Zeijlstra (2020), according to him, X-MAX which is assumed to be a maximal projection projects further after the merger with the adjunct in (42b).

In a different view, Chomsky (2000) posits that MERGE is a structure-building operation that comes in two forms: set merge and pair merge; set merge is inherently asymmetric in which case the lexical item with the selectional feature projects its label while pair merge refers to elements that are not sub-categorized for. The question arises as to why merge should be divided into two separate operations? As noted in Hornstein (2009:86), pair merge introduces a redundancy in narrow syntactic operations. In the same vein, Stockwell (2016) noted that the analysis of adjuncts as carried out by Chomsky is uneconomical in the sense that it introduces three operational complications: pair merge, simplify and redundancies. However, I depart from the assumptions in Stockwell (2016), who supports the idea that the optimal label of a syntactic derivation is paramount to the selection in the attempt to form the next syntactic object. The motive behind the syntactic label for NAMs as adjuncts in this chapter is not to determine the next merged object but to make explicit the intricacies of the merger of NAMs plus the modified noun.
This section proceeds as follows; section 4.4.6. presents the problems of the traditional analysis of adjuncts for NAMs, section 4.4.7. discusses a solution to the problem in the sense of Truswell’s (2004) while 4.4.8. proceeds with the adopted analysis for this chapter as presented in Zeijlstra (2020).

4.4.6. Problems of the traditional analysis of adjuncts for NAMs

Following the assumptions in Adger (2003) where the category features correspond to the major word classes: N, V, P, the modified noun in Ògè is replaced with [N] and NAM is [N] based on the evidence shown in section 4.2. Accordingly, there is the need to differentiate between the two lexical items with the feature [N]; a head and its modifier (NAM). As standardly assumed within the Minimalist program, adjuncts are phrasal, they are optional, and they are not selected for. The concatenation of the head noun and a lexical item like NAM is made possible through the mechanics of adjunction which inserts a phrasal object into another phrasal object at its outermost level (Adger 2003:89).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{XP} \\
\text{XP} \\
\text{YP}
\end{array}
\]

Therefore, the concatenation of NAM with the modified noun would look like the structure in (44).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{[N]} \\
\text{[N]} \\
\text{[N]}
\end{array}
\]

A preliminary structure for NAM II

An immediate problem with this analysis is connected to the problem of recognizing the projected feature; the head [N] or the adjunct [N]? An immediate seemingly solution is to specify one of the features with a selectional feature: [N, uN], but it is a well-known fact
that adjuncts are not selected for neither do adjuncts select. Another possible solution is to annotate the features with numbers thus; \([N]1\) and \([N]2\) as shown in (45).

\[(45) \quad \begin{array}{c}
[N]1 \\
[N]2
\end{array} \quad \text{A preliminary structure for NAM III}\]

The structure in (45) clearly shows that the percolated feature is the lexical item on the left with the feature \([N]1\). However, an interested reader will be prompted to ask the question why the lexical item on the right with the feature \([N]2\) does not project? Why does the concatenation of \([N]1\) and \([N]2\) yield the label \([N]1\)? Please note that in the example above, I ignored the selectional requirement of a determiner, and as a result this is omitted from the example. The focus here however is why the concatenation of two maximal projections (i.e., NP and ‘AP’) which are not supposed to project any further yielded the label \([N]1\).

As a first step to solve this puzzle, a quick survey of the two-selected solutions proposed for the merger of the sort discussed here are presented in the sections below.

4.4.7. **Truswell (2004)**

Abstracting from the view of adjectives as specifiers of rigidly ordered and distinct heads, Truswell posits two different semantic analysis for attributive adjectives: an adjunct within the nominal projection or the noun as an argument of the adjective. However, Truswell argues for a hybrid analysis for attributive adjectives; attributive adjectives are theoretically situated between a head and an adjunct. As will become clear in this section, theoretically, the features of the daughters contribute to the label of the mother. For the purpose of this section, I will discuss the semantic account of attributive adjectives as an optional item in a syntactic category, after which I will give a syntactic account of
attributive adjectives as heads. The importance of the analysis as presented in Truswell (2004) for the analysis of NAMs in this chapter is that it makes explicit the intricacies involved in the merger of attributive adjective plus noun. In addition, the semantic account of the string Adj-Noun gives support to Zeijlstra’s assumptions in section 4.4.8. on the inherent feature of attributives/adjuncts in languages. First, Truswell argues that an Adj-Noun group is semantically opaque. Invariably, the string Adj-N can function as a bare noun in a syntactic structure. Second, modification is assumed to be recursive because the type of the noun remains unchanged by merging an adjective while the modification is entirely optional. Third, all attributive adjectives are functors. It is important to introduce some of the theoretical terms as used in Truswell;

(i) **JOIN** - following the assumptions in Chierchia and Tuner (1988); Baker (2003), Truswell argues that **JOIN** is a type-shifting operator whose main function is to select an adjective, outputting a function from nominals to nominals as (46) shows.

(ii) **Same/Sameness** – this is used in the example in (46) to restrict attributive adjectives to noun phrases.

Truswell classifies adjectives into two types, predicative and attributive adjectives. Predicative adjectives are of type <e,t> while attributive adjectives are of type <<e,t>,<e,t>>. For a predicative adjective to function as an attributive adjective, then an operator is required to change it to a type <<e,t>,<e,t>>. The ungrammaticality of the example in (47) further supports the fact that an <<e,t>,<e,t>> adjective is restricted to attributive positions and that it doesn’t take degree modifiers like ‘very’

(46) a. That car is big
    b. A very big car
(47) a. *That car is former  
b. *A very former car

The operator required to change an adjective from one type of adjective to the other is termed ‘JOIN’ as laid out in (48);

(48) JOIN: merging with adjectives first: 
\[ JOIN (\lambda x. A(x)) = \lambda N \lambda x. (A(N;x)) \] \(33\)

Where:
- \(A\) is the property denoted by the adjective;
- \(N\) is the property denoted by the noun (or Adj- N group);
- \(A(N(x)) = 1\) iff \(x \in\) the set constructed based on \(N\), determined by the property of \(A\) relativized to \(N\);
- \(i\) is the index assigned by same\(^0\) to NP (or the index assigned as a result of merging an earlier adjective);
- \(j\) is the index assigned by same\(^0\), but updated to reflect the updating of the property denoted by \(N\) through the merger of \(A\).

The syntax and semantics of attributive adjectival modification as presented in (48) above is along the lines of the syntactic structure in (49). Here, JOIN is assumed to merge with the adjective after which the output of the merger merges with the noun and further yields the label red(car).

(49) 
```
       red(car)  
      /     \  
red Attr.   car  
      \   /  
JOIN  red  
```

\(33\) For clarity, I will restrict my explanation of JOIN to Truswell’s Option 1 JOIN. I refer to it as Option 1 JOIN because, Truswell gave an additional Option which he calls My JOIN, Option 2. Since this is not relevant for my analysis, I will ignore it in this work.
‘red’ = \( \lambda x.\text{red}(x) \)
‘car’ = \( \lambda x.\text{car}(x) \)

\[
\text{JOIN } (\lambda x.\text{red}(x)) = \lambda \ p \ \lambda y.\text{red}(\ p \ y \])
\]
\[
\lambda \ p \ \lambda y.\text{red}(\ p \ y \])[\lambda x.\text{car}(x)] = \lambda y.\text{red}(\lambda x.\text{car}(x)[y]) = \lambda y.\text{red}(\text{car}(y))
\]

Formulating the semantics of attributive adjectives in this way allows for the recursiveness, as shown in the representation above, plus the noun is constant when it is modified by an adjective. In the structure, there is no requirement for the merger of the attributive adjective unlike the need for a clausal structure to contain an argument. Invariably, modification by an attributive adjective is entirely optional. However, the operator JOIN introduced in the structure requires an \(<e, t>\) element to modify ‘JOIN can only take nominals as complements, because only these nominals have a standard of sameness.’

On the other hand, noting the problem associated with the syntactic analysis of attributive adjectives as adjuncts in the literature and as outlined here in this chapter in section 4.4.5., Truswell argues that a hybrid analysis is suitable for the syntactic status of attributive adjectives. As a starting point, Truswell makes a distinction between the following notions: interpretable and uninterpretable features, head, complement and specifier. Following the assumptions in Chomsky (1995); uninterpretable features exist for the purpose of movement (they force movement) while interpretable features have to do with the need to satisfy the requirement of one of the merged elements.\(^{34}\) A head is defined as a functor which takes its complements as an argument and outputs the complement’s semantics with an extra free variable or index. A specifier on the other hand is a complete ‘close off’ argument to the function denoted by its sister, which then

\(^{34}\) Basically, the distinction between an interpretable and uninterpretable feature as presented here in Truswell is related to, one, compositional semantics of an utterance, two, inducing movement.
projects with a variable position bound by the semantics of the specifier. The distinction between these notions is paramount in this theory because of two important things that are necessary to keep in mind; (i), it makes explicit the differences between semantically-driven merge and non-semantically driven merge, in this case, merge happens either for the purpose of movement or for the purpose of semantics (the semantic requirement to be merged into the structure) (ii), the semantic distinction between head, complement and specifier allows for a semantic correlate of the syntactic notion of projection.

Taking this a step further, Truswell argues that heads are functors, taking the complements as arguments and outputting a derived syntactic object with the semantics of the complement, plus an extra free variable or index (100). This means that elements (with interpretable features) merged at the specifier positions are arguments of the complements (which is its sister). Therefore, under this analysis, semantically, both sisters project and by extension, the same thing happens in syntax. This is clear because the label of the mother-node is determined by both daughters. To make this point explicit, Truswell argues that attributive adjectives is one of the cases where Chomsky’s claim that ‘Merge occurs to satisfy the requirements of one of the daughters’ is not true. In the next section, I present a further analysis of this sort as presented in Zeijlstra (2020) where he argues that projection happens as a result of feature checking. The analysis of Zeijlstra is closely related to the analysis presented in this section because it makes no distinction between a head and an adjunct in syntax. In addition, Truswell adopts a hybrid analysis for attributive adjectives using both semantic and syntactic arguments to show that both daughters are involved in projection.
Zeijlstra (2020)

Chomsky (1986), (1995b), proposed that the principle of full interpretability (FI) posits that unvalued uninterpretable features must be deleted before reaching the interfaces. This means; uninterpretable features may cause the derivation to crash after valuation. According to this proposal, interpretable features ([IFS]) are features that are part of the intersection of the two sets (formal and semantic features) as shown in (50) and therefore may both participate in syntactic operations and receive an interpretation at LF. Uninterpretable features on the other hand are features that are only formal, and not semantic in nature and therefore cannot receive an LF-interpretation. This is represented in (50) as presented in Chomsky (1995).

Zeijlstra on the other hand, argues that interpretable features can check off uninterpretable features independent of semantics. For instance, uninterpretable features are checked and deleted in syntax before they get to LF in expressions where a lexical item with a plural form gets a singular interpretation, this shows that formal features and semantic features operate independent of each other as shown in (51). Based on this evidence, Zeijlstra argues that both interpretable and (un)interpretable features should be replaced by dependent and independent features or just categorial features. This assumption is in line with Zeijlstra (2014) who argues that the set of (un)interpretable features does not intersect with the set of semantic features, as proposed in Chomsky (1995). The structure in (51) explains this further.
As mentioned above interpretable features can check off uninterpretable features independent of semantics features. The structure in (51) shows exactly this and then the interpretable feature takes on the role of semantic features by checking and deleting matching uninterpretable formal features to their semantic properties. Under this theory, c-selectional features is reduced to already existing features (interpretable [iF] and uninterpretable features [uF]) that encode syntactic dependencies (uninterpretable feature are dependent on interpretable features for proper interpretation). C-selection does not make explicit the properties that are overt on a lexical item, instead, it relies on how a lexical item fits into a sentence. Zeijlstra (2014) supports the representation in (51) further with the following proposal for acquisition algorithm;

(52)  
  a. Assume a 1:1 correspondence between morphemes and semantic content.
  b. If some morpho-syntactic element α manifest the presence of some semantic context F, but cannot be assumed to be the carrier of F itself, then assign a formal feature [uF] to α.
  c. Assign [iF] to all morphosyntactic elements that introduce the semantic context that is manifested by [uF]. If no overt morphosyntactic element is responsible, assume some covert element to be present that carries the semantics of F and therefore, should be assigned [iF].
  d. Assign [iF] to all those elements that are responsible for the rest of the grammatical occurrences of [uF].

Based on the proposal in (d), Zeijlstra argues that [iF] does not denote that some element must have the semantic property of F. The only requirement that is needed is that it is
learnable that some element is able to check some \([uF]\)'s feature. Invariably, dependent features encode dependencies on other features: a feature \([uD]\) encodes dependency on an element carrying \([D]\).\(^{35}\) Independent feature determines the categorial status in a traditional way: a verb has a feature \([V]\), a noun has a feature \([N]\) etc.\(^{36}\) Rule 1 and Rule 2 explain this further;

**Rule 1:** Let \(A\) and \(B\) be two sets of formal features. If \(A\) merges with \(B\), for any pair \([F]-[uF]\), such that \([F] \in A\) and \([uF] \in B\), or \([F] \in B\) and \([uF] \in A\) neither \([uF]\) nor \([F]\) percolates; all other features do percolate.

\((\text{Zeijlstra 2020})\)

(53) a. \{[F]\}  
\{[F],[uG]\}  
\{[G]\}  

b. \{[F],[uK]\}  
\{[F],[uG]\}  
\{[G],[uK]\}  

The tree in (53a) shows that the dependent feature \([uG]\) and the independent feature \([G]\) are cancelled against each other and the independent feature \([F]\) becomes the label of the tree. The tree in (53b), shows that it is possible for a dependent feature which is not checked to percolate. Zeijlstra adds that, this can only occur if and only if feature checking is involved in the merger, \([uG]\) checks \([G]\). This is spelt out in Rule 2.

**Rule 2:** \(\alpha\) merges with \(\beta\) iff at least one featural dependency is resolved as a result of this merger (Zeijlstra 2020).

Building on the insights of Adger (2003), which assumes that upon Merge, every feature of both merged elements percolate, unless a pair of matching (un)interpretable features

\(^{35}\) Under this analysis, dependent features are restricted to syntactic operations. For this reason, syntax gets rid of dependent features before it gets to the interfaces.

\(^{36}\) Independent features give us information about the properties of the lexical item i.e., a number on the noun or tense on the verb. To be more explicit, dependent feature bears a 'u' feature.
stand in a sisterhood relation; then neither of these two features percolate. The assumptions in Zeijlstra’s analysis of projection by selection is like categorial selection: adjectives adjoin to a projection of N while adverbs adjoin to other projection of other categories (this could not be semantic selection but must be a form of categorial selection). Selection must be part of the syntax proper and could not be delayed until PF.

The assumptions in Rule 1 & 2 are the basic assumptions underlying the syntactic structure of the external syntax of NAMs in Ògè. Basically, I adopt the mechanisms of dependent and independent features where both formal features determine the syntactic behavior of lexical items. In this proposal, merger needs to fulfill a featural dependency; a selectional feature encodes a requirement to be merged with an element that carries an independent feature. Here, it is assumed that merge is only licensed if at least one feature is discharged (Chomsky 2000:133, 2005:6). It is also the case that the algebra of merge is the only means by which selection features can be checked (that is, there is feature percolation, rather than agreement at a distance). Basically, the argument in section 4.5. is twofold; (i), NAMs are introduced into a syntactic structure for the purpose of modification (ii) there is syntactic dependency relationship between the NAM and the modified noun.37 The assumption is that, although NAMs are merged as adjuncts but that both the NAM and the modified NP/N are involved in feature selection and feature checking in Zeiljstra’s (2020) term.

37 The analysis proposed here is in the sense of categorial grammar in which an item depends on the existence of an adjacent item for its survival. This analysis could be extended to any relationship between an adjunct-sister sequence such as Adv-V sequence as well. As shown in section 4.4.7., the intriguing part of this analysis is that it allows for the transparency of the merger of the modifier with the modified noun.
4.5. **NAMs are dependent on the modified noun (Selectional restrictions of NAMs)**

This section shows that merge must involve feature checking, in Zeijlstra’s term, everything projects except the selecting and the selected features. In addition, I argue for the replacement of every category in Ôgê by a more primitive feature. I give an account of the labelling algorithm of NAMs as adjuncts according to the alternative labels for adjuncts as laid down in (Zeijlstra 2020).38 The discussion in this section is an updated analysis of NAMs as adjuncts in the syntactic expression of Ôgê (as given in sections 4.4.4. and 4.4.6.).

I repeat the examples in (29-30) as (54-55) for convenience. As argued earlier and as shown by the ungrammaticality of the examples in (56-57), NAMs are restricted to the prenominal position.

(54) a. ikári ígogo ópú
    DET old dog
    ‘the old dog’

    b. ikári íhòhò éswe
    DET white house
    ‘the white house’

(55) a. ígé ígbègbè úghwọ
    DEM small stick
    ‘that small tree’

    b. ígé isinsin ópú
    DET black dog
    ‘that black dog’

(56) a. *ikári ópú ígogo
    DET dog old

    b. *ikári éswe íhòhò
    DET house white

(57) a. *ígé úghwọ ígbègbè
    DEM stick small

    b. *ígé ópú isinsin
    DET dog black

---

In addition to this, no element(s) is permitted to intervene between a NAM and the modified noun.

\[(58)\text{ a. } *ìkáriígogo làvi ópú \quad \text{ b. } *ìkárièhòhò làvi éswe} \]
\[
\text{DET old very dog} \quad \text{DET white very house}
\]

\[(59)\text{ a. } *ígé ígbègbè làvi úghwọ \quad \text{ b. } *ígé ísinsin làvi ópú} \]
\[
\text{DEM small very stick} \quad \text{DET black very dog}
\]

The sequence NAM>Noun or NAM>NAM>NAM>Noun is the acceptable string as shown in (41) repeated here in (60).

\[(60) \text{ Sadé pu ígbegbe íwaji ísinsin ọdí } \quad \text{ size>quality>color}
\]
\[
\text{Sade kill small bad black rat}
\]
\[
\text{‘Sade killed a small bad black rat’}
\]

The data in (54-60) reveal three important facts about NAMS; NAMS are recursive, NAMS are restricted to a nominal domain, NAMS in modification expressions are not complex (because it is not possible to have the string [[very NAMS N]] in Ògè, rather, the acceptable string is [[NAM N] very]] as shown in (61));

\[(61) \text{ ígé íhòhòāchó làvi} \quad \text{ DEM white cloth very}
\]
\[
\text{‘that very white cloth’}
\]

In the spirit of Zeijlstra’s re-analysis of (un)interpretable features, the data in (58-59) further reveals that NAMS are dependent on nouns and that the dependency must be local. For the syntactic analysis of NAMS, I adopt the mechanisms of feature checking as proposed in Zeijlstra (2020) where interpretable formal features are taken to be pure
formal features that have the capacity to check off uninterpretable features but lack any semantic interpretations.\textsuperscript{39}

In Zeijlstra’s proposal, once the features of the mother and the daughter are known, it is possible to determine the featural status of the sister as shown in (62).

\[
(62) \quad \begin{align*}
\text{a.} & \quad \{[Y]\} \quad \{[?]\} \\
\text{b.} & \quad \{[V]\} \quad \{[V], [\text{DEP}V]\}
\end{align*}
\]

Given that in (62a), ‘Y’ is the head and the other sister is an adjunct, then the featural status of the sister will be [Y, uY] (adjunction stands in a configuration with the modified item). In a derivation with two maximal projections as in (62b), here illustrated as the concatenation of the VP plus Adverb with the feature [v], [\text{DEP} v]; the only percolating feature is the v on the adjunct. (For clarity sake, in this work, I represent the ‘u’ of the dependent feature as ‘\text{DEP}’ while ‘\text{INDEP}’ is used to represent an independent feature).\textsuperscript{40}

This is in line with the assumptions of Truswell as discussed in section 4.4.7., when he argues that both the specifier and its sister are simultaneously involved in feature percolation and that the specifier being a ‘close off’ element percolates independent of the sister. The only difference between the assumptions in Zeijlstra’s and Truswell is that the output of derivation carries the feature of one of the inputs (Zeijlstra 2020) while the output bears both features of the specifier and its sister (Truswell 2004).

Following Zeijlstra, I assume that \textit{NAMs} inherently have the feature sets \{[N, \text{DEPN}]\} while the modified noun has the feature set \{[N]\}. The structure in (63) shows that \textit{NAM} merges with a feature set \{[N]\} which it modifies, the \{[N]\} feature of the noun and the

\textsuperscript{39} This is a different approach from Chomsky who proposed an intersection for the two ‘formal features and semantic features’ see the example in (50).

\textsuperscript{40} However, this is not relevant since an independent feature is represented in the sense of an interpretable feature with an ‘iF’ or just ‘F’. 
{[\text{DEP N}]} feature of NAM do not percolate. The only feature that percolates is the {[N]} feature on NAM.

**DP internal selection in Ògè**

(63) a. \{[D]\}  \{[N]\}  \{[N], [\text{DEP N}]\}  \{[N]\}  \{[N], [\text{DEP N}]\}  \{[N]\}  

\begin{align*}
\text{ígè} & \quad \{[N], [\text{DEP N}]\} & \quad \text{that} \\
\text{íhòhò} & \quad \text{achò} \\
\text{ígbègbè} & \quad \text{úngwọ} \\
\text{white} & \quad \text{cloth} & \quad \text{small} & \quad \text{tree} \\
\text{‘that white cloth’} & \quad \text{‘that small tree’}
\end{align*}

This means that the right sister (the modified noun with the feature [N]) is a maximal projection which is the highest projection of the feature [N]. NAMS with the feature sets {[N], [\text{DEP N}]} are also a maximal projection of the modifier; the feature {[N], [\text{DEP N}]} indicates the adjauncthood or the dependency relation of NAMS and the noun in Ògè (63a & b). The {[N], [\text{DEP N}]} feature on NAM shows the dependency relation between the modified noun and NAM in a modification expression in Ògè. Like the analysis proposed in Truswell, the approach adopted in this analysis to the merger of heads plus adjunct suggests that the two maximal projections (NP plus adjunct) are both involved in feature checking.

I support the fact that NAMS (adjuncts) are not selected for by the modified noun, but I assume that there must be feature checking between NAMS and the modified noun in a sisterhood relation as shown by the ungrammaticality of NAMS when it occurs in a
different context from a nominal context. Further evidence for this assumption comes from the fact that, NAMs cannot be modified by PPs unlike the predicative forms.41

(64) a. Ìgo Sade ̀n si Ọlá
   Stomach Sade sweet to Sola
   ‘Sade is happy about Sola’
   
b. *Ìgo Sade ̀n- ̀n si Ọlá
   stomach sade NMLZ- sweet-sweet to Sola

There remains an open question as to why NAMs does not occur with degree modifiers if we assume that NAMs are not a head in a modification structure. At this point, tentatively, we can conclude that;

(65) Because NAMs do not occur with degree modifiers and because they are optional and recursive, it is not plausible that NAMs are the heads in a modification expression. It is plausible therefore, to conclude that NAMs are adjuncts.

---

41 NAMs do not occur in an environment where it could be modified by the PP. Only the predicative roots are grammatical in such contexts. Further evidence for this is that in such contexts where PPs can modify NAMs, it is obvious that such contexts are predicative constructions in which NAMs are never found.
4.6 Summary

In this chapter, I have carried out the analysis of the external syntax of NAMs in Ògè. For a better understanding of the motive behind the analysis of NAMs, in chapter 3, I looked at the internal structure of adjectives in some European languages and noted that, adjectives in the selected languages form an open class of lexical items even though the predicative and attributive adjectives are morphologically different. This observation further supports the fact that both LFS and SFS are found in canonical adjectival position while this is not the case in Ògè. Further to this, evidence is provided in Yorùbá (a closely related language to Ògè) to support the structure of attributive modifiers in Ògè. I showed that all attributive modifiers are derived from an underlying predicative form in Yorùbá.

I claim that as for the external syntax of NAMs, they are adjoined to the modified noun which further supports the fact that NAMs modify NPs and not DPs in a nominal expression in Ògè. Based on the inherent property of NAMs ‘N’ – I propose that NAMs are dependent on nouns for grammaticality and that the inherent feature of NAMs are [N, DEP N]. With ample supports both from a syntactic and semantic perspective, NAMs are analyzed as dependent element; NAMs depends on the modified noun with an inherent feature [N, DEP N]. An analysis of NAM as adjunct to the modified noun is plausible in two ways: it explains the morphological difference observed in the predicative form and the attributive form and it shows the mode of modification (A direct modification relation) between a NAM and the modified noun.
Chapter 5: Number marking in Ògè

5.1. Introduction

This chapter discusses the various strategies of number marking in Ògè. Most importantly, plural marking in languages has received a lot of attention from scholars with varied analyses. For example, Ritter (1991) analyses number in Hebrew as an inflectional affix which is associated with a functional head (Num) while Wiltschko (2008) analyses plural marking in Halkomelem as a non-inflectional plural marking in which the presence of the plural morpheme is not obligatory. Several scholars have supported the claim in Wiltschko (2008) on the different positions of occurrence of the plural morphemes in languages in relation to the obligatoriness versus optionality of overt plural marking: Persian (Ghomeshi, 2003), Amharic (Kramer, 2012), Yucatec Maya (Butler, 2011) and Korean (Kim & Melchin, 2018). 42

This chapter discusses the various systems of number marking in Ògè with specific focus on the plural interpretations of the noun. It proposes that òtúro, is sensitive to the plural interpretations of the noun and that it instantiates a D-head. This proposal accounts for two things: first, it demonstrates that òtúro does not cooccur with ikári and ikín (both elements are found in singular contexts), and second, it shows that nouns that are interpreted as plural are construed as definite plural. Using the feature specification mechanisms as laid out in (Adger 2003, 2010; Chomsky 1995, 2000, 2001), this chapter provides further evidence that the plural interpretation of the noun in Ògè comes from the Num-head in syntax.

42 In each of the languages mentioned, the authors argued for a different layer within the nominal phrase for the plural morphology: Ghomeshi (2003), claims that plural marking is connected to the Q/DP layer within the Persian noun phrases (p.71). Kramer (2012) adds to the growing literature on multiple syntactic locations for plurality, and she provides evidence that irregular pluralization strategies in Amharic are the realizations of n[+pl] (p.235). Butler (2011), analyzes plural in Yucatec Maya as an adjunction to the DP layer while Kim & Melchin (2018), analyzes the plural marker -tal in Korean as an adjunct to the n-layer in the nominal spine.
The chapter provides answers to the research questions in (1):

(1)(i) How are nouns marked for plural in Ògè: semantically or syntactically marked?

(ii) Is there the need for the projection of a Num(ber) phrase in the nominal spine of Ògè since it is well-known that languages with a non-inflectional plural marking system do not project a NumP in their nominal expression?

(iii) Is òtúro associated with interpretations other than the plural interpretation of the noun?

In attempting to provide the answers to the questions in (1), this chapter argues for the need for a NumP projection within the nominal spine of Ògè and shows that the element in D takes a value for number from Num and that òtúro is inserted in D in the case of a plural definite interpretations of the noun. It is a common knowledge in the literature that in languages with a non-inflectional plural marking (Wiltshko 2008; Kramer 2015; Butler 2011; Kim & Melchin 2018) the NumP is not projected in the nominal spine. This chapter shows that the Num-head is required in Ògè in order to bear the number feature specifications associated with number interpretations of the noun.

The chapter proceeds as follows: sections 5.1.1-5.1.2. present the data and the theoretical approach adopted for the analysis of number marking in Ògè. Section 5.2. discusses the previous analyses of plural marking in languages; mainly, plural marking that is associated with a functional head (5.2.1.) and modifying plural marking languages (5.2.2.). Section 5.3. discusses the interactions between the system of plural marking in Ògè and the plural marking systems in the languages that were discussed in section 5.2. while sections 5.4. and 5.5. present the syntactic analysis of number marking in Ògè. Section 5.6. gives the general discussions of the analysis proposed for the strategies of plural marking in Ògè in this chapter and section 5.7. concludes the chapter.
5.1.1. The Data

This section presents the data that is discussed in this chapter. First, bare nouns (BNs) in Ògè are ambiguous between a singular and a plural interpretation (2). A BN could be interpreted as (in)definite singular (2a’-b’), bare plural (2a”-a”), indefinite non-specific plural (2a”’-b”’), but not definite plural (2a”’-b”’).

(2)a. Í ri ópú. b. Í dà àga.
   1SG see dog 1SG buy chair
a.’ = ‘I saw a/the dog.’ b.’ = ‘I bought a/the chair.’
a.” = ‘I saw dogs.’ b.” = ‘I bought chairs.’
a.”’ = ‘I saw some (unspecified) dogs’ b.”’ = ‘I bought some (unspecified) chairs.’
a.”’’ ≠ ‘I saw the dogs’ b.”’’ = ‘I bought the chairs.’

Second, nouns are not morphologically marked for plural in Ògè, rather the overt realization of the article which is òtúro translates to the plural interpretation of the nouns.

(3)a. Í ri òtúro ópú. b. Í dà òtúro àga.
   1SG see PL dog 1SG buy PL chair
a.’ = ‘I saw the dogs.’ b.’ = ‘I bought the chairs.’
a.” = ‘I saw some specific dogs.’ b.” = ‘I bought some specific chairs.’
a.”’ ≠ ‘I saw some dogs.’ b.”’ ≠ ‘I bought some chairs.’

The presence of òtúro can be interpreted as definite plural (3a’-b’), indefinite specific plural (3a”-b”) but not as indefinite non-specific plural (3a”’-b”’). It is important to note that when òtúro occurs with the noun, the noun is unambiguously interpreted as plural. Third, when ikári/ikín is overt, the noun is obligatorily interpreted as singular (4).

As shown in chapter 2, section 2.3. of this dissertation, the articles, ikári/ikín/òtúro do not cooccur as indicated by the ungrammaticality of the examples in (5).
Fourth, in some contexts the plural interpretation of the BN is closely linked to the form of the verb that is used. As shown by the interpretation of the example in (6a), *gọ* is the plural form of *gbì* ‘give’. In (6a), the noun is obligatorily interpreted as plural while (6b) receives a singular interpretation.

Thus, this chapter shows that the overt realization of ọtúro refers to a plural interpretation of the noun, while *ikári* and *ikín* translate to the singular interpretations of the noun. BNs are unspecified for number while in some contexts they are obligatorily translated as either singular or plural. This chapter reveals six important facts about the system of plural marking in Ôgè:

(7)a. Ôgè possesses BNs and bare plurals (just like in English: ‘I like bears’; ‘Bears are scary’).

b. Nouns in Ôgè have general number.

c. Plural marked nouns are interpreted as plural only, singular nouns are interpreted as singular only while BNs could mean one or more than one.
d. There are no pluralia tantum but there are meaning-mis-matches of unmarked nouns for number and not form-meaning mismatches (see section 5.3.3. for more details).
e. NumP is compatible with languages in which nouns have general number (contra Wiltschko 2008).
f. Plurality interacts with definiteness and animacy.

5.1.2 Theoretical Background

The framework that is adopted in this work is the minimalism theory of syntactic feature specifications as laid out in (Adger 2003, 2010; Chomsky 1995, 2001, 2002). Adger (2003) defines features as properties of syntactic atoms which allows features to enter relationships with other features, for example, an interpretable feature is said to be able to enter a relationship with a counterpart feature that is not interpretable. The example in (8a) is not grammatical because the verb does not Agree with the singular noun ‘the man.’

(8) a. *the man chuckle b. the men chuckle

The grammaticality of (8b) shows that the verb form and the plural form of the noun is compatible: plural noun agrees with a plural verb.

Morphosyntactic features are the basic building blocks of syntax and their interactions account for the observable syntactic phenomenon. Adger & Harbour (2008) describe syntactic features as features which have morphological expression and syntactically influence distribution, such as Agree. In this work, following Chomsky (1995), and Zeijlstra (2020), I take Agree as an operation which checks whether the attributes of an unvalued and a valued feature match, and then value the unvalued one to be the same as the one it is agreeing with.43 Take for instance, if the Number feature on Num is PL and

---

43 In this sense, Agree does not just check whether a dependent and an independent feature match by checking the dependent one rather, Agree is a feature driven mechanism between a probe and a goal which have a matching feature.
the number feature on D is unvalued for number, represented as ‘D[uNum:_]’, what Agree does is that it gives a value to the unvalued uninterpretable number feature on D, which will then be written as D[uNum: PL]. This is further illustrated in (9) and explicated with the structure in (10).

(9)  Agree
     X[F:val]… Y[F:]
     The value from [F:val] is copied to Y[F:], resulting in X[F:val] … Y[F:val]

     The features X[F:val] and Y[F:] in the configuration in (9) help to distinguish between the features that seek a value from those features that do not require a value. For instance, the [u Num:_] on D indicates a dependency relation between the D-head and the Num-head while the empty space after the colon on the uninterpretable feature on Num, shows that the Num needs a value either PL or SG. This is an instance of structure enrichment where the features present on one node are spread onto other nodes, ‘Agree’ is assumed to establish a Probe-Goal relation, the goal bears an inherent feature which are specified on the features on the probe. In this analysis, the features on the probe are derived from the features on the goal through agreement. For the analysis adopted in this chapter, D-head is the probe while the Num-head is the goal.

(10)
The uninterpretable unvalued number feature on $D$ gets its value from the goal ‘Num-head’.

The main theoretical assumptions in this work is that the Num-head is projected in the syntax of Ògè. Against common knowledge in the literature that in languages with non-inflectional plural marking (Wiltschko 2008; Kramer 2015; Butler 2011; Kim & Melchin 2018), the NumP does not project, this chapter shows that the Num-head is required in Ògè to bear the number feature specifications associated with the number interpretations of nouns (see section 5.3. and 5.4., for more details on this). In the remainder of this chapter, I provide adequate explanations to the six facts about the plural marking systems, in Ògè that I listed in (7). First, I start by giving an insight into the previous discussions and analyses of plural marking in languages. Most importantly, the main point of the discussions in section 5.2. is to show that, although nouns in Ògè are bare but that the morphological elements associated with number interpretation of nouns in Ògè are derived through the agreement between the $D$-head and the Num-head.44 Section 5.3. provides the relationship between òtìuro and the plural systems in the languages that are discussed in section 5.2.

5.2. Previous analyses of plural marking in languages (two standard views)

As mentioned in section 5.1., this section presents the two systems of plural marking in languages as found in Ritter (1995) for head-marking plural system and Wiltschko (2008) for modifying-plural system. Section 5.2.1. discusses the head-marking plural system while section 5.2.2. discusses the modifying-plural system in some selected languages.

---

44 This clarification is necessary to show that BNs can have a general number with the NumP projected in its nominal expression (the case of Ògè). In such structure, the claim is that the number feature is always present either PL or SG and since the noun is bare, the Num-head is not phonological filled (Num is always filled in languages in which the noun is inflected for number) the noun appears bare but with an inherent number feature which is pragmatically determined.
5.2.1. Head-marking plural languages

This section discusses the phenomenon of plural marking in languages in which the plural marker instantiates a functional head. This section is further sub-divided into two. The target of the subsections is to discuss some terminologies which have been generally analyzed in the literature as features of head-marking plural languages: Agree, 5.2.1.1. and Pluralia tantum, 5.2.1.2. The main reason for the discussions of the terms is to show that these phenomena are not peculiar to head-marking languages alone and that they are in fact a universal feature of languages. For most of the discussions in this section, I will be using the terms ‘inflectional’ and ‘head-marking’ plural interchangeably. The reason is because they both refer to the same phenomenon in the sense that, the plural morpheme is argued to occupy the head of a functional projection and the plural morpheme is an inflection which is affixed to the pluralized noun. The languages that I discuss in this section are English (11-12), German (13) and the famous work of Ritter (1995) on the inflectional plural marking system in Hebrew (14). The assumption here is that in most cases, the singular form of the noun is distinct from the plural form and that the agreement of such forms with the verb is required.

(11) a. The child is coming  
   b. The children are coming  

(12) a. *the man chuckle  
   b. the men chuckle

(13) a. Das Kind kommt  
   b. Die Kinder kommen

   ‘The child is coming.’  
   ‘The children are coming.’

   c. *Das Kind kommen  
   d. *Die Kinder kommt

   ‘The child is coming.’  
   ‘The children are coming.’
In English, the plural form of the noun *child* is ‘children’, in German, the plural form of *Kind* ‘child’ is *Kinder* ‘children’. In both languages, the verb must agree with the noun, the ungrammaticality of (12a) shows that the plural form of the verb is not compatible with the singular form of the noun ‘man’ while in German, the singular form of the noun *Kind* ‘child’ is not compatible with the plural form of the verb *kommen* ‘come’ hence the ungrammaticality seen in (13c,d).

In Hebrew, Ritter (1991) identifies two plural markers -*im* (Masculine) and -*ot* (Feminine). The examples in (14) show the occurrence of the plural suffixes in the context of periods of time.

(14) a. sa’a
     ‘hour’

b. sa’ot
     ‘hours’

c. sana
     ‘year’

d. san-im
     ‘years’

The plural affixes are inherently specified for number while nouns are inherently specified for gender. The gender affixes in Hebrew are the following: -*it*, -*et* or -*a*. Ritter argues that the gender affixes are derivational while the plural affixes are not, because the only interpretation of a noun with either of the two plural items can only be interpreted as plural. On the other hand, the interpretation of the noun with a feminine suffix to a masculine noun stem derives a distinct noun.
Masculine Nouns | Femine Nouns
---|---
a. amud - page | amud-a - column
b. amud-im - pages | amud-ot - columns

Ritter argues for a functional projection between the DET and the N which she calls number (Num), this head is the locus of number specifications (Singular and Plural) of the noun phrase. The NumP according to Ritter is headed by the inflectional affixes that are attached to the lexical stem in syntax because of head movement as represented in (16).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{a. } X P \\
\text{XP} \\
\text{YP} \\
\text{ZP} \\
\text{Y} \\
\text{…} \\
\text{t_x} \\
\text{…}
\end{array}
\quad \rightarrow
\quad
\begin{array}{c}
\text{b. } X P \\
\text{YP} \\
\text{ZP} \\
\text{Y} \\
\text{…} \\
\text{t_x} \\
\text{…}
\end{array}
\]

Here, the affixation of plural marking on nouns in Hebrew is likened to the affixation of tense and agreement on verbs – ‘plural forms of nouns are derived in the syntax by the amalgamation of N and Num (Ritter 1991:53). Number marking is obligatory in this system because, the phonologically filled Num-head is obligatorily interpreted as plural while a singular noun phrase is represented by a null Num- head – this is interpreted as singular by default.

In summary, Ritter analyzes plural marker as a syntactic category, namely a functional head associated with number marking. In languages in which the plural morpheme has a morphological representation in the Num-head, it is argued that such languages have the property of pluralia tantum 5.2.1.2. and that Agree plays a vital role in plural marking 5.2.1.1. These properties (Pluralia tantum and Agree) however are argued not to be available in languages with the modifying plural feature (see section 5.2.2). As I argue in
sections 5.3. and 5.4 for plural marking in Ògè, these peculiarities (meaning mismatches and Agree in number marking) are not restricted to certain languages, in fact they are a universal phenomenon.

5.2.1.1. ‘Agree’ in head-marking plural languages

In head-marking plural languages, ‘Agree’ is obligatory between the D-head and the Num-head because the unvalued Num-feature on D needs to be valued for number by the interpretable number features on Num. An example is given in (17) that shows that in English, the demonstratives and the determiners are inherently associated with number features that must be valued as either singular or plural depending on the number value of the following nominal. Consequently, the unvalued number feature on D must search for a matching number feature in its domain. Since it is assumed that the properties of a head are syntactically transparent if the merged item is of the same category as the head, the D-head can search and c-selects the matching number features on the Num-head.

(17) Match: [\texttt{D D# [\# #:SG [S boy]]]}
Value: [\texttt{D D#:SG [\# #:SG [N boy]]]}
Spell out: this boy

(Wiltschko 2008:652).

In the system shown above, it is obvious that the demonstrative is sensitive to number features and that the inserted demonstrative must bear the same number feature with the valued number feature on the D-head, PL – SG. The demonstrative is also an item in D just like the articles in English.\footnote{Unlike the articles and the demonstratives in Ògè that can cooccur as I show in section 5.4., both elements cannot cooccur in English as the ungrammaticality of (i) shows: (i) *the this dog} As I showed earlier in chapter two, section 2.4., section 5.3.3. shows that the articles and the demonstratives can cooccur in Ògè. The
demonstratives occupy the Dem-layer, while the articles occupy the D-head, the Dem-head is not sensitive to number features rather the elements in D are sensitive to number features (section 5.4.2.). In the example in (17), Agree happens between the D and the Num while the unvalued number feature on D is valued for SG and the output of Agree yields the spell out – ‘this boy’. In this way, Agree is obligatory in head marking plural languages because the exponent associated with D[NUM]:SG must differ from that of D[NUM]:PL this ~ these. If match and value does not take place, the unvalued feature on D cannot be eliminated and the derivation crashes (Chomsky 2000, 2001). This means that the Num-head bears a bivalent number feature (+ or - plural). Invariably, in this system, not SG means PL, and not PL translates to SG, therefore a nominal with a plural form but with the semantics of a singular results in pluralia tantum in head-marking plural languages as discussed in the section immediately below.

5.2.1.2. Pluralia tantum

In the previous sections, we see that plural marking in head-marking languages instantiates a functional head which affects the label of the projection in which it occurs. The assumption is that form-meaning mismatches can arise if plural marking is a syntactic head. An example of such form-meaning mismatches is Pluralia tantum which refers to nouns which only exist in their plural forms, but which do not receive a plural interpretation i.e., ‘pants’ and ‘scissors’ in English. The assumption here is that if plural instantiates an obligatory syntactic head (as in English), it forces a semantic opposition: its absence implies a singular interpretation while its presence implies plural. The presence of the determiner obligatorily translates to the presence of the Num-head; Agree and c-selection must happen between the two heads otherwise the derivation crashes (Wiltschko 2008).
Under this assumption regarding a bivalent number feature on the Num-head, the D must be valued for either SG or PL which means, if the D is not valued for plural, it needs to be valued for singular. This is quite different from the modifying plural languages as discussed in section 5.2.2. because, it is generally assumed that the absence of the plural morpheme does not imply singular rather, it means number neutral. In addition, unlike the head marking plural, plural marking in modifying-plural languages does not merge as a head rather, it merges as an adjunct which makes the layer it merges with opaque for selection. However, I posit that pluralia tantum is not peculiar to head-marking languages. It is possible to mis-interpret a plural referent as singular in some contexts in languages that are analyzed as modifying-plural-marking languages. As I show in section 5.2.2.4., the only difference is that the noun that receives a wrong number interpretation is bare. In the next section, I give some peculiar characteristics of plural marking in languages in which the plural word instantiates a layer other than the Num-head.

5.2.2. Modifying-plural marking languages

The previous sections discussed the system of plural marking in head-marking plural languages. We see that such languages possess a robust agreement and inflections which interact with number marking. In this section, we will see that languages with the modifying plural marking system do not have such robust agreement and inflections. Instead, nouns in modifying plural languages have a general form which gives no information regarding number (in this system, a BN could be interpreted as singular or plural). This section proceeds as follows: section 5.2.2.1. discusses the case of optional plural marking strategies as discussed in Wiltschko (2008) for Halkomelem, section 5.2.2.2. discusses Kim and Melchin (2018) for Korean and in section 5.2.2.3., I discuss Butler (2011) for Yucatec Maya.
5.2.2.1. Halkomelem (Wiltschko 2008)

As mentioned earlier, some peculiar characteristics of the plural marker in this type of language is that the plural word does not occupy the Num-head, it is not obligatory in the nominal expression and it has a fixed interpretation which is ‘plural’. Wiltschko (2008) identifies three main strategies of marking plurality on nouns in Halkomelem: reduplication (18b), infixation of -l- (18d) and vowel change (18f). The BNs in (18a, c and e) are interpreted as either singular or plural.

(18)  a. s-th’im  b. s-th’eth’im  c. q’ámi  d. q’álemi
    NOM-berry  NOM-berry. PL  girl  girl. PL
    ‘berry/berries’  ‘berries’  ‘girl/girls’  ‘girls’
    e. swiweles  f. swóweles
    boy  boy. PL
    ‘boy/boys’  ‘boys’  (Wiltschko 2008:641)

The unmarked form of the noun, swiweles ‘boy’ is compatible with the numeral ‘three’ just as the marked form is grammatical in this context as shown in (19a). In addition, number agreement within the nominal phrase is optional in Halkomelem; the plural form of the determiner ye is compatible with the singular form of the noun just as the singular form of the determiner te is grammatical with the plural form of the noun as shown in (19b, c).

(19)  a. te ihixw swiweles/swóweles
    DET.SG three  boy/boy.PL
    ‘the three boys’

46 These sets of examples originally belong to Galloway (1980:14, 1993:379f.), in here, I modify the examples by providing an equivalent of the plural interpretation of the BN, since it is well-known that BNS in Halkomelem are ambiguous between a singular reading and plural reading.
Wiltschko argues that unlike plural markers in head-marking plural languages, plural marking in Halkomelem does not instantiate the functional head ‘Num’ but instead functions as a modifier (20). This suggests that Agree does not play a role in the appearance of the number morphology in Halkomelem because the properties of the plural marker are syntactically opaque and Agree can only happen between functional heads (i.e., the D and Num heads) whose properties are syntactically available for feature selection and feature valuation.

(20)

\[ n \quad \sqrt{\text{ROOT}} \]
\[ \quad \text{pluralizer} \quad \sqrt{\text{ROOT}} \]

(Wiltschko 2008:680)

The pluralizers in Halkomelem modify roots and not nouns, therefore, the pluralizers are word internal modifiers that modify roots as shown in the examples in (21). Wiltschko argues that plural marking is possible inside of compounds, the example in (21a) shows that *qo* which is inside a compound word *Tem-qo* ‘water time’ is reduplicated to derive *Tem-qoqo* ‘high-water-time’. In the same vein, *wéxes* ‘frog’ a word internal to a compound word is pluralized with *lé* which is an infix.

(21) a. Tem-qoqo qo
\[ \text{Time-water-PL water} \]
\[ \text{‘High water time’} \]
b. tem-wéléxes wéxes
   time-frog. PL   frog
   ‘time of frogs’ = (March) (Wiltschko 2008:664)

The examples in (21) support the argument that plural markings in Halkomelem are root modifiers which do not change the label of the category that they are attached to. Additional evidence for this is that the plural word is possible inside of the nominalizing prefix as shown in (22-23).

(22) a. s-xexp’-i:tsel
       NOM-strip.PL-back
       ‘chipmunk (with more than 2 stripes)’

b. xep
   strip
   ‘strip’

(23) a. s-qwelqwél-xel
       NOM-hair.PL-leg
       ‘tuft(s) on hair on a horses legs’

b. s-qwel
   NOM-hair
   ‘hair’ (Galloway 1980:63)

In the examples of plural marking given so far, we see that the plural marker in Halkomelem is structurally lower than the traditional NumP: the plural word can occur inside of a compound and it can occur inside of a nominalizing prefix. The characteristics of the plural word in Halkomelem show that the plural word is even lower than the categorizing heads that can occupy the n-head. Wiltschko makes a distinction between an inflectional and non-inflectional plural marking in languages by arguing that:
What is traditionally analyzed as derivational occupies a categorizing head (n, v, or a) while what is traditionally analyzed as inflectional occupies a functional head (such as #). Functional heads are higher than PL.

On the other hand, non-inflectional plural marking morphemes are closer to the roots and they are able to occur inside of categorizing heads.’ (Wiltschko 2008:675-676)

In the next section, I discuss -tul in Korean according to Kim & Melchin (2018). The aim of the discussion is to show that -tul merges at a lower position where animacy is encoded unlike òtúro in Ògè that merges at a position where definiteness is encoded (see section 5.3.1.).

5.2.2.2 Korean (Kim & Melchin 2018)

In this section, the focus is on the plural marker -tul in Korean as discussed in Kim & Melchin (2018). -tul is like the plural markers already discussed in Halkomelem because of its optionality. BNS in Korean could be interpreted as either plural or singular (24) without an overt marking of plural.

(24) a. salam
    person
    ‘a person or persons’

    b. sakwa
    apple
    ‘an apple or apples’

(Kim & Melchin 2018:9)

Kim & Melchin (2018) argue that -tul shows idiosyncrasies based on its irregularity on some nouns, for example, -tul does not occur with animate (26c), therefore, they analyze -tul as a modifier of the nP and that it is left adjoined to the nP layer (25). The examples
in (26) show that -tul can attach to almost any human noun (26a) and to many inanimate nouns (26b) but less frequently to animals (26c).

(26) a. Salam-**tul** sey myeng
    Person-PL three cl
    ‘three people’

    b. chayk-**tul** sey kwun
    book-PL three cl
    ‘three books’

    c. ??kilin-**tul** sey mari
    Giraffe-PL three cl
    ‘three giraffes’ (Kim and Melchin 2018:13-14)

Based on the irregularity of -tul on non-human animate nouns (26c), the authors argue that there is no clear correlation between the animacy of a noun and the availability of pluralization with -tul. However, this idiosyncrasy is expected if -tul attaches to the nP layer, which is the locus of idiosyncrasy. In addition to the idiosyncratic features of -tul, Kim & Melchin argue that -tul does not encode definiteness because a plural marked noun with -tul can receive an indefiniteness interpretation and as shown in (25), it is not in the D-layer because it is not connected to definiteness, this is further shown with the example in (27).
(27) Mina-nun chayk-tul-ul uk-ci.an-ass-ta
   Minna-TOP book-PL-ACC read-NEG-PST-DECL
   ‘Minna didn’t read some books.’ (i.e., ‘There are some books that Minna didn’t read’.)

(Kim and Melchin 2018:16)

5.2.2.3. Yucatec Maya (Butler 2011)

In sections 5.2.2.1. and 5.2.2.2., we see that the plural markers are not obligatorily present on nouns that denote plurality in both Halkomelem and Korean. For Halkomelem, Wiltschko argues for the adjunction of the plural word to the root because the plural word occurs below the categorizing head n. In Korean on the other hand, because of the irregularity of the presence of -tul on plural nouns, Kim and Melchin argue for the adjunction of -tul to the nP layer in the functional projection of the noun phrase. In Yucatec Maya (hence YM), the third person plural cross-reference marker o’ob is used as a plural number modifier of nouns (Butler 2011).47 Like Halkomelem, BNS in YM are number neutral: x-ch’úupal ‘girl/girls’ in (26a) while the plural marked noun with o’ob is only interpreted as plural as shown in (28b).

(28) a. Taan u kàay le x-ch’úupal-o
   PROG A3 sing DEF FEM-girl-DIST
   ‘The girl is singing’/The girls are singing.’

b. Táan u k’aay le x-ch’úupal-o’ob-o’
   PROG A3 sing DEF FEM-girl-PL-DIST
   ‘The girls are singing’

(Butler 2011:52)

47 As shown in section 5.3., the overt realization of òtiro translates to the obligatory interpretation of the noun as plural, in section 5.5. where I discussed pronouns in Ògè, Ọtiro is not related to pronouns which makes it a distinct morpheme exclusively used for plural marking.
Butler posits that in YM, unlike Halkomelem, the projection of the NumP may be necessary so as to serve as a landing site for the N-movement in expressions in which the noun occurs in a pre-position to the second person plural pronoun e’ex as shown in (29), which is represented on the tree in (29b).

(29) a. Kux túun a suku’un-e’ex-o’ob?
   What about then A2 elder.brother-B2PL-PL
   ‘What about your (PL) elder brothers?’

   ![Tree diagram](Butler 2011:73)

Butler argues that the noun moves from its base position through the head position n and finally to Num (successive cyclic head movement). The adjunction of o’ob at the D position supports the claim that agreement is not a feature of plural marking in YM because it is outside of the obligatory second person plural agreement suffix -e’ex which co-references the possessor.\(^48\) In addition to the evidence that there is no agreement involved in plural marking in YM, Butler provides the contexts in (30) to justify the

---

\(^{48}\) Butler added that the first- and second-person plural agreement triggers obligatory agreement in the verbal domain, while the third person -o’ob does not.
adjunction of the plural marker in the DP. He argues that plural marked DPs are interpreted as specific.

(30) Context 1: If a person goes to school wearing a new pair of shoes, people might ask him or her the question in (30a).

a. Tunben le xanab-o’?
   new DEF shoe-DIST
   ‘Are those shoes new?’

Context 2: If, however, a person goes to a shoe shop and sees one pair of shoes that look somewhat old on a rack with a bunch of other shoes that look shiny and new, they might ask the question in (30b).

b. Tunben le xanab-o’ob-o’?
   New DEF shoe-PL-DIST
   ‘Are those shoes new?’
   (Butler 2011:75)

The plural marker in the context in 2 distinguishes a pair of shoes from the rest, put in another way, it picks out a pair among many shoes. It remains unclear though, how a plural marker can refer to a specific entity without being related to (in)definiteness. In (31b), Butler shows that when the plural marker occurs without the determiner, the reading of the noun is that of a generic or a kind interpretation.

(31) a. le x-ch’uupal-o’ob
   DEF FEM-girl-PL
   ‘the girls’

b. x-ch’uupal-o’ob
   FEM-girl-PL
   ‘girls’
   (Butler 2011:55)

The occurrence of o’ob with le (definiteness marker in YM) shows that o’ob does not encode definiteness, this is further justified by the interpretation of the plural marked noun, x-ch’uupal ‘girl’ with o’ob in (31b). The determiner le in the examples in (31)
shows that the accompanied noun is marked for definiteness, but nothing shows when a noun is marked for indefiniteness. As is well known in the literature, a plural marker that is adjoined to the DP is sensitive to both (in)definiteness and specificity. Invariably, the noun phrase is either interpreted as being definite or indefinite/specific or non-specific or both when the plural marker is overt. This is true in Ògè as shown in section 5.3.1. on the interaction of òtúro with definiteness and specificity interpretations of the nouns.

5.3. Òtúro and the modifying plural morphemes (See section 5.2.2., for reference)

This section compares òtúro with the plural morphemes in modifying plural languages as discussed in section 5.2. As it will become clear in this section, òtúro is the plural morpheme in Ògè, it is an independent marker of plurality just like àwọn in Yorùbá (Ajibòyè 2005), o’ob in Yucatec Maya (Butler 2011) and ha in Igbo (Nweya 2016). The only difference between the mentioned plural morphemes and òtúro is that the three plural morphemes mentioned are 3rd person plural pronouns while òtúro is not a pronoun and it is not related to the pronouns in Ògè in any way (see section 5.5). Its sole function is to mark a noun for plural while àwọn, o’ob and ha are pronouns which also perform an additional marker of plurality. In section 5.3.1., I discuss other functions of òtúro in Ògè which are definite and specificity interpretations of the plural noun.

Unlike Halkomelem, plural marking is not possible on roots in Ògè. Òtúro does not occur inside of compounds (32b) and inside of the nominalizing prefix i- (33). The ungrammatical examples in (32b and 33) is only grammatical if òtúro applies to the noun and not to the root, this is shown in (34).

(32) a. uwan-uwan
    child-child
    ‘grandchild/grandchildren’
b. *uwan-ọtúro-uwan
child PL child

(33) a. *i-ọtúro-yèn-yèn
NMLZ - PL - sweet - sweet

b. *i-ọtúro-sin-sin
NMLZ - PL - black - black

(34) a. ọtúro uwan-uwan
PL child-child
‘the grandchildren’
*‘the grandchild’

b. ọtúro isinsin
PL black
‘the black ones’
*‘the black one’

c. ọtúro iyènyèn
PL sweet
‘the sweet ones’
*‘the sweet one’

Furthermore, unlike -tul in Korean, ọtúro is regular on all nouns, human (35a), non-human animate (35b), and on in-animate (35c).

(35) a. ọtúro ènè
PL person
‘the people’
*‘people’

b. ọtúro éswé
PL house
‘the houses’
*‘houses’

c. ọtúro ópú
PL dog
‘the dogs’
*‘dogs’
As shown in the examples in (35), a plural noun with òtúro is interpreted as definite, this is not the case with -tul in Korean which does not allow the definiteness reading of the plural noun (see (27)). The next section (section 5.3.1) discusses the interactions of òtúro with definiteness and specificity readings of the nouns, the aim of the section is to show that òtúro unlike o’ob in YM is sensitive to both definiteness and specificity.

5.3.1. The interaction of òtúro with definiteness in Ògè

This section shows that a definiteness reading is available in the context in which òtúro occurs. This section proposes that òtúro is related to definite interpretations of the noun. Òtúro does not occur with the articles, ikári/ikin (36a), (cf. the discussion of the elements in the DP of Ògè in chapter 2)

(36) a. ikári/ikin/*òtúro) ópú
   DEF /INDEF/PL dog
   ‘the/a dog’

   b. òtúro ópú
   PL dog
   ‘the dogs’

The significant aspect of this section is to establish the fact that òtúro interacts with definiteness, when this happens, the interpretation of the expression could be definite, specific or definite, non-specific as shown in (37).

(37) òtúro ópú
   PL dog
   ‘the (specific) dogs’
In (37), ötūro interacts with both definite and specific reading of the noun. This is quite different from what we see in YM, in which the plural marker o’ob refers to only nouns that denotes genericity and kind reference, in such an analysis, the arguments that the plural marker adjoins to the DP layer is not a clear one. The claim that ötūro interacts with both definiteness and specificity is like the analysis of the plural marker -ha in Persian as reported in Ghomeshi (2003) because the plural marked noun with -ha receives a definite interpretation, this is illustrated with the example in (38b).

(38)  

a. Un-a sæg-a-ye bozorg*(-i)-æ  
that-PL dog-PL-EZ big*-(-IND)-3PL  
‘Those are big dogs.’  
(Ghomeshi 2003:48)

b. Bæčče-ha gerye=ænd  
child-PL cry=do.PST-3PL  
‘The children cried.’  
(Ghomeshi 2003:57)

In Persian, the co-occurrence of the plural marker and the indefinite enclitic is grammatical as shown in (38a) while in the absence of the indefinite enclitic and without the overt realization of the definite article, the pluralized noun is construed as definite. The example in (38a) shows that the plural marker does not encode definiteness but that plural marking yields a definite interpretation for a noun phrase when the indefinite enclitic is non-overt (38b). Ötūro is like the marker of plurality -ha in Persian because a definite reading is construed when ötūro is overt (39i) but not an indefinite or generic interpretation (39iii).

(39)  

ötūro/ütūrin ópù  
PL / PL+SPF dog  
i. = ‘the dogs’
ii. = ‘some dogs in question’
iii. = ‘some dogs’

However, unlike -ha òtúro is not grammatical in the context of the (in)definite article (40).

(40)  ikin/ikári (*òtúro) ópù
       INDEF/DEF PL dog

This section has been on the (in)definiteness interpretation of òtúro. I show that a BN is construed as either singular or plural noun. Most importantly, I show that òtúro unlike o’ob for YM and -ha for Persian is sensitive to both definiteness and specificity. Bale et al (2011) posits that several things need to be considered in the process of the interpretation of number in languages: interpretation of a BN, interpretation of a plural noun and the interpretation of numerals (see section 5.4., for Ògè). They added that there is no mismatch between form and meaning in languages that have a plural only interpretation. In such languages, BNS are not interpreted as singular only. In section 5.3.3., I show that meaning mismatches could arise in the BN of languages in which plural nouns are interpreted as plural only. The question then arises as to why the meaning of plurality in the two systems could diverge based on the position of the occurrence of plural morphemes in the nominal projection of the noun phrase or based on the optionality of the plural morphemes? The next section discusses the parametric view of plural interpretations as seen in section 5.2. for head marking plural languages and the modifying plural marking languages in relation to òtúro.
### 5.3.2 Plural interpretations: a parametric view?

In the three languages discussed (Halkomelem, Korean and YM), the plural marked nouns are obligatorily interpreted as plural while the plural morphology occupies different layers in the extended projection of the noun phrase. The parametric account of plural interpretations for modifying plural languages is shown in (41).

(41)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
[\text{plural}] \\
\downarrow \\
\text{D} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{D'} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{nP} \\
\downarrow \\
[\text{plural}] \\
\downarrow \\
\text{n} \\
\downarrow \\
\text{RootP} \\
\downarrow \\
\sqrt{\text{ROOT}} \\
\downarrow \\
[\text{plural}] \\
\downarrow \\
\text{Halkomelem}
\end{array}
\]

\textit{Parameter of plural marking in modifying-plural language}

On the other hand, the plural morphology in head marking plural languages occupies a functional head position, ‘the Num-head’. A strong evidence in support of the position of occurrence of the plural inflection comes from agreement between the D-head and the Num-head. This conclusion then suggests that determining the readings of the plural available cross-linguistically depends largely on the different positions of the plural morphology within the functional projection of the noun phrase. The question then arises, as to what contributes to the difference in the number interpretations in the two systems? Can we conclude that the position of occurrence of number along the functional spine of the noun phrase is responsible for the different interpretations of the plural in the two systems? This question is largely answered in Alexiadou (2019). Alexiadou posits that plurality carries no inherent presuppositions and that its exclusive interpretation (in
modifying plural languages) is a matter of pragmatics. She adds that plural in head marking plural languages is semantically unmarked and that therefore the plural is compatible with both singular (pluralia tantum, see section 5.2.) and plural interpretations.\footnote{According to Alexiadou (2019), if the plural is semantically unmarked, this means that plural is compatible with singular reference and pragmatic blocking restricts its use while a semantically marked plural is never compatible with a singular reference.} Similarly, a BN in modifying plural languages is semantically unmarked because it could be interpreted as either singular or plural (general number). She concludes that there is no semantic difference between the two systems of number marking (Head marking and Modifying plural marking) and that plural interpretation happens at the same position across languages.\footnote{For Alexiadou, the plural morpheme is in Div and it may be interpreted as inclusive across languages, therefore, she added that the interaction between number and semantic features such as animacy and definiteness contributes to the contexts of the uses of the plural morpheme.} Going by the different views of the interpretation of plural discussed so far, the question then arises (i) does the plural in Ògè tally with the meaning associated with the plural in Head-marking languages or does it fall in line with the semantics of plural in the modifying plural languages? Is it right to go by the argument that indeed based on the parametric view of plural in languages, there is many a plural (the interpretation of plural in head-marking plural is different from the interpretation of plural in modifying plural languages: interpretation of plural comes from its position in the functional projection), (ii) What is its morpho-syntactic representation and does Agree play a role in the plural interpretations of nouns? (see section 5.2.1.1) (iii) what is the semantics of a BN in Ògè? In the next section, I start the discussion with the answer to the last question. The argument is based on the fact that despite the general number nature of BNS in Ògè, number (PL or SG) interpretations of the nouns are covert, they are only available when the elements in D are overt (see section 5.4.2. for the discussion of the vocabulary insertion in D).
5.3.3 General Number

Nouns in Ògè unlike nouns in head-marking plural languages do not differentiate between a singular and a plural interpretation in all contexts. That is, the expression of number on nouns in Ògè is optional just like what we see in the languages with a modifying plural system (Halkomelem as seen in section 5.2.1., Yucatec Maya, as discussed in section 5.2.2. and Korean as discussed in section 5.2.3.). However, this section shows that despite the general number nature of BNs in Ògè, number marking on nouns is morphologically covert. In this sense, general number refers to languages in which the meaning of the noun can be expressed without reference to number. That is, a form of noun that disregards the distinction between singular and plural (Corbett 2000). The system of plural marking in the languages discussed in section 5.2.2. describes the concept of general number in clear terms: BNs in the three languages could mean one or more than one. However, the opposite is seen in section 5.2.1. in which languages in head-marking plural are forced to choose between singular and plural when they use a noun. The idea of general number adopted for nouns in this chapter follows the pattern in (42) in which Corbett (2000) shows that in languages with a general number, the forms of nouns do not specify the number of real-world entities involved. This means that the noun has a clear distinction between the singular and the plural form but at the same time, the noun can be used without a reference to number (general form).

(42) General
    \[\text{singualr} \quad \text{plural}\]

System with separate general number (Corbett 2000:11)
The nouns in the system in (42) have a general form and distinguish between singular and plural when required. The structure in (42) further shows that in the case of the nouns in Ògè, the form of the noun that is interpreted as one or two (general form) is the same as the form for the singular and the plural interpretations, but the difference in the plural and the singular interpretations come from the number interpretations of the article. This is further shown in the examples in (43). This three-way system as illustrated in (42), (adapted from Corbett (2000)) is shown in (43).

(43) a. Ì ṣe dëyìn. (general: one or two)
    1SG see dog
    ‘I saw dog(s).’

b. Ì ṣe ọ̀yìn/ökári dëyìn. (singular: exactly one)
    1SG see INDEF/DEF dog
    ‘I saw a/the dog(*s).’

c. Ì ṣe ọtúro dëyìn. (plural: more than one)
    1SG see PL dog
    ‘I saw the dog(*s).’

The noun dëyìn is general and refers to either plural or singular. However, ọtúro is used to refer to plural while ìkín ‘a’ or ìkári ‘the’ are used in relevant contexts to refer to singular only. When ọtúro/ìkín/ìkári are not overt, then the noun phrase is not specified for number. Take for instance, in Yorùbá, a noun that is not specified for number can be interpreted in one of two ways; as singular (44a’) or as plural (44a’’). According to Ajibóyè (2005), a count noun that occurs all by itself could be interpreted either as a singular or a plural noun (44a) and in the context in which it is modified by a nominal modifier (44b).
(44) a. Moji rí ejò lônà oko
    M. see snake on-path farm
a.’ ‘Moji saw a snake on her way to farm.’
a.‘ ‘Moji saw snakes on her way to farm.’

b. Moji rí ejò dúdú lônà oko
    M. see snake black on-path farm
b’ ‘Moji saw a black snake on her way to farm’
b’ ‘Moji saw black snakes on her way to farm.’

(Ajibóyè 2005:222)

Ajibóyè further shows that the noun ajá ‘dog’ in (45) can be interpreted as singular (interpretation of a BN as plural or singular is contextually determined).

(45) a. Context for singular interpretation:

    I was walking on a path to my house at night and a dog appeared from nowhere.  
    When I got home; I say (52b) to my wife.

    b. Mo ri ajá lônà ilé
        1SG see dog on-road house
    ‘I saw a dog on my way home.’

As is evident in the examples given in this section, nouns in Yorùbá differ from languages in which the expression of plurality is inflectional. But on the contrary, I argue that it is possible for an unspecified noun for number to receive a plural interpretation when in fact the intended meaning is singular. Take for instance, the example in (45), nothing in the context, or the utterance blocks a plural interpretation. Based on this observation, I posit that it is possible to have a meaning mismatch in languages with modifying plural marking system. The only difference is that this case cannot be referred to as pluralia tantum or in a general term, form-meaning mismatches, because the noun in question is
bare. Consider the BN ópú ‘dog’ in (46) for Ògè, the intended meaning is singular, however, it is possible for the hearer to mis-interpret the noun as plural.

(46) Í ri íge ópú úrùn áájá ñswe
    1SG see DEM dog on way home
    ‘I saw that/those dog(s) on my way home.’

In other words, this chapter argues that despite the general number nature of nouns in Ògè, number is covertly specified on nouns and that context or the vocabulary items that accompany the noun contribute to the number interpretation of the noun. For example, ópú as used in (46) refers to a singular noun but nothing rules out a plural interpretation of ópú. The demonstrative ígé ‘that’ is number neutral (this will become clear in section 5.4.3.). The noun ópú ‘dog’ as used here intuitively refers to a single ‘dog’, but because of the general number nature of a BN in Ògè, there is the possibility for ópú that I saw on my way home to be more than one. My proposals for plural marking in Ògè are the following;

(47) (i) The strategies of plural marking in Ògè are like the strategies of plural marking in modifying plural marking languages because of the optionality of ótúro.

(ii) The strategies of plural marking in Ògè differs from modifying plural marking languages because Ògè has a straightforward singular-plural system: the D in Ògè is number sensitive (see section 5.4.2.).

(iii) NumP is active in Ògè: the D elements are specified for number via Agree mechanisms on Num.

(iv) BN in Ògè have number specifications: the number specification is only seen once the D elements combine with BNS.
Invariably this chapter shows that despite the general number nature of BNs in Ògè, Nump is projected in the syntax of Ògè. In Ògè, a language with optional number marking system, the BNs are covertly specified with number features, either PL or SG. This means that even though nouns in Ògè could be bare, this does not mean that plural marking in Ògè is modificalional. Put in another way, supporting the assumptions in Alexiadou (2019), there is no such thing as many a plural. Number interpretations in languages come from the Num-head (see section 5.4). For Ògè, I propose that plurality does not only refer to plurality – additional meaning applies which are definiteness and specificity. This shows that number marking in Ògè does not diverge from either the head marking plural languages and the modifying plural marking languages on the basis of the optionality of òtúro, rather, this chapter argues that number marking in Ògè diverges because of other parameters: definiteness, specificity (see section 5.3.1) and animacy (see section 5.6). 

5.4. Number in Ògè: An analysis

This section discusses number marking in Ògè. First, it identifies òtúro as the plural word. Second, it shows the various contexts of the occurrence of the plural word with nouns. As mentioned in sections 5.1.1. and 5.3., òtúro is sensitive to the plural interpretations of the noun. Òtúro is compatible with animate nouns both human (48a), animal (48a) and inanimate nouns (48c) and òtúro has a restricted distribution at the prenominal position, the ungrammaticality of the expressions in (49) shows this.

51 This shows that in certain contexts in languages, plural and singular nouns have more restricted use because of the interactions between number and semantic features: animacy and definiteness, (Alexiadou 2019; Bale & Khanjian 2014, for Western Armenian and Sag 2017, for Turkish).
In some languages, plural marking is not required in the presence of the numerals. In such system, numerals strictly combine with BNs (Turkish, Aronoff and Fudeman (2011:6)). However, in English, the presence of a plural morphology is obligatory in the context of the numeral greater than one. 52 In Ògè, numeral modifiers combine with BN (50a) and a

52 An ungrammatical Turkish plural noun in the presence of a numeral is shown in (i).
plural noun (50b), the interpretation of the noun has an additional reading when òtúro is overt, which is a definite (specific) meaning.

(50) a. iyí ópú.
   two dog
   a. ‘two dogs’
   a.” ‘two non-specific dog*(s).

b. òtúro iyí ópú.
   PL two dog
   b. ‘the two dogs’
   b.” ‘The two dog*(s) in question.’

Apart from the compatibility of òtúro with the numerals, the examples in (51) also show that òtúro is compatible with a nominal modifier (51a) and a numeral plus nominal modifier (51b).

(51) a. òtúro ihòhòàga.
   b. òtúro iyí ihòhòópú.
   PL white chair
   PL two white dog
   ‘the (specific) white chairs’
   ‘the two white dogs’

However, òtúro does not occur with all items in a nominal expression in Ôgè. For example, articles ‘ikari/ikin’ as shown in (36) repeated here in (52).

(i) iki fil/*-er
twoelephant/*-pl.
‘two elephants’ (Alexiadou 2019:3)
Alexiadou noted that there seems to be two types of languages - but the data from Ôgè suggests that in fact, there is a third kind - which lies between the two identified languages - not English system and not the Turkish system - It seems the data in Ôgè tallies with the data from Western Armenian as reported in Bale and Khanjian (2014) in that numerals can combine with both singular and plural count nouns as shown in (ii).

(ii) Yergu degha/degha-ner
Two boy/boys
The example in (ii) shows that the behavior of numerals with respect to number marking in languages is indeed dynamic (what remains to be known is how to come up with a proper classification for this third kind). In addition to the combination of the noun with the numeral as shown in (50), I follow the assumptions in Corbett (2000:211) that the plural marker is not required in a numeral>noun string, the noun gets a plural reading in this context without the plural marker, see FN 8 for more on this.
(52) a. íkín/íkári/(*òtúro) ópú  
INDEF/DEF/PL dog  
b. íkín/íkári/(*òtúro) àga  
INDEF/DEF/PL chair

The examples in (52) are only grammatical when the (in)definite articles occur without *òtúro* (53). In such contexts, the noun is obligatorily interpreted as singular.

(53) a. íkín/íkári ópú  
INDEF/DEF dog  
b. íkín/íkári àga  
INDEF/DEF chair  
a.` ‘a/the dog.’  
b.` ‘a/the chair’  
a.`’ *‘the dogs’  
b.`’ *‘the chairs’

The examples in (48-53) are crucial for my proposal in this chapter because of three important reasons: first, *òtúro* is a plural determiner, we know this because of the definite reading of the noun when *òtúro* is overt and the complementary distributions of *ikári/íkín* and *òtúro* in (52) provides strong evidence that they occupy the same syntactic position. Second, *òtúro* is compatible with all categories of nouns, human-animate, animal-animate and inanimate nouns. Third, *ikári/íkín* are sensitive to the singular interpretation of the noun. Summarizing the results of the discussions thus far, I have claimed that the articles in Ògè are sensitive to the number interpretations of the nouns: *òtúro* is sensitive to the plural interpretations of the nouns while *ikári/íkín* are sensitive to the singular interpretations of the nouns. We see that the articles are not obligatorily present in the nominal expressions of Ògè and when they do, they are preposed to the noun, (see also chapter 2 of this dissertation, section 2.2.). In the next section, what I explore is the syntactic analysis of how number interpretations come about using the mechanics of ‘Agree’ that I introduced earlier in section 5.1.2. In addition to this, I show the necessity

---

53This is quite different from a plural-word like -*tul* in Korean which is argued not to be regular on non-human animate nouns.
of the projection of the NumP in the syntax of Ògè. We know that in languages with inflectional number marking, the Num-head is the layer for number inflection and that the Num-head is the host of the plural inflection, then the question arises as to why the NumP is projected in the syntax of Ògè since the Num-head is not phonologically filled.

5.4.1. ‘Agree’ in number marking in Ògè

Ritter (1991), (1995) argues that noun phrases can consist of at least three distinct layers: the DP which is the locus of definiteness, NumP, the locus of number marking, and NP, the lexical layer. For the structure of the DP in Ògè, I propose that the projection of the NP is dominated by the NumP and that the NP is the complement of the Num-head.

(54)

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{DP} \\
\text{D'} \\
\text{NumP} \\
\text{Num} \\
\text{NP}
\end{array}
\]

A preliminary structure of number phrase in Ògè I

Earlier in section 5.1.2., I introduced the tenets of Agree according to Adger (2003; 2010) that I proposed for the analysis of number marking in Ògè. Basically, Agree happens between two nodes (D and the Num-heads) in syntax. The basic assumptions are that the D head is the probe which searches its domain for a matching feature that gives a value to its unvalued and uninterpretable number feature as shown earlier in (9) repeated here in (55).
The claim is that Num enters the derivation with one of two number features: interpretable plural feature [i\text{PL}] (plural) or with an interpretable singular feature [i\text{SG}] (singular), since it is the locus of number interpretation. For Hebrew as discussed in section 5.2.1., we will recall that the Num-head hosts the plural morphology while in Halkomelem and other languages that were discussed in section 5.2.2. (Modifying plural languages), the NumP is not projected. However, in the theory developed here, we see why it is important to have the projection of the NumP in the derivation of number interpretations in Ògè even though it is not phonologically filled. We know that number in Ògè is not inflectional but a BN is specified for number features either singular ikári/ikín ‘(in)definite articles or a plural morphology òtúro, this means that the number feature assumed on Num is active in the noun phrase of Ògè which is able to enter into a relationship with other features in syntax; number feature on Num is visible to the D-head for Agree and valuation – the unvalued number feature on D gets valued by whatever number feature that is present on the Num-head. For this work, I assume that the output of Agree and valuation yields a vocabulary insertion in D (see section 5.4.2.) immediately below.
5.4.2. Number sensitivity in D, an instance of ‘Agree’

Considering the examples in (48 through 53 above), I claim that the number interpretations of the noun phrase in Ògè in the presence of ikári, ikín, òtúro is derived by assuming an interpretable number feature on the Num-head. The vocabulary insertion of the relevant number morphology in D is derived through the feature checking configurations between the D and the Num-head. As a starting point, following the assumptions in the distributed morphology as laid out in Halle and Marantz (1993) I propose that an item like ópú ‘dog’ needs to combine with a nominalizing head n to form the noun ópú – dog. In this system, n is the category defining node which gives a category to ópú to form nP, this is represented in the structure in (56).

(56) \[ \sqrt{\text{ÓPÚ}} \rightarrow n \]

Recall that the proposed structure for number phrase in Ògè as given in (54) shows that the nP is dominated by the projection of the NumP, the structure in (57) is obligatorily interpreted as plural.

(57) i. DP \[ D' \rightarrow \text{NumP} \rightarrow D_{[\text{DEF, uNUM:PL}]} \] ii. DP \[ D' \rightarrow \text{NumP} \rightarrow \sqrt{\text{PLURAL INTERPRETATION}} \]

\[ \text{*SINGULAR INTERPRETATION} \]

The structure in (57) is a typical Agree configuration in which the feature on the goal is copied or shared across syntactic structures by Agree. The relationship between the D-
head and the Num-head is that of a c-command relationship. The D-head (probe) gets its number value from the Num-head (goal). In the course of the derivation, the interpretable plural feature on the Num-head gives its value to the uninterpretable number feature on the D-head (57-ii). The output of the Agree pattern seen in (57), specifically $D_{[\text{DEF}, \text{uNUM:PL}]}$, is the vocabulary insertion of a matching number feature in D as represented in (58).

$$D_{[\text{DEF}, \text{uNUM:PL}]} = /\text{òtúro}/$$

On the other hand, the examples in (53), repeated here in (59), show that when $\text{ìkári}/\text{ìkin}$ is overt, the interpretation of the noun phrase is obligatorily singular.

$$\begin{align*}
59 \quad & \text{a. } \text{ìkári }\text{òpú} & \text{b. } \text{ìkin }\text{òpú} \\
& \text{DEF dog} & \text{INDEF dog} \\
& \text{a.} \text{`the dog'} & \text{b.} \text{`a dog'} \\
& \text{a.`` *`the dogs'} & \text{b.`` *`dogs'}
\end{align*}$$

In such contexts, the number feature specification on the Num-head is [$\text{iSG}$], this is schematized in (60).

---

54 It is important to note that the system advocated here is different from the feature percolation mechanisms of Ajibóyè’s (2010), proposal for the plural morpheme $\text{àwọn}$ in Yorùbá. Ajibóyè (2010), proposed a feature theory which is aimed at how nouns that are not morphologically marked for plural receive a plural interpretation. The assumption is that plural feature percolation mechanism copies the plural feature of a node onto the node that immediately dominates it. The plural morpheme is assumed to have an abstract [PLURAL] feature, which can be realized on nouns or non-nouns that they co-occur with through a feature percolation mechanism (Ajibóyè 2010:228). While Ajibóyè’s system define a consistent way through which the NP in Yorùbá could receive a plural interpretation—it is not clear how a syntactic feature is permitted to percolate from an adjunct to the head in a phrase. He also notes this problem when he comments that ‘what makes an NP plural does not essentially rely on the head per se’ (Ajibóyè, 2005:146). He however added that a plural feature of an adjunct can percolate onto the NP if the head that the adjunct is adjoined to is not specified for plural. While the plural morpheme in Yorùbá is analyzed as an adjunct which bears a plural feature, the plural feature in the system advocated in the present dissertation is situated on the Num-head following the laid down assumptions in Ritter (1991,1995) for number marking in languages.
The feature checking configurations in (60) results to the vocabulary insertion of *ikári/*ikín in D.

(61) a. \[D_{\text{DEF}}, \text{uNum:SG}] \leftrightarrow /\text{ikári}/

b. \[D_{\text{INDEF}}, \text{uNum:SG}] \leftrightarrow /\text{ikín}/

Recall that in section 5.1.2., the claim was that the Num-head values the uninterpretable number feature in D. The valued number feature [\text{uNum:SG}] on D in (60) is obligatorily spelt out as *ikári or *ikín ‘the/a’ depending on the (in)definiteness feature associated with the noun. In this system, D is sensitive to number interpretations based on the different items inserted in D in relation to the valued number features in D. The next section further supports the analysis in this section on the number sensitivity of the D position by showing that demonstratives in Ôgè are indifferent when it comes to the interpretation of number in Ôgè.

5.4.3. Demonstratives

Section 5.4.1. has shown that number interpretations are associated with the number feature specifications on the Num-heads in relation to the overt realization of the elements in D. We observe that when the number specifications feature is plural, òtúro gets inserted
into the D-head, the overt realization of òtúro translates to the plural interpretation of the noun and it cannot be interpreted otherwise. This section shows two things about number marking in Ògè in relation to the demonstratives (i) number morphology is located higher than the DemP layer (ii) demonstratives are not number sensitive as opposed to the determiners in Ògè. The ungrammaticality of (63) shows that òtúro is restricted to the pre-position of the demonstratives.

(62) a. òtúro ígé ópú  b. òtúro ighé ópú
   PL DEM dog  PL DEM dog
   a.` ‘those dogs’  b.` ‘these dogs’
   a.`‘‘that dog’  b.`‘‘this dog’

(63) a. *ígé òtúro ópú  b. *ighéòtúro ópú
   DEM PL dog  DEM PL dog

Further, the demonstratives in Ògè can cooccur with the (in)definite articles (64a), when this happens, the demonstrative is not acceptable at the pre-position of the article (64b), the noun is obligatorily interpreted as singular and òtúro does not cooccur with the two elements (demonstratives and (in)definite articles) (64c). The essence of this discussion is to further support the claim that ikárilikín and òtúro do not cooccur in a noun phrase.

(64) a. ikári ígé ópú  b. *ígé ikári ópú  c. *òtúro ikári ígé ópú
   DEF DEM dog  DEM DEF dog  PL DEF DEM dog
   a.` ‘that dog’
   a.`‘‘those dogs’

55The plural interpretation of the noun as described and analyzed here could only have a monovalent plural feature, a vocabulary insertion of òtúro in D could only be interpreted as definite plural. Invariably, in Ògè, the overt realization of òtúro translates to strict plural noun (no such things like jeans or pants that blur the lines between a singular and plural interpretations in English).
In addition to the evidence in support of the position of occurrence of òtúro (highest position in the DP), I further show that in the presence of the demonstrative, the numeral and the nominal modifier, òtúro is only acceptable at the initial position of the noun phrase, this is illustrated with the examples in (65a).

(65) a. òtúro ígé iyí íhòhò áchò
   PL DEM two white cloth
   ‘those two white cloths’

   b. *ígé òtúro iyí íhòhò áchò
      DEM PL two white cloth

   c. * iyí òtúro ígé íhòhò áchò
two PL DEM white cloth

   d. * íhòhò òtúro ígé iyí áchò
      white PL DEM two cloth

Based on the cooccurrence of the demonstrative and ikári/ìkín on the one hand and on the occurrence of the demonstrative with òtúro on the other hand, a modified version of the preliminary structure of the number phrase in Ògè that was presented in (54) is given in (66).

(66) A preliminary structure of number phrase in Ògè II
(see section 5.4.5., for the updated version)
The D-head is associated with the determiners while the Dem-head hosts the demonstratives. The structure in (66) is further supported by the strict order DEF > DEM that we see in the linear order of the two elements (64), this shows that the Dem is beneath the D layer. The structure in (66) follows the basic assumption in the literature that Num could be dominated by the projection of Dem, but in the data that we have seen so far, òtíró appears to the left of Dem which further supports the analysis of òtíró as an element not situated in Num.

The second point that this section sets to make is that unlike the determiners in Ògè, the demonstratives are not number sensitive, this means that when the Dem-head is occupied by one of the demonstratives (ígé/íghè), the number interpretation of the noun is similar to the interpretation of the noun with a null D; the noun is interpreted based on the interpretable number feature on the Num-head, (either singular/plural). This is further expatiated with the examples in (67 and 68).

(67) a. ígé ópú b. òtíró ígé ópú c. ikáí/ikin ígé ópú
(Ø)DEM dog PL (IN)DEF DEM dog DEM dog
a.` ‘those dogs’ b.` ‘those dogs’ c.` ‘those dogs’
a.`` ‘that dog’ b.`` ‘that dog’ c.`` ‘that dog’

(68) a. íghè ópú b. òtíró íghè ópú c. ikáí/ikin íghè ópú
(Ø)DEM dog PL (IN)DEF DEM dog DEM dog
a.` ‘this dog’ b.`` ‘this dog’ c.‘ this dog’
a.`` ‘these dogs’ b.`` ‘these dogs’ c.`` ‘these dogs’

The examples in (67a) and (68a) get number interpretations either singular (67a`, 68a`) or plural (67a`` and 68a``) based on the interpretable number feature on Num, in such expressions, the D-head is not phonologically filled, hence there is no item that is sensitive
to the number interpretations in D. In the b and c examples in which the item in D is the output of feature checking and feature valuation between the D and the Num, and the interpretable number feature on Num, the noun is interpreted either as definite plural or as singular noun.

5.4.4. BNS in Ògè: a case of general number?

This section is a follow up on the general number nature of BNS in Ògè that was discussed in section 5.3.3. in which the general number nature of the nouns shows that a BN in Ògè could mean one or more than one and that the number interpretations of a BN depend on the context of usage. I repeat the example in (46) here in (69) to show the meaning mismatches of a BN in Ògè.

(69) Ì ri igé ópú ūrùn áájá ēswe
    1SG see DEM dog on way home
    ‘I saw that/those dog(s) on my way home.’

The BN ópú could mean one or more than one in (69), therefore, the aim of this section is to further support the proposed structures for the noun phrase in Ògè as presented in (54) and in (66). The NumP is projected in the noun phrase of Ògè and it is the locus of number interpretations. Basically, this section shows that the BN in Ògè gets it number interpretations from the Num-head. In (70), just like ópú in (69), ópú could be interpreted as either singular or plural depending on the interpretable number specifications on the Num-head.
(70) a. Íri ópú
   1SG see dog
   a. ‘I saw a/the dog.’
   a.‘I saw some unspecified dogs.’
   a. **‘I saw the dogs.’

   b. Ópú si úrún ́éswe
do çOP PP house
   b. ‘A/The dog is in the house.’
   b. ‘Some unspecified dogs are in the house.’
   b. **‘The dogs are in the house.’

In such contexts of the utterance in (69) and (70), it is common for the hearer to ask a clarifying question to know if the referent is one or are more than one. Questions like ‘How many dogs did you see?’ or ‘was it one dog that you saw?’ could be asked while one could ask questions like ‘How many dogs are in the room?’ or ‘I hope it is only one dog that you saw in the room’ regarding the example in (70a). The questions could take any form just to clarify if the noun referred to is one or are more than one. In the configurations in (71), the D head is null and since there is only one interpretable number feature in Num, the Num will only be able to license one interpretable number feature in a configuration at a time. No designated number feature is specified on the structure in (71), which means, if the feature on Num is singular, then it will license a singular interpretation of the noun. On the other hand, if the number feature on Num is plural, a plural interpretation of the noun will be licensed. This discrepancy is expected on Num since there is no morphological element that is sensitive for number features in D or in the layer beneath D.
The only element which morphologically shows number alternations is D. Thus, in the absence of D elements, all nouns will look bare, leading to the general number nature of BNs in Ògè.

In addition, on the surface, as explained above, one could conclude that a BN in Ògè is underdetermined for number (it could be interpreted either way) but based on the evidence as laid out in section 5.3.1, we see that this is not the case for BNs in Ògè. BNs in Ògè have number specifications: but it is only seen once the D-elements combine with them, this is seen in the structure in (71) above.

5.4.5. The quantifiers, *ìgàọ, ikúwọ* and *òtúro*

This section discusses two main quantifiers that are frequently used in the syntax of Ògè: *ìgàọ* ‘all’ and *ikúwọ* ‘some’. In addition to the interpretation of *ìgàọ* as ‘all’, it could also be interpreted as ‘every’. The interpretation of ‘every’ with *ìgàọ* translates to a collective reading and not a division reading that one could get in constructions like ‘he jumped over every pole’. This section shows instead that *ìgàọ* is used in a context where ‘all’ would be used and that it is difficult to assign a one to one English interpretation to it. The quantifiers in Ògè just like in many other languages are inherently plural. This explains why the cooccurrence of the quantifiers and *òtúro* is grammatical as shown in (72a,b), in (72c), the quantifiers in Ògè do not cooccur with the (in)definite articles which show that the quantifiers in Ògè select for a plural structure (plural D) and not just any D-headed complement.
(72) a. ígào ótúro ópú  
    all PL dog  
    a.‘all dogs’  
    a.‘all the specific dogs’

b. ikúwó ótúro isi  
    some PL yam  
    b.‘some yams’  
    b.‘some specific yams’

c. *ígào ikári ópú  
    all DEF dog

The ungrammaticality of the expressions in (73) show that ótúro has a restricted distribution to the post-position of the quantifier and that it does not occupy the highest position in the nominal spine of Ògè.

(73) a. *ótúro ígào ópú  
    PL all dog  
    b. *ótúro ikúwó isi  
    PL some yam

In addition, the quantifier can cooccur with the demonstrative (74b). When this happens, the demonstrative gets a plural reading (74b’) while a singular reading of the demonstrative is not possible (74b``)

(74) a. ígào ópú  
    all dog  
    a.‘all the dogs’  
    a.‘all dogs’

b. ígào ígé ópú  
    all DEM dog  
    b.‘all those dogs’  
    b.‘all that dog’

The examples in (74) further tell us two things about the quantifiers in Ògè: first, they do not require ótúro to be plural. Second, the Quant-head takes the D-head as its complement.
The modified version of the preliminary structure of count nouns in Ògè (final version) is given in (75) while the feature checking configuration between the D-head and the Num-head is shown in (76).

(75)

(76) a.

The Structure of a count number phrase in Ògè (final version)
As seen earlier in (71), the Num-head is [SG] in some null D but [PL] in other null D - this accounts for why (76b) cannot have a singular reading because only the [PL] version of the D is compatible with the quantifier as seen by the unacceptable string in (72c) but shown by the acceptable expression in (72a,b).

5.4.6. Interim summary

I have looked at the number interpretations of count noun phrases in different contexts: overt realization of the articles, optional marker of plural and when all items are covert. The main claim of this section is that D gets its number value from the Num-head through the mechanism of Agree and the element in D inherits its feature value either SG or PL. This is laid out clearly in (77).

(77)  a. D [DEF, uNUM:PL] ↔ /ötúro/
    b. D [DEF, uNUM:SG] ↔ /ìkári/
    c. D [INDEF, uNUM:SG] ↔ /ìkin/

The proposal that the D-head gets its number feature specifications from the Num-head has two implications: first, the vocabulary item in D is inserted as a result of the feature checking configurations between the D and the Num-head. Second, the uninterpretable number feature on the Num-head are spelled out as null [Ø] on D, which has the effect
that a BN results (unless the D is plural definite). The NumP is active in the number specifications of nouns in Ògè because the D-head (probe) derives its number specifications from the Num-head (goal) through an agreement process. This is an apparent selectional relation between the D and the Num-heads.

The proposal of an (un)interpretable number feature for number marking in Ògè makes it easy for the language learner to acquire the system of number marking in the language. Take for instance, when a learner acquires the feature specifications for a given Num [iPL/iSG], this is the only feature specification that is encoded in the learner’s linguistic knowledge in terms of (i) an interpretable plural feature [iPL] is associated with òtúro, or (ii) an interpretable singular feature [iSG] is associated with ikári, and ikín. The absence/non-occurrence of òtúro is partition into two: (iia) overt realization of the article is associated with singular [SG] and (iib) is when the D is null (a BN), the learner uses discourse context to choose between a plural and a singular feature (here, the number feature specifications on the Num-head plays a role), (adapted from Svenonius 2017:11).

Having discussed and analyzed the number interpretation of count nouns in section 5.4., the next section discusses the number interpretation of mass nouns in Ògè.

5.5. Ògè mass nouns are not compatible with Òtúro

In the previous sections, we will recall that òtúro pluralizes count nouns and that it is a plural determiner. We know that the compatibility of the plural morphology with mass nouns could be language specific and that there are interesting theories that are developed to account for the behavior of the plural morphology with regards to the mass/count distinction (Ghomeshi 2003; Borer 2005; Acquaviva 2008). This section discusses the status of mass nouns in Ògè with respect to the inability of the occurrence with òtúro
even in the context of the numeral. In section 5.5.1., it is acceptable for a count noun to occur with òtúro and the numeral as shown in (50 and 51), repeated here in (78).

(78) a. òtúro iyí ópú.
   PL two dog
   a.` ‘the two dogs’
   a.`` ‘The two dog*(s) in question.’

b. òtúro iyí ihobóópú.
   PL two white dog
   ‘the two white dogs’

In this section, we will see that the numeral is compatible with a mass noun only if it is followed by a measure word like igò ‘bottle’, garawa ‘bucket’ etc., (see example in (80)). Òtúro is not acceptable with the numeral in the context of the mass noun (the numeral is not enough in this context with a mass noun without a measure word). In addition, I show that temporal phrases behave like mass nouns in the sense that, òtúro does not mark plural on them (see section 5.5.2.). However, in some contexts, òtúro is used to mark definite (specific) on a temporal phrase. This section concludes that, in such contexts, òtúro is a marker of definite specific and not a plural definite.

5.5.1. Mass nouns in Ògè

This section discusses mass nouns in Ògè in relation to number marking. First, I show that òtúro is not compatible with a mass noun, Second, I argue that the numeral is only acceptable with the mass nouns if there is a common background knowledge in the discussion (there are exceptions to this claim (see, (80c)). Third, ikári, and ikín are acceptable with the mass noun but not for number purposes and fourth, the quantifiers in Ògè are compatible with mass nouns.

In some languages, it is a common knowledge that the combination of the plural marker with the mass noun results in an abundance reading, e.g., Greek, (Tsoulas 2007),
However, Ògè does not allow òtúro to combine with mass nouns.

(79) a. *òtúro ùji kërën úrè
   PL water drop roof
   INTENDED: dripping waters from the roof'

b. *òtúro ùji úrún oòsírì
   PL water PP compound
   INTENDED: ‘The compound is full of water’

For the example in (79a), the intended meaning would be that the drop of water is more than one. In this case, it is not grammatical to combine òtúro directly with ùji ‘water’ to form a plural reading (a lot of water). In the example in (79b), the intended meaning would be a reading of abundance, the ungrammaticality of this expression shows that òtúro does not have an abundance reading.

In addition, as pointed out in (50) and repeated here in (80), numerals are compatible with count nouns but not with mass nouns in an out of the blue context, as shown by the unacceptable example in (80a). The example in (80c) is only acceptable if there is a common background knowledge in the discussion such that the hearer is aware of a

---

56Halkomelem is an example of a language which does not show a mass/count distinction by allowing the plural morphology to occur both on mass and count nouns. (Wiltschko 2008).
(i) Tsel kw’êts-l-exw te/ye syiqyiq
   1SG.S see-trans-3ODET/DET.PL ice.PL
   ‘I’ve seen a lot of snow.’ (Wiltschko 2008:669)
57 A typical example of a mass/count distinction language is Telugu (Smith 2015). Telugu does not allow mass nouns to combine with the plural suffix -lu (iia), while count nouns combine freely with -lu in order to form plural (iib).
(ii) a. *aa abbaji isuka-lu tavvu-turn-aa-Du
    Theboysand-PL.dig-PROG-PRES-3.NON MASC.SG
    INTENDED: ‘The boy is digging sands.’
    b. Kukka-lu tinn-aajì
       Dog-PL eat-PAST-3.NM.PL
       ‘Dogs ate.’ (Smith 2015:44)
measure word like *ígò ‘bottle’ as shown in (80b). In such context, the numeral is used to count the number of ‘bottles’ and not of ‘water’.

(80) a. *Tade dà iyí ùji.
    Tade buy two water

b. Tade dà iyí ígò ùji.
    Tade buy two bottlwater
‘Tade bought two bottles of water.’

c. Tade dà iyí ùji.
    Tade buy two water
‘Tade bought two water.’

The example in (80b) shows that ùji ‘water’ is preceded by a measure word ígò ‘bottle’ in order to enable the mass noun to be counted. However, there is an exception to this fact, the example in (81) is well-formed despite the occurrence of the numeral with the mass noun. I claim that the numeral as used in this context counts the drops of water and not the water itself.

(81) iyí ùji kẹrẹnúrẹ
    two water drop roof
‘Two drops of water dripped from the roof’

The numeral iyí ‘two’ occurs with a bare mass noun to form the plural version, in essence, the mass noun does not need òtúro to be plural.58 Further research is required in this area.

---

58 The example in (81) is like the assumptions in Ajibóyé (2005) in which he argues that the numeral in Yorùbá are markers of plurality in the sense that they can transform a singular noun into a plural form (iii).
(iii) Mo ra iwé méji
    1sg.buybook two
‘I bought two books.’ (Ajibóyé 2005:228)
However, this work does not take numerals in Ògè as markers of plurality, instead the claim is that they are classifiers that allow mass noun to be counted (numerals as described here are something like a modifier that occurs freely with
in order to establish the position of the occurrence of the numeral in the nominal spine.

For my analysis in this dissertation, it is enough to show that òtúro is not compatible with mass nouns as it is with count nouns as shown in section 5.4.

On the other hand, the example in (82) shows that the (in)definite article in Ògè is compatible with mass nouns. In such context, the articles do not mark the mass noun for singular but rather for definite or indefiniteness.

(82) Ìkári/ìkín ìchá si úrún àgbálá

DEF/INDEF sand PP inside compound

'The sand is in the compound/An unspecified sand is in the compound.'

If the NP is interpreted as definite with the use of ìkári ‘the’ then the NP gets a definite interpretation, this means that there is a common background knowledge between the speaker and the hearer such that the speaker refers to the said ‘sand’ in the compound. Secondly, if the NP is interpreted as indefinite with the use of ìkín ‘a’ then the NP gets an indefinite interpretation which means, it refers to an unidentified (unknown) ‘sand’.

As pointed out in section 5.4.5., Ògè makes use of some quantifiers in its structure; ìgàó ‘all/every,’ ìkúwó ‘some.’ These quantifiers are also acceptable with the mass nouns in Ògè as shown by the grammatical expressions in (83). While the ungrammatical example in (83c) shows that the (in)definite articles do not occur with the quantifiers as shown by the ungrammaticality in (72c) for count nouns in the context of the (in)definite articles and the quantifiers.

---

*both mass and count nouns in Ògè*. 
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The discussions of the quantifiers in this section further shows that unlike English, the mass/count distinction in Ògè is not subjected to selectability. There are no quantifiers that are sensitive to this distinction. I further support this by showing that other quantifiers like iyënyën, few, ópọ, ‘many’ are also acceptable with either count/mass nouns.

Most importantly for my discussion in this section is that òtúro is not compatible with mass nouns and the interpretation of the (in)definite articles in the context of the mass nouns is not a marker of singular but of either definite specific, indefinite non-specific, indefinite specific but crucially not singular (in)definite.
5.5.2. Temporal Nouns (òtúro is sensitive to the specific interpretations of temporal nouns)

Asides mass nouns in Ògè, there are some sets of count nouns that do not occur with òtúro to form plural, these are nouns that signify periods of time, year, month, week and hour and a measure word like ‘kilo.’ These nouns are not acceptable with òtúro when they are used to form a sentence, but they are fine with òtúro in isolation as shown in (86-87).

(86) a. òtúro ìgú
    PL year
    ‘years’

b. òtúro wákátí
    PL hour
    ‘hours’

c. òtúro ìsè PL
    week
    ‘weeks’

(87) òtúro iwôn
    PL kilo
    ‘kilos’

Òtúro is not acceptable in the first part of the sentence in (88) with the temporal noun, òtúro is only grammatical when it is used in relation to a temporal noun as shown in the second part of the sentence.
I stayed for two years; I enjoyed the two years that I stayed.

The first part of the sentence is not grammatical with the overt realization of òtúro while it is grammatical when it is used to refer to an old information. The grammaticality of òtúro in the second part of the sentence further proffers support for the analysis of òtúro as an item that is sensitive to the marker of definiteness & specificity. The next section gives the syntactic assumptions for mass nouns in Ògè.

5.5.3. Mass nouns in Ògè, towards an analysis.

As proposed in section 5.4.1., the number interpretations of count nouns come from the interpretable number feature on Num in the syntax of Ògè which translates into the vocabulary items in D. The analysis that I put forward in this section is to show how number interpretation of mass nouns is derived. Since mass nouns do not require òtúro to be plural, what comes to mind is that the NumP does not project in the structure of the mass nouns in Ògè as shown in (89). This option comes to mind based on the assumption that the D-head is sensitive to number interpretations and that the number interpretation of the noun comes from the number interpretation feature on Num.

(89) No NumP in the structure of mass nouns in Ògè
Based on the absence of the projection of the NumP in (89), the D-head will not get a number interpretation, the noun is either left with numerals or other morphemes that signify abundance, i.e., ‘classifiers’ or ‘quantifiers.’ Thus, in this system, what gives rise to the mass interpretation of the noun is the absence of NumP or what gives rise to the definite mass interpretation is the presence of D. The assumptions advocated here are not far from Borer’s (2005) system – in the sense that in Borer’s system, the division interpretation of the noun is associated with the division layer (classifier phrase (CIP)) which takes the root and gives a divided output. In the same vein, here, the idea is that the division layer like the NumP which is the locus of number interpretations enters into agreement with the D-head for the purpose of number interpretations of the noun.

Based on the discussions and analysis of mass nouns in this section, we could say that Ògè presents one of the basic properties of the count-mass distinctions because mass nouns in Ògè do not combine with the plural morphology to form plural. Following the observations in this section on the restricted distributions of òtúro, in the next section, I provide evidence that shows that òtúro is not compatible with pronouns in Ògè.

5.5.4. Pronouns in Ògè

In the literature, various studies have been carried out on the strategies used to mark plural on pronouns. Additionally, it has been established that languages use pronouns (especially the 3rd person plural pronoun) to mark plural. To this end, this section

---

59 In this system according to Borer (2005), roots are not specified for being either mass/count which means that this distinction is created in the division layer which takes the undivided material that is denoted by the root and gives a divided output – importantly for the option of no NumP projection, roots are mass and the absence of the NumP (locus of number interpretation) will yield a mass noun.

60 This section is a response to the question of one of the reviewers of the abstract that I wrote on òtúro requesting to know how pronouns in Ògè are marked for plural. It is common for some languages to make use of a plural marker to mark plural on pronouns. In Ògè, pronouns take different forms depending on the referent (singular or plural).
discusses the pronouns in Ògè and shows that òtúro is not related to pronouns and that òtúro does not pluralize pronouns in Ògè.

It is very common for languages to distinguish person and number in pronominal. In (97a), the pronoun ù refers to a singular entity while à in (90b) refers to a plural noun.\(^{61}\)

(90) a. Ú i vá.
   3SG PROG. come
   ‘she is coming.’

   b. À i vá.
   3PL PROG. come
   ‘They are coming.’

Ògè marks tense with independent morphemes: rá marks future on the verbal item (91a), i marks progressive (91b) while së marks past perfect tense (91c). The mentioned items do not change the forms of the verbs; the verbs in Ògè have the same forms in all contexts. The copula verb si ‘is’ is not always realized in the sentence in Ògè, hence the gloss in (91b).

(91) a. Túndé rá vè ùwà
   Tunde will go farm
   ‘Tunde will go to the farm.’

   b. Túndé i vè ùwà.
   Tunde PROG. go farm
   ‘Tunde is going to the farm.’

\(^{61}\) I follow Cysouw’s (2001) analysis that Plural pronoun refers to groups of singular participants. According to this analysis, these groups are inherently plural as they consist of more than one participant. The importance of these recategorization from plural into group for my discussion in this work is that it allows for the assumption that the singular and the group categories are ‘unmarked for number.’ This conclusion is plausible because, the plural marker does not occur with pronouns in Ògè.
c. Túndé sè vè ùwà
Tunde PAST-Perf go farm
‘Tunde has gone to the farm’

It is important to note that pronouns in Ògè are only specified for person and number features. Pronouns in Ògè consists of three persons: first, second and third, table 1, shows the singular pronouns.

**Table 5.1: Personal singular pronouns in Ògè.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>í</td>
<td>ràn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>á</td>
<td>rin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>ú</td>
<td>Ø</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The pronouns in Table 1 are equivalent to the singular pronouns in English and they only refer to singular entities. The difference lies in the form of the third person singular object, the form is not phonologically specified. The reason is that the form of the third person singular pronoun changes with the context. i.e., *í da á* ‘I bought it’ *í fehen en* ‘I liked him/her’ *í sue é* ‘I called him/her’. The third person singular pronoun takes the form of the final vowel of the preceding element.

The plural counterparts of the pronouns in Table 1 are given in Table 2. An example of the use of some of the pronouns is given in (92) to show the contexts of occurrence of some of the pronouns.

**Table 5.2: Personal plural pronouns in Ògè.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>ó</td>
<td>wò</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>ě</td>
<td>mè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>à</td>
<td>va</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(92) a. Ô bè vá.
   1PL beg 3PL
   ‘We begged them.’

   b. À bè mè.
   3PL beg 2PL
   ‘They begged you (PL).’

Ôtúro is not needed in order to get a plural interpretation of the pronouns in Ògè. In addition, plural pronouns do not perform any other function in Ògè than to convey the plural interpretation of the pronoun involved. i.e.,

(93) a. Í bè rin
   1SG beg 2SG
   ‘I begged you.’

---

62 The gloss in (92b) is like the interpretation of the associative case marker in Hungarian. The suffix -ek is an associative marker which combines the hearer with other people.

(iii) János-ék
   NAME- ASSOC

The main difference is that the feature is encoded on the pronoun in Ògè and the pronoun mé does not combine with a proper name in Ògè.

63 Cysouw’s (2001:68) citing (Sohn 1994) for Korean and (Popjes & Popjes 1986) for Canela-Kraho, a Gé language from Brazil, the author noted that these languages use a nominal plural marker to mark plural on pronouns.

(iv)a. Capi te i-pupun b. Capi te me i-pupun (Canela-Kraho).
   NAME PAST 1-seen NAME PAST PLUR 1-seen
   ‘Capi saw me’ ‘Capi saw us (exclusive)’ (Popjes & Popjes, 1986: 175)

c. humre te me rop cahhyr
   man PAST PLUR dog beat
   ‘The men beat the dog’ (Popjes & Popjes, 1986: 186)

For Korean, the plural marker -tul is a suffix which is suffixed to the noun, however, -tul is suffixed to the second person pronoun when the addressee is generally older than the speaker; the second person singular pronoun is tangsin and the second person plural pronoun is tangsin-tul.

Additional evidence is given in Cheng & Sybesma (1999:537), who assume following Iljic (1994), that the suffix -men is affixed to pronouns in Chinese.

(vi) ni-men
   YOU - MEN
   ‘you (plural)’

Although, there are discrepancies on the use of -men as plural marker in Chinese: Li & Thompson (1981:40) refer to it as plural suffix while Iljic (1994): Cheng & Sybesma (1999) refer to it as a collective marker. The relevance of this discussion to this work however is to show that pronouns in Ògè do not occur with such markers that mark more than oneness. The claim that I make in this work is that, pronouns in Ògè are inherently specified for number, i.e., singular or more than one (a group of individuals).
b. Ò bẹ́ mé

1PL beg 2PL

‘We begged you.’

A third category of pronouns in Ògè apart from the singular and plural forms mentioned in table 1 and 2, exists. The third category is referred to as emphatic pronouns.64

Table 5.3: Emphatic pronouns in Ògè

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Object</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st person</td>
<td>èmí</td>
<td>èwó</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd person</td>
<td>óran</td>
<td>èmè</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd person</td>
<td>úwọn</td>
<td>àvá</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Emphatic pronouns are different from the pronouns in tables 1 and 2 in one significant way: emphatic pronoun can be focused (94a and b).

(94) a. Òran úwọn dà isi

2SG be buy yam

‘It was you that bought a/the yam.’

b. Àvá úwọn ú ri

3PL be 3SG see

‘It was them that he saw.’

(95) a. Ú ri va

3SG see 3PL

‘He/she saw them’

b. *va úwọn ú ri

The expressions in (94a and b) represent both the singular and plural forms of the emphatic

---

64 The term emphatic pronoun is used in the sense of Awobùlúyì (1978:12) who refer to this category of pronouns in Yorùbá as nouns because they occur in the same contexts as nouns. I used the same criteria of categorization for pronouns in Ògè.
pronoun in focused positions. The example in (95a) shows the plural form of the personal pronoun in object position *va* ‘them’ while the emphatic form is *àwá*. The emphatic pronouns in (94a and b) both occur in a focused position: the example in (94a), is the subject focus while the example in (94b), is the object focus. The ungrammaticality of (95b) is an indication that the first and second categories of pronouns in Ògè do not occur in the same position as the emphatic pronouns. It is interesting to note that all six of the emphatic pronouns have a restricted distribution which are: focused, relativized and topicalized positions.

Following the standard assumptions in the literature, I claim that pronouns in Ògè occupies the D-head. The number feature of the pronoun in D is interpretable on Num. The interpretable number feature on Num is semantically interpreted.

Section 5.6. provides further evidence in support of the position postulated for *òtúro* in Ògè.

### 5.6. General discussions

This chapter has been on the discussion of number marking in Ògè and the analysis of *òtúro* as a plural determiner in which *òtúro* is analyzed as an element situated in the D-head, a position which is higher than the traditional Num(ber) Phrase. Some scholars Corbett (2000); Acquaviva (2008); Lowenstamm (2008); Kramer (2012); (2015); Kim & Melchin (2018) are of the opinion that if a plural word is low, it would be more likely to be connected to animacy. The intuition is that a plural word in *n* or below *n* may show some idiosyncrasies, (not consistent on human, animate and inanimate). A typical example of this intuition is seen in Corbert (2000), in the animacy hierarchy in (96); Amharic irregular plural word (100-103) and the nP adjoined -*tul* in Korean as discussed in section 5.2.2.3. in (26) repeated here in (104).
The Animacy Hierarchy (Corbett 2000:56)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>speaker</th>
<th>addressee</th>
<th>3rd person</th>
<th>kin</th>
<th>human</th>
<th>animate</th>
<th>inanimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1st person)</td>
<td>(2nd person pronoun)</td>
<td>Pronoun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The bold items in the animacy hierarchy show the area of concentration of my discussion in this section. According to Corbett, if a noun at some point in the hierarchy can be pluralized, then all nouns above that point will also be able to be pluralized, for instance, if a plural word is compatible with an inanimate noun in a given language, such plural word will be consistent on both animate and human nouns. If such a plural word is compatible with an animate noun, then it would be fine on human nouns. A typical example of this is seen in Yorùbá. The plural word àwọn (Ajibóyè 2005) is compatible with inanimate (107a), animate (107b) and human nouns (107c).

(96)

(97) a. àwọn iwé  
   PL book  
   ‘books’

b. àwọn ajá  
   PL dog  
   ‘dogs’

c. àwọn èyàn  
   PL person  
   ‘people’
In addition to the interpretations of the pluralized nouns seen in (97), no idiosyncratic interpretation is possible with ìwọn as shown by the unacceptable idiosyncratic interpretation of the plural form of angeli ‘angel’ in (98).

(98) ìwọn angeli
    PL angel
    ‘angels’
    *‘an holy person’

Section 5.6.1. further explores the sensitivity of plural to animacy in Amharic and Korean, since there is usually some sensitivity to animacy in languages when we include both definite and indefinite interpretations, section 5.6.2. extends the discussion on plural sensitivity to animacy to definite and indefinite interpretations of BNS and plural nouns in Yorùbá, Igbo and Ògè. The purpose of the discussion in this section is to further justify the position occupied by òtúro in the syntax of Ògè which is the D-head.

5.6.1. Plural sensitivity to animacy in Amharic and Korean

Sensitivity to animacy is seen in the plural formation in Amharic in which plural is realized in one of several ways: plural marking with otfj, this is analyzed as the regular plural marker in Amharic (Kramer 2012) as shown in (99).

(99) a. k’al word b k’al- otfj words

The second strategy of plural marking in Amharic is through one of the following methods; the suffix of -at to the noun (100a), a different voweling (100b), partial reduplication (100c) and the use of both otfj and the suffix -an (101).
Kramer (2012) states that, NumP is a domain of regularity for word formation, whereas words formed by the combination of the root and the prefix ‘a’ will lead to idiosyncrasies. The domain for each of the levels in the syntax is shown in the tree in (103).
Evidence for the structure in (103) further comes from the hybrid plural system of Amharic involving both Num and n as shown in (101). Kramer argues that only certain nominals can be inflected via irregular plural morphology whereas every nominal can be regularly pluralized by \( ot\dot{t}\).\(^6\) This is because \( nP \) allows for idiosyncratic interpretations of the noun while \( NumP \) only allows compositional interpretations. Therefore, it is expected that plural morphology that occupies a position which is lower than the \( NumP \) will be sensitive to animacy. We see evidence for this in some works like that of Acquaviva (2008) (n) and Wiltschko (2008) (root modifier) where the idiosyncratic plurals are heads that are closer to the root than Num. In Amharic, plural morphology that occupies the \( nP \) domain is not consistent with the plural form of nouns – such plural morphologies are called irregular because they are not compatible with some nouns (in a plural context) but they are found not to be fine with some nouns (this either leads to a marked form of the noun or outright ungrammaticality).\(^6\) The idiosyncratic nature of \( n \)

---

\(^6\) Kramer (2012) supports the claim of the split plural in Amharic by arguing that irregular plurals vary with respect to gender features, for example, \(-an\) is used on masculine while \(-at\) is used on feminine.

(i) a. k’iddus-an ‘saints’ (masc.pl. or mixed group)
   b. k’iddus – at ‘saints’ (fem.pl.)

The regular plural on the other hand is consistent on both masculine and feminine nominals as shown in (ii).

(ii) a. bet – \( ot\dot{t}\) houses – masculine
   b. agär – \( ot\dot{t}\) countries – feminine

\(^6\) An example of the ungrammaticality of an irregular plural morphology on nouns is seen in (iii) as shown in Kramer (2012:231).

- Singular
- Feminine irregular plural

(iii) Mänäk*se(it) *Mänäkos-it-at *Mänäkos-at-it

Monk(-FEM)
plurals is further supported by the behavior of -*tul* in Korean as seen earlier in section 5.2.2.3., repeated here in (104). Here, -*tul* is not compatible with all categories of nouns as shown by the marked expression in (104c).

(104) a. sala-tul sey myeng
       person-PL three CL
       ‘three people’

       b. chayk-tul sey Kwun
       book-PL three CL
       ‘three books’

       c. ??kilin-tul sey mari
       giraffe-PL three CL
       ‘three giraffes’ (Kim & Melchin 2018:13-14)

The plural suffix -*tul* occupies the [Spec NP] position which is the locus of idiosyncrasy. Kim & Melchin argue that -*tul* does not follow the assumptions in Corbett (2000) because there is evidence that -*tul* is compatible with inanimate nouns as shown in (104b), and intuitively, -*tul* should be compatible with a non-human animate noun in (104c), but this is not the case because of the marked expression that we see in (104c). Based on the idiosyncratic nature of -*tul*, the authors argue that -*tul* is adjoined to the NP level because it is close enough to the level where animacy is encoded.

5.6.2. *(In)definite interpretations of a BN or a plural noun in relation to animacy.*

According to Manfredi (2018), plural interpretation of BNs is sensitive to animacy in Igbo

---

 PL] feature which means in the context of a plural noun, the feminine suffix is not appropriate.
because animate and inanimate nouns in object positions are interpreted differently: the animate BN in object position in (105a’) is interpreted as indefinite and definite (105a’’) but not as a plural definite (105a’’’) while the inanimate BN in (105b) is interpreted as an indefinite noun (105b’) and a plural definite noun (105b’’).

(105) a. Ọ hù-ụrù ńkị tá
   3S.NOM see-INFL dog
   a.` = ‘S/he saw a dog’
   a.`` = ‘S/he saw the dog in question’
   a.``` = #S/he saw some dogs/the dogs in question

   b. Ọ hù-ụrù óche
   1S.NOM see-INFL chair
   b.` = ‘S/he saw a chair/some chairs’
   b.`` = ‘S/he saw the chair(s) in question’

   (Manfredi 2018:13)

In Yorùbá on the other hand, the counterparts of the BNs in Igbo, óche ‘chair’ and ńkị tá ‘dog’, have the same interpretation for both animate and inanimate nouns. However, the interpretation of óche includes definite plural (105-b’’) which is absent for animate BNs in Yorùbá (106a’’), a definite plural is only available with àwọn (106c’’). This is supported by the fact that in the English equivalent of the expression in (106-c’’), English would need a bare plural and a definite plural.

(106) a. Mo rí ajá.
   1S.NOM see dog
   a.` = ‘I saw a dog/some dogs’
   a.`` = ‘I saw the dog(#s) in question’
b. Mo ri àga.
   1s.NOM see chair
b.‘= ‘I saw a chair/some chairs’
b.‘’= ‘I saw the chair(#s) in question

c. Mo ri àwọn ajá.
   1s.NOM see 3p. dog
c.‘= ‘I saw some (individual) dogs.’
c.‘’= ‘I saw the dogs in question.’ (Manfredi 2018:13)

Building on the assumption that each phrase in natural language is complex, Manfredi concludes that the plural marker in Yorùbá is not sensitive to animacy because àwọn is not close to the level where animacy is encoded, i.e., the root or the little n.

If animacy sensitivity in plural marking is not a universal one, then the question is whether this property follows from some other independent features. Intuitively, we can assume that animacy is an inherent property of nouns or nominal roots. Coming back to Ògè, the question of course is ‘is òtúro sensitive to animacy?’ As mentioned earlier, BNS in Ògè are ambiguous between four readings; definite versus indefinite and plural versus singular reading. The paradigm in (107) explains this further.

(107) a. Í ri ópù.
   1sg see dog
a.‘ = ‘I saw a dog
a.‘’ = ‘I saw the dog (*s) in question
a.‘’’ = ‘I saw some (unspecified) dogs
b. Í rí àga.
   1sg see chair
b.' = ‘I saw a chair.’
b.`` = ‘I saw the chair (*s) in question
b.``` = ‘I saw some (unspecified) chairs.’

In (107a), the interpretation of the animate noun in object position will have the following readings, (in)definite (107a` and a``), a plural reading (107a```*) but not definite plural (107a```*), this is also true in (107b) for the inanimate noun. The examples in (108) show the bn in Ògè in subject positions.

(108) a. Ópú sì èégé.
   dog cop there
a.' = ‘The dog(*s) is there.’
a.`` = ‘A dog is there.’
a.``` = ‘(unspecified) dogs are there.’

b. Àga sì èégé.
   chair cop there
b.' = ‘The chair(*s) is there.
b.`` = ‘A chair is there.
b.``` = ‘(unspecified) chairs are there.’

The animate and inanimate bns in Ògè in subject positions do not require the plural marker to be interpreted as plural, but they require ôtúro to receive a plural definite interpretation. Plural nouns in object position will receive the following interpretations: plural definite (109a` and b`) but not indefinite plural (109a`` and b``).
(109) a. Í ri òtúro ópú
   1SG see PL dog
   a. = ‘I saw the dogs in question.’
   a.$$ = ‘*I saw a/the dog.’

   b. Í ri òtúro àga
   1SG see PL chair
   b. = ‘I saw the chairs in question.’
   b.$$ = ‘*I saw a/the chair’

There is no discrepancy between animate and inanimate nouns in Ògè, the diverge is rather with definiteness which supports the fact that òtúro is not close to the root where animacy is encoded.

5.7. Summary

Based on the interpretations of nominal expressions with the presence of òtúro, this chapter argued for òtúro as a plural determiner. Òtúro occupies the D-head in the syntactic structure of Ògè. Despite appearances, this chapter showed that the elements in D get their number features from the Num-head which translate to the fact that NumP is projected in the nominal structure of Ògè. Òtúro is a plural determiner that gets its number interpretations from the Num, òtúro does not modify roots; and it is compatible with all categories of nouns including the nominal attributive modifiers since they are also nominal.

Most importantly, this chapter argued that a BN in Ògè is covertly specified for a number feature but that BNs in Ògè have the nature of a general number because the Num-head is not phonologically filled. This chapter therefore concludes that in languages, the position of the occurrence of the element that is sensitive to plural depends largely on
other parameters like animacy and the definiteness interpretations of the noun and not necessarily on the plural interpretation of the elements, i.e., -tul in Korean occupies the n-head, o’ob in YM occupies the D position, the plural words in Halkomelem occupy the root position and so on.
Chapter 6 Summary and concluding remarks

6.1. Introduction

The dissertation focused on aspects of nominal modification in Ògè with the aim of analysing its syntactic structure. The main conclusions of the dissertation are the following: (i) nouns in Ògè could be bare (ii) the adjective as a lexical category is not a universal category because they are derived from another lexical category in Ògè (support for this claim comes from the structure of the adjectives in Yorùbá) (iii) number marking in Ògè is optional but it is required in some contexts because overt plural marking is obligatory in a plural definite context.

6.2. Summary of findings

The dissertation started by showing that Ògè possesses the definite and the indefinite articles in its nominal expressions, but that they do not accompany the noun in all contexts. The question arises as to how to classify the NPs in Ògè – what are the generalizations that could be arrived at regarding the debates on the article and articlelessness in languages? To this end, the dissertation proposed that the definite and the indefinite articles in Ògè are realized in one of two ways: phonologically filled D or null D. This led to the conclusion that, D is the locus of definiteness, this means that irrespective of the status of the D-head (either phonologically filled or not), D is required to give its semantic impact in the projection of the NP.

Chapter 3 gave the analysis of the internal structure of Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMS). It argued that NAMS are nominal. Three pieces of evidence were provided in support of this argument, these were (i) the internal structure of NAMS (ii) the position of the occurrence of NAMS in the nominal expression and (iii) evidence from NAMS in Yorùbá. The chapter further showed that the predicative forms are stative verbs by
highlighting some similarities between the predicative forms and the stative verbs in both Ògè and Yorùbá. The chapter concluded that the different structure of the predicative form in attributive position is related to the fact that Ògè lacks predicative adjectives from which it could derive the attributive form, what it has are stative verbs.

Chapter 4 provided adequate evidence in support of the modification structure of the merger of NAMs plus nouns. The chapter argued that attributives in Ògè perform more than one function in syntax; as a head or as an adjunct. First, the presence of the attributive is obligatory in possessive and genitive structures as shown in (1a, b). The absence of the attributive modifier in such expressions results in ungrammaticality or a change in meaning (attributives as heads) of the nominal expressions. Second, attributives are optional in a modification expression (2), (attributives as adjuncts).

(1) a. éswé isinsin
   House black
   ‘Black’s house’ or the house which belongs to Black

   b. iyẹ ikári åyẹ
   sweetDET soup
   ‘sweetness of the soup’

(2) a. ikári ígogoópú
   DET old dog
   ‘the old dog’

   b. ígbààjí ígbègbè isinsin ópú
   good small black dog
   ‘a/the good small black dog’

Having shown that the function of an attributive in (1) is different from the function it performs in (2), the chapter emphasised that the linear order of an attributive and the noun is paramount in a modification structure: an attributive is restricted to the prenominal position and it is immediately followed either by another attributive modifier (2b) or by the modified noun (2a). The chapter proposed that the attributive in (2) is merged in a direct relation to the modified noun and that attributives in Ògè form a close class of lexical items.
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Finally, chapter 5 discussed the strategies of number marking in Ògè. It noted that number is optionally marked in the language. This suggest that a BN in Ògè has a general number. The overt occurrence of Òtìro translates to the plural definite interpretation of the noun. Most importantly, the chapter argued that the locus of the occurrence of the plural morpheme in the extended projection of the NP is independent of its interpretation as a plural morpheme. Rather, its position along the functional spine of the NP is related to other parameters such as definiteness, specificity and animacy. The chapter proposed that the D-head is sensitive to number marking in Ògè which means, the D-layer performs a dual function of marking a noun for both number and definiteness. The chapter concluded that in certain contexts, plural nouns have more restricted uses because of the interactions between number and semantic features.

6.3. Contributions to linguistics research

The following are the contributions of this research from a formal perspective: Firstly, being the first work on the nominal domain of Ògè, it is my hope that this dissertation has brought interesting data into the theoretical discussion on the syntax and morphology of noun phrases, and that it will inspire future work on the severely understudied languages in the Benue-Congo and Niger-Congo at large. Secondly, BNs are not limited to articleless languages. Nouns in some languages are not obligatorily accompanied by the articles in all contexts. Thirdly, this study supports the arguments in the literature on the ‘No predicative adjectives’ and in general, ‘No adjectives’ in most of the languages in Benue-Congo as argued by scholars like Ajibọyè (2005); Awobùlúyì (1972), (1978); Cinque (2010), (2014); Dechaine (1993); Dixon (1982); Welmers (1973). Fourthly, the work
shows the similarities between predicative forms of the modifiers and stative verbs in two languages, namely, Ògè and Yorùbá (predicative modifiers are syntactically statives in the two languages). Fifth, the study has shown that the occurrence of the high tone in Group I NAMs is independent of the vowel that bears it. In other words, the study supports the syntactic status of the high tone in Yorùbá as already established in Ajibóyè, Dechaine & Stewart (2003); Ajibóyè (2005); and Manfredi (1992). Sixth, theoretically, this study presents evidence that shows that the projection of the NumP is required in a language in which the noun is not obligatorily marked for plural. And lastly, the plural morphemes in languages may be related to semantic parameters like definiteness, specificity and animacy. The study shows that the overt occurrence of Òtúro translates to a plural definite interpretation of the noun.

6.4. Suggestions for further research

The dissertation by no means did not cover all the aspects of nominal modification in Ògè. Most importantly, it did not discuss all the NAMs that exist in Ògè. I highlight some of the aspects of NAMs that require further studies in sections 6.4.1.-6.4.2. I conclude this dissertation by suggesting that more work need to be done on the nominal modification of Ògè both in descriptive and theoretical analysis of the language.

6.4.1. Nominal Attributive Modifiers (NAMs)

NAMs are not restricted to identical forms to the predicative forms. The analysis in this dissertation focused on the NAMs that are derived from the predicative forms because of
two reasons which are: (i) to establish that NAMs could be derived from a distinct lexical category, namely verbs, and (ii) to show that the derivation of NAMs has the same process as the derivation of nouns from verbs as shown in chapter 3, section 3.3.1.1. Further research in this area will concentrate on NAMs that have a distinct morpheme from the predicative forms, an example of this is given in (3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predicative form</th>
<th>Attributive form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(3)a. Ìgé úwan són</td>
<td>b. ìgé ìgbàaji úwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DET child beautiful/handsome</td>
<td>DET beautiful/handsome child</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘The child is beautiful/handsome’</td>
<td>‘that beautiful/handsome child’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The difference in the predicative and attributive forms in the example in (3) is like a case of suppletion. Further work in this area will establish if this is the right analysis.

6.4.2. External syntax of NAMs

Further research is required in the area of the merger of NAMs plus nouns in Ògè and in most of the languages in Benue-congo. For example, the lexical item corresponding to ‘former’ in Ògè which is tèlè modifies the noun by occurring after an element ni as the example in (4) shows.

(4) usín ni tèlè
  king REL before
  ‘former president’

An analysis has been given for a similar element ti in Yorùbá in Ajibóyè (2005) in which he argues for a reduced relative clause structure for the expression in (5).
Further work in this area will focus on such elements to see if there are more elements in this group in order to arrive at a conclusion about the claim in this dissertation regarding the direct modification status of NAMs in Ógè.
Appendix A

Some names of my language informants

(1) *The Owágè of Ògè*
   Age: 79
   Oba Alexandra Sànúolu Jimoh, Sèkèkèkè Adòdó II.

(2) *Èyésojú Oba*
   Mrs Beatrice Boboye
   Age: 70
   Occupation: Trader

(3) Musa Abdulbakai Olawale
   Age: 35
   Occupation: Contractor

(4) Mrs Èniólá Jackson
   Age: 57
   Occupation: Trader

(5) Mr Balogun Adebisi
   Age: 70
   Occupation: Woodworker

(6) Apostle Prophet J.T. Aribisala
   Age: 68
   Occupation: Prophet
Impressions from my fieldwork trips

Ọwàgè of Ògè (middle) and his wives.

The items in the picture are called ‘ẹrẹ’ which means ‘property’. The people of Ògè celebrate a festival every year to celebrate ‘ẹrẹ’ (a day set aside to celebrate the belongings of the kingdom of Ògè).
With Abdulbakai, my principal language informant.

With Abdulbakai during one of the intensive word for word translation of some folktales.
Appendix B

Some short stories in Ògè without the glossing
(For the full glossing, constituent labelling and the audio of the stories, please see https://adenugapriscilla.wordpress.com/folktales)

Story 1. Èzízà uwan Elechui Sọn

Otòrin uwanrin inè chè eshin wè. Ìfè naa peziza yàn mè o, ìba jìki ígè i kọsèn, i bá sè kòsèn èn, die bá keri yin ità ajèga mè.

Íghè uwan à sọn, inìnè maa ì gbe ígè uwan o. Ìgè uwan àà bi dòóvá. Ìgè ènè ba ikijì pe nu va dòóran, ú ti hè èrè yè doorin. Ìgè ènè ba idikijì pe nu va dòóran, ú ti èrè yè doorin. Ìa hè mara ke yin uwanrin uwan o?. Orun hè bi èrè uwan ra gbi ìgè uwan. Orun hè uwan ra gbaa. A kirida kera ke nara gbàa. Ìhin nari goo.

Ú di ihe nọọ, ìgè uwan i ve ùjì, ú fè nà o kò ùjì. Orun va sendojó edidó, á hè nu va dòórun, ú hin èrè?, nèrè va dòórin?, èrè a yoo doorin o!. Òran nè ke egbegbènèkè è rì, nèrè àà yoo doorin o. Èégè á-ji-keva, orun vá hin àà yoo doorin?, êgbè rìn na wa nààkè gbeènèkè dindinrèn. Aaba-ge-doorèn, gàò iho nè sì-jì-rèn èrè fè nàà o sèrèn. Ìhin maa sí hò náàjìrin, ìhin hò sì jìrèn, iho náàjìjìrin gwerin o. Èrèn ra o kòsèn gara ra chè uwanrin

Ijọ owa ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki womi a meloo - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ igbàlè ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki womi a melo o - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara jíjìjí - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara kẹkwẹn - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ ipalè ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Kiwo mi a melo - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ epo ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki wo mi amelo o - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara kẹkwẹ - Ero mi yeye
Emi abori jẹkijẹki - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ owa ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki wo mi amelo - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ iha ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki wo mi a melo o - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara kẹkwẹ - Ero mi yeye
Emi abori jẹgijẹgi - Ero mi yeye

U hè èrè yè dòórin òran orun. Orun naale kaage góóhò ve ígè èrè a yo dòórin. Àà dòórun, ìhin yè. Orun hin gào iho nèrè kaga rìnrin ìgè èrè bari nàa gbuwo-ke ga igéèhò, ūku ijiègho. Ìgè nọọ èrè ra gba rìn èswé úsin, nèrè pègìri rìn èswé úsin o. A hè a èrè àà yoo gbuwo kàn án.

Itumọ ìgè eziza ran, ìwan á ba di nàa gba yìràn ai nè sọnu uwan o dòórun o. Nu ba sè nìiyè mi ige uwan sòni ige uwan o dòórun ijonì ìgè uwan a si uwan uwan chuí wè ìhè ìgè
Children, sit down I want to tell you a story. When I begin to sing, you all must respond by singing along with me.

A girl was so pretty such that men desire to marry her, but the girl does not want to get married. Whenever someone shows interest in her, her response was always that she doesn’t want to get married. People in the town wondered who her husband would eventually be. The Palm tree then said he will be the girl’s husband.

One day, the girl went to the stream to fetch some water. The Palm tree hide in the bushes and on the girl’s way back home, he told the girl to marry him. The girl was surprised and said, ‘me’? I should marry you? I cannot marry you! At that moment, the Palm tree said ‘You will not marry me? If you do not marry me, you must not touch anything that comes out of my body. And then he started to sing…

Ijọ ọwa ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki womi a meloo - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ igbalẹ ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki womi a melo o - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara jìgìjìgì - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara kwẹkwẹn - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ ipałe ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Kiwo mi a mělọ - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ epo ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki wo mi amělọ o - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara kwẹkwẹ - Ero mi yeye
Emi abori jẹkijẹkì - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ ọwa ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki wo mi amělọ - Ero mi yeye
Ijọ iha ori mi - Ero mi yeye
Ki wo mi a mělọ o - Ero mi yeye
Emi abara kwẹkwẹ - Ero mi yeye
Emi abori jẹgijẹgì - Ero mi yeye

The girl insisted that she will not marry him. The Palm tree then mentioned all the things that the girl must never touch again in her life if she refuses to marry him. He said which means, ‘you must not touch things like broom, Palm Oil, Palm wine, Sago, Coconut and so on’. Say ‘Yes’ to my proposal or else, the day you touch any of the products that are produced from my body, ‘You’ will be beheaded at the palace but the girl insisted that she will never touch any of the things he mentioned.
The story taught us that when a child is ripe for marriage, then the child must get married. And then the duty of the mother is to encourage the child to bring her suitor home for introduction.

**Story 2a.**

Eziza ran má rọ igírí igéh uchuren o. Igéh uchüren, ú vè úwà ọnghọ, á fẹ na chọ ọnghọ, á dúwà ọnghọ, á ihe ọnghọ, á ri ikan nɛ siigidi, á yá igenẹ sí gidi, ọjọni igéh uchuren jaànan másin. Ọjọni iyẹn igóò, ú hu gboro mmọ ràn, ú go itan ọwọ, á gēhēwọ, á gowájú, á gósun, áa rínɛsu inègwá rèn. Ú hín ọran inè ɪgwà mí rìn o niyaà rí rìn o, ú hín ịjọ nà bá yì ichuì idi naà yōungbẹ o. Igé iyẹnno ige ánɛsọ, á i ne so. Ú mà wà vá chu igé úwàn ú má si éléchui o. Úsín ji vá ërèn úwòn ma ra gbi igé úwàn o, igéh úwàn aà sí yōungbẹ, ìsọdì. Úsín noo vá gbi igéh úwàn noo, úsín si ọ sɛkụ uchuren sí èswẹ, ú gbi igéh úwàn agba a ó pà ugu eswe o. Úsín bá gê sí èswẹ, nú bá kọ ịho nà ké naàson, igé ugu ti hín igé h uchuren úwòn kēè, igé úsín ti hín igé úwàn úwòn kēè.

Ègègè kevakó di igéh noo úsín aà vá sí èswẹ, ọjọni úwàn úsín maa vá pu o, Daodu úsín ku. Ọjọni igé ugu, úsín vá pọọ á hín maà pu igéh uwanrin? Ọjọni igé ugu vá dahun pé ɛɛ rèn ịho yoo ke igé úwàn, eesi ịho na gbà sí èswẹ úwòn pùíú? Ègègè úsín keva dahun pe na gbì èswẹ, aà sẹ rèn dédé ísọdii. A hín ìjọnú mọmọ rèn yẹn-γẹrẹ, ú vòwà ọnghọ, nú i h ọnghọ, ú jànà másin ɛrɛ vá gwa mmọ rèn pe ngwọ mmọ rèn, á hе ègègè éyèvà këmëjugo itọn ọwọ, ààrinẹ í gwà, ú meju kêh, aà rinę i gwà, ú go wàjù, aàrinę ɪgwà, ú gösùn, aàrinę ɪgwà, á hе ihone kerin nɛrɛ ɛgeh yōngbẹ aà maa vege o. À hín ùran inà i gùn pàrèn èswẹ, aà sí èrɛ ụwòn ike gaa inà èrɛ ikero, ugu rèn, ụwòn ike o, ugu rèn. A hе ụwàn naà pùú, ụwàn usìn nàa pùú, a hín ugu rèn ụwòn pù gbi igé úwàn aà sèrèn ụwòn pù o, a hе ugu rèn ụwòn pù. Ègègè ụwàn ke hе ụgu ri nù wàn pù, a hин hìn. Ègègè a ke gbìge ụwàn lísi sí èswẹ. À vá gbi iyàlè ve itèrègò, iyẹnì pé ọràn ụwàn i purú ụwontù nà i gunran pà ụwòn úwàn, áva gbì igírí iyàlè, a peç sì itèrègò o.

Èhè níge èzízà ran nù vè yán a yẹ nɛnɛ sọ nùri sxxuán ìàjì, ìàjì ìàjì igé ugu ri sùàan o.

**Story 2b.**

The story of the dumb child

My story centers on a pregnant woman. The woman went to the farm to fetch firewood. At the farm, as she was about to pull a branch from the tree, she fell heavily to the ground on her buttocks. And then, the fetus in her belly said, ’sorry my mother’ The woman looked to the right, she didn’t see the person who greeted her. She looked to the left, she looked to the front, she looked to the back, she didn’t see the person that greeted her. She then said, ’YOU’ that greeted me that I couldn’t find…until you climb seven mountains before you will be able to talk again in life. After the incident, her pregnancy started growing, it was developing and then she delivered a baby girl. After a while, the girl grew
into a beautiful girl, but she is dumb. Because of her beauty, the King got married to her and she moved into the palace where the first queen lives. Whenever the king is not at home and something bad happens, the first wife will report that it was the dumb wife who did it. The king is always amazed that his beautiful wife is capable of such an act.

One day, the king went out as usual and then the king’s son died before his arrival. When he came back, he asked for the person responsible for the act and quickly, the first wife accused the dumb wife! At that moment, the king ordered that the dumb wife should be made to climb seven mountains and then she should be beheaded on the seventh mountain.

They took the dumb girl to the first mountain, she climbed it. She climbed the second one, she climbed the third one, she climbed the fourth one, she climbed the fifth one, she climbed the sixth one and then she breathed heavily and stopped. The people thought she was tired. They pushed her to continue the journey and insisted that she should continue to climb the mountain. After that, they climbed the seventh mountain and suddenly, she started to talk, and she explained how and why she became dumb. She added that it was the first wife that committed all the atrocities in the palace. She said the first wife killed the Prince. At that moment, they all realized that the first wife is guilty of all the evil deeds in the palace, and they took the first wife to a place called ‘iṣe(200,726),(290,755)’ where she was beheaded.

That is the end of the story.

**Story 3a. Òran**

Ígè ọranrochuren, à shi nda ùwan. Á bá sere vàájá, uchuren bá vàájá, nuraì vòwà. Nu bá di èrèṣẹn, ígè ọran ti hù vádá, unọ va uwon ju Òpọ̀, nù ba vádí ìwọ̀ẹ̀dọ̀ un kòkò hún siromí. Ú ti he se néré hún uwẹ̀nẹ́ ìdọ̀ irin siromí, ú ti he nu hùn siromí nì bá yóò hùn siromí. Ú ti hùn siromí, u ti o vè. Nú bá sì dí ìchúi, ijonú ù và úráaroo, uwon sìra vádí eeri. Ú ti sì kero kòsèn, unọ ti hé ná bá yoo hùn siromí, hùn siromí nàa rì vee, ú ti sì hùn siromí. Èrò kekekeke a hùn iro siromí woo.

Ujì va dẹ̀rẹ̀, uya ma va ígè ochuren ínṣẹ̀ ùwan wo do si ígè èsẹ̀ rò, iní vo gbe èsẹ̀ tìjì. Kiìdè keive, a i lawan wẹ̀ nẹ̀ vádí nẹ̀ wùùmá ùwan? Buwàn méẹ̀ sẹtan, a ṣe ṣi ṣì òran o, òran ochuren sẹ̀ wàájá ìchúì òran ụrụn sẹ̀ ìwòwà o. È chechin sì èsẹ̀ o èrèṣẹn nẹ̀ yureń. Uchuren gbi àpáṣádá, nuraì gbi igbègbè da. Ìjìva kero ke. Êgè òran vádí, a ọ̀ràn uwèdọ̀ òran won pò she néré sirin ròmì Ye! A ba yoo sirè ròmì, naa sirènromì. Duke ṣè néré hu sì èsìn ìlè shiṣe òrẹ̀ ati ọshì, a gbi aṣaṣẹ̀, ochuren gbi apáṣá, a sẹ̀ maa ụrụn gbi igbègbè a sa jì ègè ọran ku. Ava la ègè igo ọran, á rí ìchúì pò sutuwo. Ènè uwèdọ̀ nu ọkọ̀kọ̀ ti ìpọ̀kọ̀ ụnọ uhùnṣẹ̀ sì kò.

Inijọ naa, á bá vè áájá, á ve ùwà avàdí, núba ko uwanrin naá ri, ìṣẹ̀̀wọ̀ nẹ̀tì ri nusi Taye, è sòwọ̀ nèrī Taye yan mi? È yẹ̀ rí ìdòwù yan mi hùn sẹ̀n? Inijọ naa, unun irinẹ̀ eji ke ìwùùmá ùwan o, nu ba ve áájá, ìwòwà ávàdí, nu ba ẹ̀rùwan, u maa wùùmá ùwan o.

Ìhẹ̀ nudọwọ̀ si gwerkọ
Story 3b  The story of the Bird

A couple had nine children. Whenever the woman is away to the market or the man is away to the farm, a bird called Aóbẹ do come to the house to meet the children. The bird asked the youngest child, should I swallow you? and then the girl said if you can swallow me, swallow me! She swallowed her and flew away. The following day, the bird came at the exact time she came the day before and asked the second to the last born, should I swallow you? The child said, if you can swallow me, swallow me. She swallowed her and flew away. This was how the bird repeats her journey everyday till she had swallowed eight out of nine children.

One day, their neighbor called the attention of the couple to the incident and inquire why both (husband and wife) do not care about the welfare of the children when they come back to the house in the evening. She instructed then not go out the following day that the bird will come again with the aim of swallowing the last child. The following day, the woman took a flat wood and hide in the roof while the man took a short stick and hide in the roof. The bird came at the usual time and asked the child if she should swallow her. The child responded that ‘if you can swallow me, swallow me’. As the bird was about to swallow her, the couple jumped down from the roof and hit the flat wood and the short stick on the bird’s head and it died. They cut the bird’s stomach open, and two out of the eight children were dead.

Since that incident, whenever the parents are not at home for a long period of time and they come back home, it is customary to ask about the welfare of the children. Questions like, where is Taye? Who saw Taye around? Are always asked from the people around or in the neighborhood.

That is the end of the story.

Story 4a.  Agógó

Íghé ni èzízá rán rín da rẹ ighé urán ròchuren, á chúí ighé ída úwan, ididarívá si eléchui. Igáá ighé igú, Igáá ighé igú ükúné åá réyín váá. Á sú ojo igú, gáo igwé dédé yin igé úwan sé utable úwanrin ükúné åá rán án. Á ó vè éswé, á di éswé, á góréñ úwá óńg holog. Agógó vá vè á ó gbé iga akéké, á vá vò úrán ihù ihé iná á ke ká rií. Uwedó kojá, ú súan akéké wé, ú dé eyín onọ, á hẹ Ọbopibopi ẹrẹ má ri akéké o. Iriyí si kojá, á si di eyín inę unọ, ẹrẹ ma ri ikín akéké. Irída si kojá á si di eyín inę unọ, á ó kojá ó ó vòwà.


Nìghé nóò, úwọn ma se ni ẹnẹ isi eyín yan úwan o. Titiboy úwọn ma sèri sue úwan o, íghé ni ikári alo ran dasi gbero o
Story 4a. The story of the Tortoise

My story centers on a couple. They have three daughters and no one in the town knows their names. The couple picked a date for the people in the town to guess their names, but no one was able to answer the question. After the event, they all went back home disappointed. The following day, the three girls went to the farm to pick some firewood. Tortoise by its characteristic nature, made three beautiful bicycles and laid ambush for the girls. On their way home, as the youngest girl was about to pass through the bush part, the Tortoise threw one of the bicycles on to the main road. The girl was surprised and called her sister by the name 'Opobipobi' and said, ‘I saw a bicycle’. The Tortoise also threw another bicycle to the second child as she was about to pass through the bush. She also called the name of her sister and said, ‘I saw a bicycle’. Then the Tortoise threw the last bicycle to the last child and she also mentioned the name of the last girl.

Later, the Tortoise went back home and rang the bell ‘kókókó’ requesting that the meeting that was called few days ago should be called again because he has an answer to the question. A date was picked, and the town gathered in the palace at the chosen date. The Tortoise then came out and announced that he knows the names of the three girls. He said, ‘the first girl is ‘Opobipobi’, the second is ‘Àrrìágosè’ and the last girl is ‘Alébiósùn’.

Since that day, it has become customary to name a child after birth and make the name known to the people. A child is not called something like Titiboy but a real name.

Story 5. Ìjàn

Ìjàn, Ìjàn o - ó rèjàn
Ikún i pá pata ijo eyé rèjàn ó mọn pá pata o - ó rèjàn
Ikún ighá keke ijó ëyé rèjàn ó mọn gbá keke o - ó rèjàn
Ikún ifun remun ijó ëyé rèjàn ó mọn fun remun o - ó rèjàn
Ìjàn Ìjàn o - ó rèjàn

Álọ á rọ pàápàá ú rẹ giri igbè úchùren, ú chù úwànlé, á hẹ ini igé gao igú naa ààsẹ ve Ìjàn o, u kúkú igú ààgbègeèeye igé igú na isue Ìjàn, ìbẹni. Sìgbòn igé uran, igé ọchùren và suwanle si Ìjàn. Ìrá si tún, ú và hún igé òwàn si osu, húnwán inè sòsùn o, ú gbi sòsùn àvè. Ìjàn o, ìbẹni. Ìjàn o, ìbẹni ìgbá keke ìgbá pata, ijọ èyí òwàn o, ú gbà sòsùn a vè ìjàn. Ìjàn o, ìbẹni. Ìjàn o, ìbẹni ìfún rẹmùn ìjó ëyé rèjàn ó mọn fnù rẹmùn o - ó rèjàn

À gbàdádá ìwọn sàpatà, à koji à gbìmùda, a hún ìji sààran à è igé òwàn à kèègbègbè. A jìva i ú sà kerododi ìswe. Ìjàn...Èye munwàn ma ogorèn avè òwà o, òwà mà à sà kọsèn o.

a hin....

Ìjàn, Ìjàn o - ó rèjàn
Kenikenì mònmòǹ rèjàn - ó rèjàn
Yìò kànn ò rèjàn - ó rèjàn
Ogùn ighá pata, ijo ëyé rèjàn ó mọn gbá pata o - ó rèjàn
Omi ifùn remun, ijo ëyé rèjàn ó mọn fnù remun o - ó rèjàn
Ye! Á hin Ye! Ye!

Úgú èyévà hẹ Ye!, ìhẹ na áàse òè úwán òpín nẹn rẹn, ú hún uwan, hm! Ú ve éswé oba, Ú hẹ ma o ìhẹ naa ìhẹ naasè ve o a úgú rẹn inẹ màávè o, Ain uwan un gbi ... Úwan ma hẹ Úwánlèè gbi ādádá o á hún imú dåá a o kọjí o.

Ú di erèrè gào igú úṣẹ péjọ ná o hún ígẹ uwan vá a tì èyévà, á ma dojọ igú o, a hẹ uwan òṣẹn na a kò lò lò ìjọnì ìyẹ mé vòwà a hẹ ẹrín kóó.

Ú hin...

ikoye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele
ikoye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele
ibaba ikoye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele

òṣẹn ina ìko Ìjẹ, uwan a hẹ ẹrín kóó,
ú hin...

ikoye, ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele
ibaba ikoye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele

Ú si hun uwan lisi si eswe. Úwan asi di èswe uwan a si sako òṣẹn Ìjàn, Ìjàn o, ó rẹjàn Ìjẹ ugu ìyẹvà ni òpìn inẹ ãà pùwà, u si jangirí si èswe ìba, Ú sojọ, Úwan si di ìjẹ ã èhẹ:

ikoye ikoye- adodo ikoye awulele
èyévà sí sè fẹṣetduji!
baba ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele.

A a a, a hẹ ígẹ uwan wa ù ìye òṣẹn ígẹ u naa hẹ u kóó, u ìye kóó.

Ijú bá ri, òrun ti mù daa. Di a ke hun ve tẹrẹgó a pẹ igirí ìjẹ ìgú sí ìjẹ ìjẹ gwe, pẹ bijú bá rii òdòrun ti n gbù dáá. Pẹ Ìjàn uwan a ìjẹ, ikú ìru rán iku.

Ìjẹ Ìjẹ.

My story moves swiftly and centers on a woman who has a concubine that lives in a town called Ìjàn. There was famine in the town where she lives. An announcement was already made that no one should travel to Ìjàn for any reason. But then, because of the famine,
the woman took her child and set out to Ìjàn. When she got there, her concubine gave her lots of things including plenty yams. After some time, the woman and her child set out to go back to their town. Her concubine turned into an eagle, he took a cutlass, palm-wine and water and followed them until they got home.

The following day, the woman left her child with the first wife and went to the farm. The child started to sing:

Ìjàn, Ìjàn o - ó rèjàn  
Kẹnikẹni mónmọn rèjàn - ó rèjàn  
Yio kann ó rejàn - ó rèjàn  
Ogún igbá pata, ijo eye rèjàn ó mọn gbá pata o - ó rèjàn  
Omi ifún rẹmun, ijo eyé rèjàn ó mọn fún rẹmun o - ó rèjàn

The first wife shouted Ye! Á hin Ye! Ye! She was surprised that the second wife went to the town that they are forbidden to visit. She took the child to the palace and narrated the song she heard from the child. They told the child to repeat the song. The child started to sing thus:

ikoye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele  
iikooye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele  
iibaba ikoye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele

They persuaded the child to repeat the song about Ìjàn but instead, the child continued to sing the song of ikoye, ikoye…

ikoye, ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele  
iibaba ikoye ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele

The woman returned the child home dejected. When they got home, the child started to sing the song about Ìjàn, Ìjàn o, ó rèjàn… again. The woman took the child back to the palace so that people could listen to the song. When they got to the palace, the child started singing…

ikoye ikoye- adodo ikoye awulele

The woman was embarrassed!

baba ikoye - adodo ikoye awulele.

She shouted at the child to sing the real song for the people to hear but the people including the king were already angry at the woman. They accused her of telling a lie against the child. They said the mouth does not report everything that the eyes see.

So, they took her to ‘ìtèrègó’ and beheaded her. That is the end of the story.
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